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Students

vice president
rnerri II

Milton R. Merrill is one of those very rare persons who possesses
numerous qualities and abilities which mark him as an intellectual,
a leader, a solomon, and a confidante . He appeals to groups and
individuals . He serves as consultant to administrators and counselor
to friends. His unique versatility imposes frequent demands upon
his time and talents, but he prefers anonymity. He 's strictly a behind
the scenes man. To tab Dr. Merrill as retiring or withdrawing would
be a misnomer. His quiet, thoughtful manner impressively reveals
his strong characteristics of judicious withholding, until the time for
evidencing deep analytical consideration appears to be warranted.
He has, inherently and through cultivation, a habit of dignified
reserve that distinguishes him as a listener. Then, at times, paradoxically and almost surprisingly, he will become especially vocal,
almost evangelical about a point or points that reflect a deep feeling of conviction. " Milt, " as he is affectionately known among innumerable friends, admirers, and associates, has been recognized
as the Mr. Chips of Utah State. Closest to his heart is the role of the
teacher. The old-timers among the faculty and the students of
almost half a century remember him most warmly as an avid
reader, lecturer, and literally a walking compendium. No wasted
time his. He is often remembered walking on campus or down the
hill with his eyes glued upon an open book or periodical. He
amazed many (and amused them, too) that he could walk so much,
read so comprehensively, and, for the most part, avoid traffic
hazards. In the classroom, with his rich funds of knowledge and
current happenings, together with a ready wit and rippling good
humor, he has always been at his best. Bulging student enrollment
in non-required, tough-graded courses, a Robins Award winner for
Professor of the Year, and Faculty Honor Lecturer serve as glowing
tributes to his ability and effectiveness as a teacher. Although the
greater part of his professional life has been centered on the Hill
the campus has served only as his headquarters. He has been recognized in his major field of Political Science locally, throughout
the state, and nationally. As author, speaker, civic and educational
worker he has served as interpreter and analyst of the current
political and professional scene. In his service as department head,
college dean, assistant to the President, and Director of 'the Summer
School, Extension Correspondence Study , and the Army-Air Force
Training Program he built a rich background for his present position
as Vice President, in charge of a number of things including academic affairs. As Dr. Merrill walks each day to and from his home
near the campus with an arm full of papers and folders, with a
cheery greeting to all he passes, we can only call to mind the depth
of meaning so applicable " he, while his companions slept, toiled
ever onward through the night. " Without a peer, he reads voluminously, he answers inquiries, sends thoughtful and considerate personal notes . Incomparably, too , there is no comment on the amount
of work, nor hours required to complete it. And without regard to
self, he always finds time to " visit " with the many who " just want
to talk " as they wander into the ever -open door of his office . What
greater reputation and high regard can any man have? Industrious,
intellectual, considerate, and thoughtful, efficient, wise and personable : that's M. R. Merrill of Utah State.
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robert potter

alma sonne

henry hurren

board of trustees
The Utah State University Board of Trustees is the supreme
authority of U.S.U. and its branch colleges. It consists of fourteen members, twelve citizens of the state appointed by the
Governor and two ex-officio members, the Secretary of State
and the President of the U.S.U. Alumni Association. The Board
of Trustees establishes the policies of Utah State University and
its branches; the President puts these policies into effect.
Always the President may be called upon for recommendations, but the Board has the final decision. The Board 's principle committees are the Buildings and Grounds, Alumni and
Development, Academic and Student Affairs, Athletics, and
Code Committees. Chairman Alma Sonne, the head of the fiveman Executive committee, has been a Board member since
1955. He is a 1904 graduate of Brigham Young College, and
he is presently the President of the First National Bank in
Logan . Robert J. Potter, on the Board since 1953, is vice chairman of the Board and also chairman of the Code Committee .
He is a Garland farmer and livestock producer and has been
a Box Elder County Commissioner. Mr. Henry R. Hurren, a
member of the Board since 1955, is chairman of the Finance
committee. He received his B.S. and M.S. degrees from the

david evans
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ralph blackham

University of Utah and now is Vice President and Manager
of the Cache Valley branch of the Walker Bank and Trust
Company. Trustee David Evans, a 1915 graduate of the University of Utah, was appointed to the Board in 1957. Now he
is President of David W. Evans and Associates, one of the
West's most prominent advertising firms. Mr. Ralph S. Blackham is chairman of the Alumni and Development committee.
From Moroni, he is prominent in the Utah turkey industry and
manages the Moroni Feed Company. He graduated from U.S.U.
in 1940 with a degree in Poultry Husbandry. Mr. Blackham
has been a Board member since 1957. Chairman of the Academic and Student Affairs committee is Mr. Norman D. Salisbury. Mr. Salisbury is Vi ce President of the First Security Bank
of Utah. He graudated from Brigham Young College in 1910
and from the American Institute of Banking in 1928. Mr. Phillip
A. Bullen, member of the Board since 1959, heads the Athletic
committee. In 1936 he acquired his Bachelor of Science degree
from U.S.U., and in 1938 he received his Master of Business
Administration degree from Harvard. While attending U.S.U.
he was affiliated with Sigma Chi Fraternity. Since 1960,
Trustee Bullen has been a partner in Carpetowne, a retail car-

norman salisbury

phillip bullen

e. o. larson

lucille petty

pet company in Salt Lake City. Mr. E. O . Larson is chairman of
the Buildings and Grounds committee. A life member of the
U.S.U. Alumni Association, he received his B.S. in 1918 and
M.S. in 1923, both in Civil Engineering. He is now Vice President of Berger Associate, In c., consulting engineers of Salt
Lake City. Mrs. Lucille Owen Petty is a Utah State alumnus.
While attending U.S. U. she served as Vice President of the
Freshman and Senior classes, as well as being active in debate. Trustee Edwin Kent Winder from Granger, the newest
member of the Board, was appointed in June, 1964. A 1916
graduate of U.S.U., Mr. Winder was associate editor of Student
Life and business. manager of the Buzzer. He is part owner of
the Winder Dairy in Salt Lake City . Dr. Reed W. Farnsworth,
Physician and surgeon and member of U.S.U .' s Board of
Trustees since 1959, is a partner in the Southern Utah Clinic at
Cedar City and director of the Intermountain District Council on
Rura l Health of the American Medical Association. Mr. Alva
C. Snow is from St. George. He works in the 0 K Rubber business and farms in Roosevelt. At U.S.U. in 1941 he was President of the Delta Phi Fraternity , and in 1944 he graduated in
agronomy and soils. Trustee W. Eugene Hansen, a practicing

alva snow

eugene hansen

edwin kent winder

reed farnsworth

attorney and partner in the law firm of Nielsen, Conder and
Hansen, Salt Lake City, is President of the U.S.U. Alumni Association. He graduated from U.S.U. in 1950, and from the
University of Utah College of Law in 1957. At U.S.U. he was
Student Body President 1949-1950. Here he also was presented with the President's Award for Leadership and Scholarsh ip . Secretary of State Lamont F. Toronto, a native of Salt
Lake City, was an ex-officio member of the Finance committee
until replaced in the November election. As Secretary of State
he was also a member of the State Board of Exami ners , State
Civil Defense Council, State Armory Board, and the Board of
University of Utah Trustees, as well as U.S.U. Mr. Toronto
owns an insurance and real estate business. Appointed by the
Board as their Secretary is Dean L. Mark Neuberger, U.S.U. ' s
Dean of Admissions and Records. As Secretary to the Board,
Dean Neuberger keeps a record of all meetings of the Board,
is th e custodian of the University seal, and performs other
services determined by th e Board. He graduated from U.S.U.,
receiving his Ba che lor of Science degree in 1932 and his
Master of Science degree in 1934.

lamont toronto

mark neuberger
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Attempting to understand the problems of students is the constant task of
Claude J. Burtenshaw, Dean of Students. Dean Burtenshaw strives to
provide the guidance and leadership that is so vital in university affairs.

deans

Leah Dunford, possessing a charming personality and a sincere concern
for people, serves at Utah State University as Dean of Women. Dean Dunford is one of those special kinds of people who gains the respect and
affection of all who know her.
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ad III i n i strative staff
In Utah State University government, power descends directly
from the Board of Trustees to the administration . Members of
the administrative staff act as advisors on campus problems
and approvers of student activities. Their adroit governing aids
Utah State University in becoming a nationally recognized
University. This year's staff has included: William H. Bennett,
Director of Extension Services ; D. Wynne Thorne , Director of
University Research and Agriculture Experiment Station ; Clayton Clark, Director of Engineering Experiment Station ; Vaughn

Competence in carrying on business and
maintaining fiscal responsibility is characteristic of Dee A. Broadbent, VicePresident of Finance . In this position he
is responsible for all the money that runs
U.S.U. Vice-President Broadbent received
his education from Utah State University
and the University of Illinois. His background also includes professorship of
agricultural economics.

Hasen , Director of Water Laboratory; Alan Matheson, Assistant
to the President; Evan Stevenson, Director of the Union Building ; William Skidmore, Coordinator of Student Housing; Frank
Williams, Director of Athletics; LeRoy Blaser, Director of Information Services; J. R. Allred, University Editor; Francis
Baugh, Purcha.sing Agent; Sylvan Erickson, Controller; Harold
M. Wadsworth , Superintendent of Plant Operations; " Swede"
Larson, Secretary of U.S.U. Alumni Association ; and Leron
Johnson, Development Fund Director .

Much gratitude from the students at Utah
State University is directed to the Dean
of Admissions and Records, Mark L.
Neuberger. His office keeps the records
of our performance at U.S.U . Dean Neuberger also finds time to act as Secretary
to the Board of Trustees and to teach
upper division business administration
classes. He received his higher education
from Utah State University.
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deans

dean i. stewart williams, graduate studies; dean carlton f. culmsee, humanities
and arts; dean phyllis snow, family life; dean d. f. peterson, engineering .

dean vearl r. smith, agriculture; dean eldon j. gardner, science; dean john c.
carlisle, education; dean j. whitney floyd, forest, range and wildlife managament;
dean robert p. collier, business and social science.

colleges at usu

graduate school
It used to be that a high school education was
quite hard to get and quite rare. Those who had
them were considered the very educated. Then as
time went on and more people went to high
school, one had to have a few years of college
to get anywhere . (School teachers should have at
least two years of college.) At the beginning of
our lifetime the graduate from college could always find a well-paying, skilled job. But as we
are attending school, we are finding out that an
advanced degree, beyond the bachelors, is becoming imperative. Admission to the graduate
school is reserved for those persons who have
maintained a high scholastic record of a " B" average in their undergraduate years. In addition
to proof of past scholarship, every candidate for
graduate school must pass a rigid entrance ex -

amination before acceptance into the school is
granted . If, after finishing the necessary course
studies, the student is able to demonstrate his
knowledge through a written and an oral examination, he is then qualified for graduation . One
can find a graduate student behind a pile of
books at " his " metal desk in the library doing
research for his thesis, assisting a professor in a
classroom as a graduate assistant, and generally
looking smarter than the underg raduates . On
commencement day students graduating from
the School of Graduate Studies are recognized by
a stole worn over the graduation gown. These
men and women, wearing the color of their college, must be proud to know that they have received the highest and toughest education possible from Utah State.
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college of
agriculture
The College of Agriculture has a special place nt
Utah State University for in 1888 when the school
was first founded, it was established as a college primarily for agriculture, and it bore the
name Utah State Agricultural College. Now the
College of Agriculture conducts experiments and
studies on farm animals and plants, many of
which are in conjunction with the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The College teaches all the
occupations connected with the production, processing, and distribution of farm products. On
campus, this college also runs the U.S.U. Creamery which makes milk, cheese, and " that U.S.U.
ice cream

college of
The college of Education, which is now the second largest single division on campus, strives to
improve education of the masses through a rigorous and varied program of educating its students. The university offers complete programming of teacher education in all phases of public
school work. Its primary function is the preparation of teachers, administrators, supervisors, and
other professional personnel. Guidance, leadership, and co-operation are but a few fundamental characteristics necessary in the training
of educators. Our students strive to obtain these
characteristics through diligent work and programming. Through actual classroom experience,
students are taught the most beneficial methods
of teaching others . Co-operative programming
with other departments of the institution provides for teaching the selected majors and minors of the students. Careful attention is given
to both staff and facilities in teacher education.
Facilities in addition to the regular College of
Education classroom include the Nursery School
in Family Life. This enables future teachers to
acquaint themselves with teaching techniques
for pre-school ch ildren. Persona I ity development
and improvement through the use of modern
psychology have become valuable aids to education . Much advanced work and studying has
been initiated in the field of education and is
now moving swiftly forward with new methods
of understanding .

18

education
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college of engl neerl ng
The college of engineering has a
new bUilding to accommodate it as
one of the largest colleges at the
University. With about 800 members the ratio of the sexes is about
one to 100. One can tell the " EPS"
Building " it's the new, big one"
with an ancient-looking stone carving in the front and a white triangle monument to Sigma Tau , the
engineering honorary, in the court.
The other engineering honorary is
Theta Tau. Dean Dean Peterson is a
world renowned civil engineer, and
so he is well qualified to lead this
college. The Engineering College
offers instruction in several types
of engineering. The departments
within the college are so varied as
to include modern developments
and techniques in tool and manufacturing engineering, which is in
theory as old as mankind and the
wheel, to developments in such
new fields as electrical engineering. The college is always concerned with research and finding
new ways and new ideas. The Department of Electrical Engineering
has an electrodynamics laboratory
in Boston, Massachusetts . Among
other things, they are carrying on
research on the aurora borealis.
Also, Utah State engineers were at
Cape Kennedy doing work . The
College of Engineering is growing.
And looking ahead, long range
plans call for additional construction of facilities to aid in its future
growth.
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In 1933 Franklin Roosevelt declared
a Good Neighbor policy toward
Latin America . And since then, with
one degree of enthus iasm or another, the U.S. has been concerned
with how to help these countries .
This concern even echoed to the
Rocky Mountains and onto our
campus. So, under the federal government, the College of Business
and Social Sci e nce now has a business training program in Brazil to
help that country gain a stable
economy. For our own students, the
Department of Business tailors the
grey flannel suit for its graduates
well. The Departments of History
and Political Science, recently di-

I

vided because of their growth,
mean to many students the greatest and most stimulating professors
on campus . " Is there really a relationship between how peoples have
acted in the past and what we will
do now? " is what the historian is
asking eternally. And while the
argument rages on whether sociology and the related sciences are
indeed a science or not, the department continues to teach of culture and race problems . The ' " T"
groups, an actual and tremendous
experience for its members, really
show wh ile functioning how individuals do react in a group through
group therapy .
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college of forestry

Famous throughout the country as being
one of the top Fo rest, Range, and Wildlife Management schools in the natio n,
Utah State University is very proud to
have this college as part of its system.
Various field studies, experimental work,
and special summer camps are also part
of this college ' s program. With such natural surroundings as Cache National
Forest, large numbers of wild game, and
nearby bird refuges, the opportunity for
realistic study is excellent. Along with
environmental advantages, the school is
newly equipped and well-staffed to
meet the demands of conserving America's resources.
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college of farTlily life

The College of Family Life emphasizes
human relationships in the home and
family as well as theory and skills of
homemaking. In the departments of
Family Life, Child Development, Food
and Nutrition, Clothing and Textiles,
Homemaking, and Household Economics
one can prepare for a professional career in such fields as fashion design, dietetics, and child development, or he can
take courses designed for his personal
needs and interests to prepare himself
for more effective living in the home.
Under the direction of Dean Phyllis
Snow, this is one of the strongest colleges oncampus.

- I

~
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college of hUrTlanities and arts
Expression, mood, tempo, pulse, balance, texture the
feeling of things captured and experienced the fine
arts. Late night rehearsals for the operas, philosophizing
on the meaning of Scene "' in the smoke of the " Bird,"
the study of men's ideas in philosophy, and one of the
finest college bands in the country - this is the College
of Humanities and Arts. " Big things come in small packages " and good things, too, as anyone passing the
Music Building and hearing the sound of the Scotsmen
coming out can tell you. Wandering through Old Main,
one surely knows when he reaches the Fine Arts Department, not only by the pigeons in their nest, as one professor notes, but also the design of its office doors and
interior rooms a display of knowledge in action .
U.S.U. ' s speech therapy department is also one of the
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best in the country; and the English Department, besides
the traditional " B.C." for Freshmen, unfolds the ideas of
man in literature through Dryden, Herodotus, the flood
myths, iambic pentameter, metaphysical interpretation,
and the teaching of writing itself. The Department of Languages has a modern language laboratory where one
can listen to the foreign tongue spoken naturally in the
" new study method" language instructors are adopting.
Another distinctively designed department headquarters
is the Landscape Architecture Department. This field, not
commonly offered at most universities, but one tha t
makes its impression because it deals with planning of
environments . With the greater audiences now coming in
contact with the humanities and arts, these fields demand greater understanding and appreciation; so t he
existence of this college.

-

college of
.
sCience

Keeping pace with the twentieth century dominates the
ideas and efforts of science. Leading our world to new
heights in every field imaginable, it is the aim of science
to discover, make useful, and perfect anything that may be
beneficial to mankind. Science deals with the reality and
practicality of existence. Here at Utah State in the departments of Applied Statistics, Bacteriology, Botany, Chemistry,
Geology , Mathematics, Physics, and Zoology, the College of
Science has men and ideas which are nationally noted and
honored. Before 1962 the College of Science was combined
with the College of Humanities and Arts under one college
called the College of Arts and Sciences . Then in 1962 a
separate college was formed for the sciences, under Dean
Eldon J. Gardner . In the short period which has lapsed
since the formation of the College of Science at U.S.U ., it
has progressed to become one of the most important colleges on campus . Since study of science is required of every
student attending this Un iversity in an attempt to mold
him into a well -rounded individual, the need for an outstanding department can clearly be seen . Our College of
Sc ience fills this need well .
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dance
Row One : MaryLynn Hyde, Sandy West, Vicki Sanders,
Elayne Leavitt. Row Two : LuAnn Purser, LaDawn Anderson,
Rosemarie Wabel, Sandy Fish, Adele Word, Koren Boggs,
Potty Mercer. Row Three: Corolee Felt, Bob Smith, Brent
Harris, Bruce Allen, Les Bolls, Dove Erickson , Janet Keroher, chairman.

games

Row O ne: Lindo Smith, Doris Hansen, Carma Hansen, Lindo
Johnson . Row Two : Rolph Maughan, Brent Plowman, Lorin
Zollinger, Tom Harding , chairman.

hospitality

Row On e : Pot Kasper, Evelyn Lawrence , Solly Rheeves, Jon
Hugie, chairman, Eileen Brockman, Dixie Mitchell. Row
Two : Judie Burton, Mark Peterson, Kim Nielson, Ruth Hin-

mar, Norman Siefkin, Bloke Wride.

movie

Row O ne: Cliff Rockstead, Verno Jean Boyer , Jackie Littledike, Cheryl Cordon, Kathy Ca rlisle , Joy Gordon, Kathy
Roberts, Lindo Yocom , Janet Hamilton , Dione Neilson. Row
Two : Anita Waldron, Lorry Bell , Dennis Barbian , Tina Hollands, Moe Pells, Nod ine Cox, Bill Ewer, Kathy Flanagan ,
Patty Moody, Cliff Skoka, chairman.

musIc

Row On e: Trudy Rich, Jenness Pitcher, Shirley Herald. Ro w
Two : Richard Rasmussen, chairman, Lynn Batteman , John

Wyro .

publications
Row On e: Dave Godfrey, chairman_ Row Two : Julie Old-

royd, Cheryl Keck , Carolyn James, Carolyn Waldron, Judy
Larson .

union board carll rIl ittees

publicity

Row One: Cathy Larsen, Cheryl Fuhriman, Ron Drake, Jerrie
Evans, Jim Wadley, Bonita Burtenshaw.

special events

Row One: Penny Plant, Jane Ungricht, Mary Lee Mays, Reid
Simmons, Luann Penovich, Gayle Lott, Joan Manion. Row
Two: Linda Wray, Leo Peterson, Kathy Moore, Jim Peterson,
Maria Bennett, Clair Hicks, Mary Reeder.

\Norld culture

Row One : Cathy Gickling, chairman, Donice Hansen, Mary
Beth Coltrin, Lisa Burrell, Judy Patterson, Lynne Hess. Row
Two: Alfonso Ko, Jim McMillan, Don Crawford, Vijay Gupta, Maurice Kabili, Vijay Arakeri, Hyac inth Akalaonu.

gallery

Row One : Pam Harwood , Connie Hanson , Lila Adair, Kathy
Patrick, Mary Nielson, chairman. Row Two : Shirl Stewart,
Blair Sorgent.

concert
Row One : Lu Anna Price, Ethel McKee, Annette Wise,
Glenda Wood, Aldene Conish, Helen Cooley, Harry Davis,
chairman. Row Two: Dave Sargent, James Blackwood, Eugen~ Dznnis, Carolyn Franklin, Pat Gallagher, Grier Gardner, Jo Ann Wangsgard, Bonnie Vaughan, Kent Radford,
Larry Ricks, Paul Gunderson.

entertainrT1ent
bureau assemblies
Row One : Leslie Whitney, Portia Stevens. Row Two : John
Buist, chairman, Janice Taft, Janet Hai les, George Bradshaw. Row Three: John Baker, Kent Servoss.

competitive
assemblies

Row One : Cheryl Snyman, Mariorie Clegg, Sandi Scoll,
chairman, Judy Argyle. Row Two : Doris Hansen, Sandy
Fish, Barbara McKell, Paula Blackenton.

board

Row One : Jerry Sherrall, Ma rgaret Colemon, Judy Byington, Beth Manghan, Mike Mazuron.

productions

Row One : Marilyn Pehrson, chairman, Sue Woolums, Maybelle Carson, Madeline Wiehrdt, Bart Kunz, Gayle Smith.

public affairs

Row One : Karma Sonne, Chris Thomas, Nancy Etherington.
Row Two : Grant Schmidt, James Wadley, Ralph Maughm.

student speaker

Row On e: Marilyn Osik, Jane Wa ldron.

bureau
tale nt

traveling assemblies

Lefl 10 RighI: Kae Anderson, Chairman ; Devor Farnes, Susan
Sommer, Pam Poole, Brenda Kendrick, April Tsuya, Barbara McKell.

varsity

.

CIV IC

programming

Row One : Tanya Hoyt, linda Yokom, Margaret Ball , Tanya
Collins, Judy Tolman, Kathleen Hensen, Nadine Cope. Row
Two: Craig Christensen, Cheryl Fehlman , Ann Fowler, Marie
Hoffman, Caro l Firth, Kent Smith, chairman.

sp ecial events
Row One: Penny Plant, Jane Ungricht, Mary Lee Mays,
Reid Simmo ns, Luann Penovich, Gayle Lott, Joan Man ion.
Row Two: linda Wray, Leo Petersen, Kathy Moore, Jim
Peterson, Marie Bennett, Clair Hicks , Mary Reeder.

pu blicity

Row One: Kathy Long, Carol Elliot , Christie Sm ith. Row
Two: Carolyn Hogge , Richard Boothe , Jim Faulks, Diane
Jensen.

the executive council

lear

linda

As long as the world spins on its orbit and hurdles
through space, time and motion will exist and we will
therefore have change. As long as people I ive on this
world , they will have interactions, planned or unplanned .
Government exists as a result of change and interaction .
Human be ings have long attempted to direct their activities toward definite and specific goals. The Associated
Student Government of Utah State University is no exception .
As part of our Aggie heritage we were given a broad
program of activities that had been developed to meet
the social needs of the students who preceded us. We
found the programs stable and well oriented. We then
asked only that we be allowed the use of creative imag ination in meeting the new needs of our students .
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ken

mike

kaye

Student Senate has involved itself with the general
budget, publications, Agathon ' s discontinuation, LectureLyceum budget formula, Student seating at athletic
events, Teacher Evaluation , Bookstore improvement, Curriculum needs, Freshman Orientation, Pep Band policies,
Student-Faculty Relations, Pre-Registration, Closed-Circuit
Television , Foreign Student Relations, Tuition Fee increases, and Academic Advising with the hope that these
are the type of activities that are meaningful and important to the students of USU.
Student Senate and its respective agencies have attempted to involve itself in activities that also prepare
the Aggie graduate for the due processes of the change
in life .

the senate

claudia hancey
humanities-arts

brenda whitney
aws preside nt

associated VVOrYlen students
If you ever wonder why you see Brenda Whitney for only
fleeting seconds at a time, it's tnat she has to run somewhere else to keep her volumninous activities going,
started, or finished . She has added doingness and purpose to AWS this year. She ' s initiated some new projects
and has wanted everything the AWS has done to be
" real nice ." The three principle activities of AWS are
Women ' s Week and its Preference Ball , and a Mother ' s
Weekend. This year ' s Women ' s Week was January 25-29 .
Activities included a pie baking contest, hair styling con-

test, a Family Life symposium, ideas on the place of
women in the world of today, a fashion show, and honoring a coed a day. Those honored were Bonnie Crames,
Cathy Tingey, Carol Clark , Janet Thompson, and Marilyn
Hovey. The climax of a fun-filled week was the Preference Ball to which each girl had the chance to ask that
" certain someone. " The Mother' s Weekend affords every
girl the chance to bring her mother to USU for three days
on campus. A good many memories and understandings
here ta ke place .

co-orgs council
Campus organizations at Utah State
University have increased very rapidly
in number as well as complications. A
special group identified as the Co-Orgs
Council has been established in an effort to help co-ordinate these various
organizations. The purpose of the council is to strive to improve campus clubs
by acting as an overseer that will help
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to better individual club activities and
functions. In addition, the Co-Orgs
Council presents a good example of
leadership by sponsoring several annual
events of their own . Their sponsored
events display what can be gained from
a club that is well-organized. The majority of work performed by the Co-Orgs
is seldom publicized and consequently

the council does not receive the recognition that they deserve. Whether or not
recognition is bestowed upon them, the
council continues to work diligently to
improve our various campus organizations by demonstrating true leadership.
The president of the newly developed
council is Jim Coleman. This council will
provide a great service to U.S.U.

--

-

u su institution of higher learning
Written by President Daryl Cha se
America's history and traditions support our present zeal
for education. The early New England colonists were
strongly influenced by their holy scriptures which praise
knowledge, learning and wisdom: Therein they read that
" . . . the Lord is a God of knowledge; " " My people are
destroyed for lack of knowledge;" and " Happy is the man
that findeth wisdom .. . . " They also read that " Ye shall
know the truth, and the truth sha ll make you free." Our
founding fathers feared ignorance; they believed in the
power of education. Sixteen years after the arrival of the
Pilgrims, with little of the mater ial gifts of life, and surrounded by hostile tribes and harsh nature, they established
Harvard, our oldest university. In the language of the period
they gave this reason for not waiting for " good times. "
" After God had carried us safe to New England & wee had
builded our houses, provided necessaries for our liveli-hood ,
reared convenien t p laces for God 's worship, and settled the
Civ ill Government; One of the next th ings wee longed for
and looked after was to advance Learning and perpetuate
it to Posteri ty . . .. " Thus t he hardy, Bible-reading New Englanders set a high priority for education which was to be
mai nta ined wherever their descendants established new settlements . And it should not be forgotten that the founders
of Utah had strong ties with New England. Presidents of
the United States have supported education: While the
infant nation was still in its swaddling clothes, Jefferson
became the prophetic spokesman for American education.
He said t hat education was t he "engine of democracy,"
and tha t " If a' na ti on expects to be ignoran t and free .. .
it expects what never was and never will be ." Linco ln,
the unschooled, said: " The most important business in
which a people may engage is education. " Eisenhower, the
General who became President, said: " To neglect our school
system would be a crime against the future. " Kennedy, the
brilliant young leader of o ur day said: " An educated young
man or woma n is our most precious asset. " Preside nt Johnson , who as a young man worked his way through a
humb le college, and later became a teacher, has said : " The
answe r fo r a ll of o ur natio na l p rob lems, the a nswer f o r a ll
the pro b lems of the world, comes down, when you rea ll y
analyze it, to one sing le word - education . .. I propose
that we declare a national goal of full educat iona l opportun ity. Every child must be encouraged to get as much
education as he has the ability to take. We want this not
only for his sake - but for the nation ' s sake. Nothing matter s more to the future of our country. " He has made education the foundation of his program for a " Great Society. "
His proposal to Congress for the expansion of educational
oppo rtunities to Ame r ican youth exceeds that of his pre-

decessors and perhaps in magnitude goes beyond that of
any leader in history. It calls for an expenditure of billions
of dollars. Federal support of education is not something
new except in its magnitude and comprehensiveness. The
Northwest Ordinance of 1787 richly provided for education
and declared that " schools and the means of education
shall forever be encouraged ." From that time on, our national government has supported education as a means of
protecting the nat ion and develop ing its natural and human
resources. Brigham Young, the leader of the pioneers, and
the f irst governor of Utah, had but eleven days of formal
schooling in his youth, but he too knew the power of education. He said, " Education is the power to think clearly, the
power to act well in the world ' s work, and the power to
appreciate life." Like his puritan ancestors, he turned to his
sacred books as he drew a design for a Great Basin society.
He read and he believed that " no man can be saved in
igno rance." Utah, after conquering the poverty and iso lation
of pioneer days, has more than kept pace with the general
national improvement of education. Governor Calvin L.
Rampton, our newly elected Governor, has given education
a pos ition of centrality in his plans for the industrial development and general welfare of the state. He believes
that " providing the best possible education for our people
should be looked upon as an investment, rather than an
expense. " And that " Education is the key to Utah ' s pro gress." Utah ' s legislature has just made the biggest effort
in the history of the state to strengthen the pub lic schools
and colleges. Twenty-three hundred years ago, D iogenes ,
the penniless philosopher, said, " The foundation of every
state is t he education of its youth. " Four hundred years ago
Martin Luther said: " The prosperity of a country depends
not on the abundance of its revenues, nor on the strength
of its fortifications . . . . It consists in the number of its
cultivated citizens , in its men of education, enlightenments,
and character. Here are to be found its true interest, its chief
strength, its real power. " In times past the seers, prophets,
and philosophers who spoke out in pra ise of education were
but voices crying in a wi lderness of ignorance. Now a ll th is
is history. American government and industry are " investing " billions of dollars in education. It has become a national truism that what happens to education will eventually
happen to America. One quarter of all Americans are now
in school. Americans today support one fourth of all the
world ' s colleges and a third of all professors and college
students. Over five million students are now enrolled in
America's colleges and universities. The human brain has
become recognized as the most marvelous and powerful
instrume nt available to man. At last we are enter ing the
Golden Age of Education .
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Utah State - dynamics and contrast. The
old and the new mingle here along with
the trite and fresh. Old Main, built of
rugged stone, symbol of a people ' s want
and love of education. The glasses and
bricks of our Union, Forestry and Engineering bUildings. Sloping lawns crossed
with wide sidewalks along which travel
myriad colors, style , persona Iities and
conversations of our many students. At
best our campus breathes and feels only
because we let ourselves breath and feel
with it and with the differences of the
world. USU - empathy for our fellow
men .
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activities
Colter Bay Leadership Conference
Hello Week
Sorority Rush
Footba II Sea son
AWS Smorgasboard
Hello Dance Beanie Hop
Union Movies
Registration
HMS Pinafore Opera
Clothing and Textiles Symposium
Rhythm Rhapsodies
Robins Awards
Homecoming
All Campus Talent Show
Co-Orgs Fair
Opera Workshop
Cadet Hop
Robert Elegant Forum " Asia and Europe"
Panhellenic Formal
Club Starlight
Christmas Dance
USU Stake Fireside
IRC Leadership Workshop
Orchestra Concert
Preference Ba II
"Amahl and the Night Visitors "
East West Conference
International Movies
November Election Forum Assemblies
Finals
Intramurals
Faculty Women's League
Sponsor Washington Trip
Spur Formal
Campus Chest
Engineering Week
Utah Symphony Concert
Madrigal Concert
Orchesis Concert
All American Basketball
Baby Derby
Aggiettes
Band Concert
Traveling Assemblies
I nternationa I Days
Independents Week
Shakespeare Play
Snow Carnival
Conservation Week
Mothers Weekend
Student Body Elections
Festiva I of Creativ ity
Opening of New Union Building
Greek Formals
Spring Week
Western Week
Swing Sing
Baccalaureate
Commencement
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festival of creativity

DIDYOUGO?DIDYOUKNOW?WHATASHOWl A

tre-

mendous USU cultural BOOM in April indicated we
had broken the variegation barrier. The Stravinsky
- Franklin - Da Vinci - Thurber lead by the Sherlock Holmes in us approached creatively the festival
subjects of art, music, family life, architecture, science, dance, creative writing and education, dressed
them in striking "new outfits " and in a fun " coming
out" party introduced them to society in fantastic
displays, concerts , demonstrations, forums, lectures,
dances, contests and in other forms. Our All-Campus
funorama challenged faculty and students to take
ideas out of their usual context and surprise, stun,
delight themselves and us in the symbolic, picturesque, bold action language of YTIVIT AERC, TAERC/ITIVITY, CREATIVITYl The festival spirit yet challenges you to be oremay reativecay ailyday.
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The school year of 1964-65 began with a grand welcome to
all students as "Hello Week" commenced on September 28.
The freshmen students in particular were given royal carpet
treatment as they were treated to a free breakfast, a talent
show in the amphitheater, and a torchlight parade . The
week ended with the friendly " Hello Dance," and the social
year at U.S.U. had officially begun. One of the most looked
forward to, and planned for, events at Utah State is Homecoming. For students and alumni alike it means competition ;
competition in the fields of music, decorations, beauty, and
football. Musical talent was displayed as campus organizations vied for top place in " Rhythm Rhapsodies, " and Steve
Oldroyd was declared the winner. Capturing first prize in
House Deocrations was Reeder Hall, while Sigma Nu fraternity was awarded Sweepstakes for their float. Lovely
Merilyn Hovey, proclaimed the most beautiful girl, reigned
as our Homecoming Queen, and the football team trampled
the Colorado State Rams 42-13 to make Homecoming Week
complete. As one of the busiest weeks of the year, it is
remembered by all. Our fabulous new Union Building was
officially unveiled during the last week of November. The
Grand Opening featured such events as guided tours
through the newly completed portions, noontime entertainment in the Sunburst Lounge, and a banquet for the dignitaries attending the dedication ceremonies. Halloween Night
was a big night for all of the zombies at Utah State; the U.B.
featured coffin rides at the " Halloween Howl." Having
arisen from the dead and ridden through the Union Building
in a casket, zombies had their choice among playing games,
dancing, and eating. Because most zombies were once
human, most of them chose to eat.

One of the most outstanding activities of the year was Club
Starlight. Known for the sophisticated atmosphere and excellent food, this dinner-dance was awaited by many since
it was open to only a set number of couples at a time. This
year it was semi-formal and was held in the Skyroom every
quarter. The Junior Prom, held on January 15, was a special
highlight for all members of the Junior class. Themed " A
Night In San Francisco," it beckoned all to choose among
the mysteries of " Fisherman's Wharf, " an exquisite oriental
garden, an art shop, and dancing to mood music. Chosen
to reign as Junior Prom Queen was Anne Scoville, crowned
during intermission, whose beauty made the coveted award
even more impressive. During the week of January 25-30 it
was good to be a woman. An annual affair that has become very special to all co-eds of the campus , "Women's
Week" has become an integral part of the social calendar
at Utah State. This year a new feature was added in the
form of selecting five outstanding women on campus representing different categories . Among other " Women's
Week " activities were lectures, an international tea, and a
fashion show. Highlighting the week was the Preference
Ball themed "Fantasy in Frost." Voted as the "Most Preferred Man On Campus" by campus co-eds was AI Koch,
whose name was announced during the floorshow intermission. Winter Carnival was disappointing to many this
year because Old Mother Nature failed to provide any
snow. However, unaffected by such trivialities, many ski
enthusiasts were on hand for the skiing competition, and
the event turned out to be a true success. The one thing
which was really missed by all was the snow sculpture on
the quad, especially since mud replaced the snow.

activities
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One of the best places for the display of U.S.U. talent was
at assemblies, staged by the various organizations on campus . They introduced new talent and backgrounded it with
old . The themes ranged from people, to love, to the ideals
of democracy, with each assembly being really outstanding.
If you felt like playing games of all kinds, eating, and even
bowling for free, the thing to be was a freshman. On
February 23 the Freshman Spree was held in the U.B. and
all facilities were available to them " free-for-all." Those
who participated really had a spree! "Focus" started a new
tradition at Utah State University this year as it introduced
one month of outstanding concerts, operas, plays, ballets,
speakers, and illustrated lectures. The purpose of " Focus"
was to emphasize the humanistic aspects of living in our
world of science and technology . Among the distinguished
guests on our campus during that month were Maurice
Abravanel and the Utah Symphony Orchestra, the Jose
Molina ballet, and mezzo soprano Shirley Verrett. The Utah
State University Concert and Forum Committee was responsible for this unique program, and " Focus " enriched many
lives and satisfied many different interests while maintaining standards of the highest quality at our university. About
the best way to socialize at a university is to dance, and the
Union Building Dance Committee did their best to assist

A very special event in the minds of all unmarried girls
was the annual Bridal Lecture which was April 30. It answered a multitude of questions concerning the role of a
bride. A most memorable part of the evening was the
fashion show of beautiful, breathtaking wedding gowns.
After this event no unattached man was safe on campus for
many days, and many were caught! For those with limited
pocketbooks and a yen for entertainment, the U.B. Movie
Committee provided an answer, a weekly movie which cost
only 25 pennies. If students wanted an unusual experience
or an international flavor, an international film was also
presented each week. Marvelous talent was displayed at
all-campus-talent shows with competition open to all. Fine
performances were given, and everyone who saw them left
with the knowledge that Utah State students lacked nothing
in the area of talent. The biggest event of the year in any
organization or dormitory was a formal. These big dances
were held at various times during the year and at various
places about the valley. They were events which were
planned for long in advance with an anxious anticipation
of the final moment showing beautiful girls and handsome
men dressed in their best attire, ready for an enchanted
evening . The real hub of all activity on campus this year
was the Union Building Activity Board. As individuals and

even the shyest students. Several outstanding dances were
sponsored by them, including the Valentines Dance, " My
Funny Valentine, " the Western Dance, and the Christmas
Dance.

as a unit, the Board did a tremendous iob of coordinating
all students ' activities , making this year one of the greatest ever.

merilyn

homecoming

ann - - - - - - - - - - - - jr. prom

pam - - - - - - - - - - - - forestry

Ta lk about activities and you have to
mention Merilyn Hovey. Chosen as the
Outstanding Coed by AWS and with
more than one queen title to her name,
independent Merilyn now has one of the
most coveted Homecoming. Attenda nts were Ann Bin n s and Sue Ann G odde ri dge, bot h Kappa De ltas.

This year beautifu l Ann Scoville, who
claims affiliation with Chi Omega, was
chosen to reign as junior Prom Queen.
Attending her was lovely Marie Ellison,
Kappa Delta, and charming Pat Truman;
all having been previously se lected by
popu lar vote of the junior class.

Pam Harwood, the cute Sophomore w ith
eyes that sparkle when she smiles, reigns
as the Forestry Queen for 1964-65. In
addition to this honor, she serves the student body as song leader, G allery Committee member, and chairman of a
Women ' s Week committee. Pam is a n
Alpha Chi Omega.

usu queens
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janet - - - - - - - - - - engineering

leslie

Lovely Janet Thompson was chosen by
th e Engineers to represent them as their
Q ueen. As we all know, Janet is not only
lov ely, but she is extremely talented.
Chosen as her attendants this year were
black haired Carolyn Hogge and blond
Linda Secrist.

The cute energetic new sparkle around is
Leslie Thorpe . Our Logan Freshman came
here an excellent skier, experienced traveler, generally a gal with many abilities
and interests . Now she enjoys herself
and aids USU as a Chi Omega, Entertainment Bureau Member, and "Medical
Technology major."

ski

mie

international

Mie Ito has the charm and beauty to represent the beauty of the world ' s races,
as she was chosen International Days
Queen. Mie was born in Tokyo and came
to America in 1963 so she could study
" new and different customs and cultures ." She is now a Freshman who says
she likes Utah and USU.
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homecoming

Aggies from the past and the present gathered
at USU to commemorate the 35th anniversary of
the annual Homecoming festivities. This years'
events will surely be remembered as the most
outstanding

in

history.

The

weeks'

activities

opened with the selection of the attractive Meri Iyn
Hovey to reign as queen. A victorious football
game against Colorado State was enioyed by all.
Among the concluding events was the parade
featuring 59 outstanding entries . Sigma Nu fraternity won sweepstake float honors. Alpha Chi
Omega captured the sorority division while
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity and Delta Phi
Kappa took independent honors. House decorations played a large part in brightening up the
campus. Most of the entries kept with the red,
white, and blue theme. Kappa Delta sorority was
handed sweepstake honors. Sigma Nu, fraternity
division; and Chi Omega, sorority division, also
walked away as winners . Reeder Hall won recognition out of all those who entered in the organization division . The nationally proclaimed
Robin ' s Awards was followed by a fabulous
dance featuring Duke Ellington. Chairman Lee
Burke and his committee deserve credit for a iob
well done. The theme, America ' s Promise, was
truly shown to be the promise of the future
through the present American youth .
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hello \Neek

Hello Wee k was packed with v arious
activities with the purpose in mind of
enabling all freshmen students to
f a miliarize themselves with USU and
its many facilities. The week started in
high gear as students filled the Old
Main Auditorium to watch the lighthea rted movie, " Tammy Tell Me True ."
" Grubs " from far and near gathered
with enthusiasm and spirit as they en joyed the entertainment offered them
at the annual " Grub Party, " the traditional Torch Light Parade , and the
Patio Surf held at the new Union
Patio. The Reta i I Merchants Counci I
of the Cache Chamber of Commerce
reached every student's heart by way
of their stomach, by sponsoring a delicious Chuck Wagon Breakfast. Eager
freshmen took advantage of the faci lities offered to them in the Union
Bu i lding and the annual Beanie Hop
featuring the Coachmen . A Hello Week
Assembly was held in the fieldhouse ,
the theme being " New Look in Assemblies ." The talent numbers were
centered around different periods of
t ime in the history of the school. The
college Quintet provided the music for
the dance which topped off the activities and entertainment of Hello Week .
Prior to the dance the 3-0s, a folk
singing group, presented a very outstanding concert.
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robins a\Nards: i nspi ration to youth
" A NATION REVEALS ITSELF NOT ONLY BY THE MEN IT PRODUCES,
BUT ALSO BY THE MEN IT HONORS, THE MEN IT REMEMBERS ... "
i ,.
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JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
\
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bob hope

conrad n. hilton

Row One: Mark Stevens, Valine Jensen, Kathy Bander, Gene Needham. Row Two : Clair Nelson , Dick
Postma, Loran Van Nay, Bob While, Garth Nelson.
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stan musial

everett dirksen
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carl sandburg

danny kaye

herman b. wells
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richard cardinal cushing

fall robins a\Nards
Danny Kaye called it one of the awards which meant the
most to him. Mrs. John F. Kennedy labeled it "mean ingful "
because it was not awarded from political pressure nor for
political favor. Richard Cardinal Cushing, attending the
Ecumenical Council in Rome, and Everett Dirksen, fulfilling
campaign commitments, could not attend the ceremony. Two
children accepted the awards for their fathers: Linda Hope
for Bob Hope, and Conrad N. Hilton, Jr., for Conrad N.
Hilton. Writer Erskine Caldwell accepted the award for Carl
Sandburg, and Danny Kaye expressed his thanks for the
" coveted award " by tape. Herman B. Wells, chancellor of
Indiana University, and Stan " The Man " Musial, former St.
Louis Cardinals baseball player, accepted their awards in
person. The title of the award is "Insp iration to Youth," and
the recipients are the men and women who have inspired
the youth of America in their particular fields. Duke Ellington
and his orchestra played a Command Performance for the
audience and laureates. Actors Roger Smith, June Blair, and
David Nelson were hosts. Robins Awards, which originated

at Utah State University in 1958, are now voted upon by the
students of 200 colleges across the nation. The annual cere mony is sponsored by Sigma Nu fraternity and is in honor
of the late William E. Robins, a Sigma Nu and A.S.U.S.U.
president who was killed in an airplane crash. The theme of
Homecoming, " The Promise of America," was carried
throughout the program, making the title " Inspiration to
Youth" even more real to the laureates . With a tall, impressive repl ica of the Statue of Li berty on stage and a spotlight directed upon the dignitaries as they were introduced
and escorted to the stage, the quality and meaning of the
whole program made it one of the most impressive and
most sophisticated events Utah sees. Homecoming chairman
Lee Burke and Robins Awards chairman Richard Postma
did a tremendous amount of work to create this night. These
people and their committees performed excellently to honor
those who so inspire America ' s youth . The nine laureates
have received recognition of a special kind, for they have
received the highest honor America ' s youth can bestow .
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harry davis
personality

bob broughton
athlete

ken rich
man

Row One: Dale Abersald, Dick Postma, Ron Squires, Garth Nelson. Row Two: Jerry Robinson, Jim Budge ,
Tom Williams, Fred Possey, Fred Thompson, J oh n Chipman.
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linda zollinger
woman

george ellsworth
professor

milton abrams
special award

rolfe kerr
special award

donna macpherson
talent

mehdi heravi
internationa I student

jean nelson crisp
scholar

spring robins a\Nards
Exciting, 5pectacular Spring Robins Award Night brought
about 3000 to the George Nelson Field House for an evening
of entertainment, surprise and delight, one of collegiate
A m erica ' s most famous student shows. Wisely planned in
conjunction with Mothers ' Weekend, it was the climatic
event of their stay . This unique evening, themed " Symphony
in Spring ," began with the impressive arrival of many
distinguished guests and the nominee finalists via limousine.
They were formally introduced and escorted to their seats.
Following this , we were treated to an exceptional hour of
fun and charm: singing, dancing numbers, skits, jokes and
more, featuring nationally famous Mel Torme, plus top USU
student talent. Award Nights are well-known for their originality and variety of quality entertainment. The finale was
the presentation of the coveted annual Utah State University

Robins Awards to outstanding campus leaders and personalities . These awards represent the voice of the student
body, as every segment of the campus is called upon to participate in the selection of the winners . Over eighty organizations were requested to make nominations. An eliminating committee then selected the nominees for six of the
nine categories while special committees determined those
to compete for the remaining three awards. Under the direction of prominent campus administrators, committees were
then designated to determine the finalists in each category.
It is evident that Spring Robins Awards require a great deal
of organization, coordination, ingenuity and constant work.
Sigma Nu outdid itself again this year and presented us
with one of the finest, most expertly done programs ever
at USU.
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snovv king

Yer lookin ' at Ski Ace Pete Allen - one
of our Ski Team 's top scorers for 3 years
at big meets in Colorado, at Squaw Valley, etc. Future skiing plans include the
New Zealand "hills" if the Marines will
cooperate (he 's ioining the fall). Come
summer, California Pete adds to his
freckles at Laguna Beach lifeguarding or
surfing. " Howdy " is a sociology maior
(senior) dedicated to doing " social work "
and a iovial SAE. The " King " title is often
held by the SAE ' s.
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preferred rYlan

Alfred (AI) Koch, was chosen as the Associated
Women's " Most Preferred Man" at the annual
Preference Ba II wh ich cl imaxed the activities of
Women's Week. AI's enticing smile, unresistable
charm , and amiable attitude are factors which
compensate for his victory. AI is a native of
Germany, but now makes his home in Logan .
While attending USU, he has not been idle. He
was a member of Blue Key, and the chairman of
Spring Leadership 1964. Upon graduation this
spring, AI plans to attend graduate school in the
field of school administration.
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Junior prorll

" San Francisco Scenes " was the theme of the annual
Junior Prom held on January 15. General chairman of
this highly successful and enjoyable event was the very
capable Lee Roderick. Under his direction the committee created a very effective atmosphere of San Francisco

night life by the use of many tropical plants and a iarge
pond at the entrance with real flowing water. Especially
striking was the long silhouette of the Golden Gate Bridge
along one wall. Playing for the event was the 19-piece
Dior International Orchestra. Entertainment during intermission was provided by George Shearing.
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Engineering Week is an annual event
with the purpose of creating interest and
recognition of the engineering department on campus. This year, the week of
February 22 through 27 was picked for
the events . Among the lovely girls on
campus, Janet Thompson was chosen by
the engineering students to reign as their
queen. One of her duties was to preside
over the annual banquet. Another of
their activities this year was an assembly, which made Engineering Week
one of the best ever.

Forestry Week, or Conservation Week, as
it was referred to this year, was observed
during the week of April 12 through 17.
The purpose of the celebration is to
promote interest and understanding in
the fields of Forestry, Range, Wildlife
Management, and Conservation, and
each year a queen is picked to reign over
the event. One of the annual and also
the best-known of the events is the logrolling contest, and the raft race, both of
which are held at first dam. The week
ends with the annual Forestry banquet,
and announcement of the new Forestry
Queen.

engl neerl- ng \/\leek

forestry \/\leek
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international days

" Making friends with different people is not easy.
It is often more easy to not even try. " jeff Thompson put out this idea as he talked about International Days this year. jeff was the cochairman, along with Bodo Frizen , of the Days.
The theme of International Days talked about
this same thing - knowning the International
student -

by proclaiming Empires of Friendship.

Dr . Langer of the Psychology Department uncovered the reactions of the foreign student
molding into a new environment. And the lack
of understanding of another ' s religion - always
a cause of strained relations between peoplewas brought into focus by a special Sunday
service. These were two of the scope of events
born
Days.
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to

build

friendship

during

International
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paper doll contest
The best dressed woman on campus, the girl who wears her clothes
with the most elegance, and who
has the creative artistry for fashion
is given the title of Paper Doll . This
year the honor was won by Gayla
Howell, a Freshman with the finesse of a professional. This Alpha Chi
Omega modeled clothes which she
had made to win over fourteen
other girls . Now she will represent
USU in a national contest sponsored by the " Glamour" magazine.
Gayla is familiar to beauty contests,
having already won Cache Dairy
Princess .
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mothers \Neekend

Under the extremely capable and hard
working chairmanship of Kathy Pope,
this year 's Mother 's Week-end was the
usual great success. Centered around the
delighted theme of " Symphony in
Spring," there was increased activity
through decoration and display. As always, both the Mothers and daughters
thoroughly enjoyed the entire affair
which went from April 30 - May 2, commencing with the annual Robins Awards.
As in previous years the program included a fashion show, a variety show,
campus tours, a banquet, special dorm
activities and the President's Tea. The
evidence of this annual event's success
was seen in the large number of participating Mothers and daughters.
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As the doors of the Lyric are unlocked
and the rehearsals for a play begins, a
mysterious excitement takes place - the
birth of a play. Entering an empty theater
with its dark and shadowy mysticism,
holds a certain clandestine aura. Outside of the theater, the sounds of the
town can be heard but the normal
sounds of everyday life sound foreign in
the Lyric. The rehearsal first began with
a shell of a cast. Two or three people
rehearse on the dim, cluttered stage, and
four or five or six people wait in the
chairs in the front . The main parts begin
the ir grueling work immediately. The
lines are learned , sometimes painfully.
Slowly, more actors fill the stage , and the
characterization of each person begins.
Each person must develop his part so
that the viewers will not ever get even
a minute impression that he is another
person than that of his character. This is
one skill which takes a certain kind of
creativity. Another kind of work begins
to to ke place in the theater. The set is
molded on the barren stage and with
the skill of the set designer the audience
will be enticed into exploring a gloomy
castle, as in, Pelleas and Melisande, or
into the luxurious drawing room of Sevententh Century France, as in, The Imaginary Invalid. The light and sound technicians must work long hours trying to
correlate their arts to the proper cue. The
lighting and sound must also work with
the sets, the costumes, and the actors
themselves, or the entire effect can be
ruined. As the lights are slowly changed
an entirely different mood can be created.
Costumes, too, are another integral part
of the play. Whether they be the lavish
silks of the French style, used in The
Imaginary Invalid or the hauntingly symbolic costumes used in Pelleas and Melisande, their design can add to or detract
from the whole play. Blanquo and Blithe
Spirit both used the effectiveness in their
costume design also. As the rehearsal
period comes to close, the director works
hard, the actors become more nervous,
and the technicians become more worried, as nothing seems to make the play
run smoothly. Time will only show its
success. Finally the opening night comes
and everything is carefully checked as
the slow, mechanical birth of a play has
begun .
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hilltop arllateur-

drarTlatic society
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usu personalities
People are always milling, wandering, and searching.
Here at Utah State University the loafers, the ambitious,
the cheaters, the misplaced Africans, the Israelis, the
Iranians, and the Orientals, the foreigner from Michigan
and Te xas, the lovers, the haters, the artist, the scientist,
the unloved, the lonely, are all striving fiercely to attain
their particular goals. The eyes in lecture looking anxiously, hoping for some eventual knowledge, all hold
different treasures. They may not find it here but they
must keep searching or their lives will mean nothing to
them. Hands busily scribbling notes day in and day out,
grasping of something tangible to hold on to. The gnarled
hands of the aged shakily performing the same function
as the youthful hand at the next desk. Exam ine the faces
in the crowd, whether it be at the U.B. or the Bird or
merely during a change of class. There are dark, stealthy
faces, young, happy faces, sad and frightened faces,
tired faces, lost faces and truly, " a world is being born
under their feet." From waning pools of smoke in a
group, or from within flocks of fluffy snowflakes dart
faces, black faces, white faces and an occasional golden
one . But they are faces, laughing, crying, and mocking.
We are the future. We see it next to us in a lecture room ,
at a dance, or while we eat. Perhaps it sits next to us as
we sit pensively in the amphitheater watching the dead
leaves of w inter whirling, whorling. Or perhaps it pelts
the earth like an early rain or comes with each night, but
it is there , waiting for us to come get it. Smiles glow,
hearts break, tears flow. This is the one time in out lives
when our intensity will reach its peak. Life moves along
busily engulfing us. We are contented and smiles glow.
We are often so busy, however, that we get diverted
from our search. We may go from contentment to being
utterly lost within a few hours. Then hearts break and
tears do flow but eventually some form of that old contentment is regained. Intensity comes in many colors. It
may glow a warm burgundy in the humanities, then fade
to a cool calculated green in the sciences. But we must
never forget that the colors can always be blended. This
is the time when nothing is impossib le to attain. Gradually, as we grow older we learn through experience
what can be attained and what can not be attained. But
we learn this slowly; it is never a fast process. We are
the "young wonder-tree plant, grown out of ruins." This
is a privilege not to be scoffed at, but rather something
we should take advantage of. We grew out of a war and
the world seems convinced we will die in one. This premonition could well be true but only if we don't learn
from the var iety of students we may work with. If the
conservatives and the liberals cannot learn to get along
then how can we expect the whites and the blacks to?
But we have the potential at our finger tips. The one last
question which haunts us is, how long before we will
learn to grasp what f loats in and out of our finger tips?
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III ISS USU

and attendants

A Kappa Delta from Roosevelt, Utah was pegged
Miss U.S.U. after stealing 1965 's crown. The culprit, Miss Pamela Murdock, has also in her possession the title of Miss Pap er Doll of 1963, and
has been spotted working as chairman of the
Starlights. Her Tri Delta Side-kic k, Joyce Hill, got
away with the honors of f ir st attendant . She is
tagged on her previous records as Pink Rose
Queen of Alpha Gamma Rho.

margaret winn miss usu 1964
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lee

judy

ronna

howard

senior class
Logan city bus driver, Lee Burke, has " varied " talents . The
big job of Homecoming chairman was his this year, and
he is also president of Blue Key. Among other honors:
American Student Academy, Alpha Sigma Nu, Pi Sigma
Alpha, and listing in "W ho 's Who in American Universities. " Judy Byington has worked on almost every committee one can: Homecoming, Hello Week, Agathon,
Greek Week (she 's a Chi Omega), and Mother 's Weekend.
Judy is in Who's Who in American Universities and is
Senior class secretary. She likes art and is majoring in
social work. Being in Alpha Sigma Nu, the Senior
honorary, is a real distinction, and Ronna Grover has it.
A Kappa Delta and attendant to Sweetheart of Sigma Chi,
she is also an Aggiette . Being Miss Congeniality of USU
and honored by " This Week We Honor," Ronna keeps a
little busy. Hailing from Kew Gardens, New York, Howard
York served U.S.U. as Buzzer editor. Taking time out for
school, " Howie " majored in advertising design and illustration. A member of Sigma Nu, he initiated the new
pledges as goatmaster and rated a listing in Who's Who .

steve
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pam

Steve Karren is this year's Senior class president and still
finds time for Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, Sigma Tau,
American Society of Civil Engineering , Blue Key, Alpha
Sigma Nu, the American Student Academy, and still more.
Sound like a lot? Steve does it a l l - well. A busy and
talented gal from Roosevelt, Utah, is Pam Murdock, this
year's first attendant to Mis s U.S.U . Pam has been a member of Aggiettes and Orchesis and the director of a new
campus dance group, the Starlights. Additional interests
for Pam are art and dress-designing. Senior class vice
president, Clair Nelson, has been a busy man on campus. He held the chairmanship of Hello Week, the Booster
Council, and Hom ecomi ng Robin's Awards Co-ordinator.
An electrical engineering major, Clair is affiliated with
the Sigma Tau and the Sigma Nu . " I like a lot of things,"
says Patty Plant, and she does a lot of things. Offices and
activities such as Sophomore class officer, and chairman
of the Union Board have qualifield her for "Who's Who, "
American Student Academy, and Alpha Sigma Nu.

clair

patty

richard

maraley

ken

ron

personalities

SAE, Richard Rassmussen, is our personality boy from
Brigham City. He is a member of Alpha Kappa Psi, Arnold
Air Society, and chairman of the Union Music Committee.
Richard is a business major with a great love for all
sports, but especially basketball. Maraley Redd, a pert
blonde who claims Provo as home, is a political science
major. She affiliates with Tri Delta and was their scholarship chairman. Among other accomplishments, Maraley
held membership in Sigma Phi Eta and acted as a Homecoming committee chairman. Student body President Ken
Rich lead us through one of our most exciting years. He is
President of the Association of Student Governments of
Utah Colleges and Universities. He is a pre-med major,
a membe r of Blue Key, Alpha Sigma Nu, and Delta Phi
Kappa. Ron Squires, a marketing and business administration major, claims taxidermy as a hobby. This year he
acted as President of Sigma Nu and Alpha Kappa Psi
cmd will serve as President of I.F.e. in '65-'66. Ron displayed talents as chairman of Robin 's Awards and
Tri-Guy.

tom

jane

Always active with diverse interests is Tom Taylor, an
elementary education major from Logan. He is a member
of Army R.O.T.e., Delta Sigma Phi fraternity, and also
the Student Education Association and the Association
for Childhood Education International. Busy Boy. Third
year Buzzer Personality Jane Waldron has left almost
nothing undone. " Janie " is past president of Kappa
Delta, and ASUSU Secretary. She has beauty, too, for she
was Utah College Queen. All this has kept her busy and
named her a Who's Who in American Universities. A
man of both intellect and personality, Paul Wasserman
qualifield for the College Bowl team from U.S.U. Paul,
who hails from Logan, claims pre-med as his major and
he is affiliated with honoraries such as Alpha Epsilon
Delta, Sigma Nu, Phi Eta Sigma, and Alpha Sigma Nu .
Brenda Whitney craves WORK!: AWS Prexy, Chairman of
Robins Awards Banquet, a Homecoming Committee,
Blackboard Pep Rally; band/orchestra member, " Who's
Who" listing , ETe. Miss Versatility, Miss Did It similarly
HAS DONE THIS EVERY YEAR.

paul

brenda
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senior class officers

us~;
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The Senior class officers had
more than a title this year.
They worked and helped the
Seniors. Under the direction of
Steve Karren and the Senior
Cabinet, the class sponsored
a social event in March,
selected the class gift, set up
a Wayne Estes display in the
Fieldhouse, and helped develop and advertise new job
openings. Also the Seniors
worked for pre-registration
through the I.B.M. system.
This has kept the Senior President busy, but Steve keeps
up, along with his many other
jobs, and still maintained his
high grades. Steve is a
friendly, sincere, hard worker
in student government.
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Assisting in the leadership of
the Class of 1965 was affable
Clair Nelson who filled the
position of vice president. As
a graduating class, the Seniors looked forward to new
horizons in their chosen professions and planned for the
future under the guidance of
their capable officers. Blonde,
quiet, Clair, who enjoys
skiing, tennis, and electronics ,
assisted the class pres ident in
his duties . With a friendly
smile, he was always willing
to lend a helping hand to
classmates and lower classmen alike. With drive and
determination Clair qualified
as one of the outstanding
Aggies .

Awareness, seeing and knowing what is around. " It took
you approximately ten minutes to walk here this morning, what did you see; or did
you waste that time?" asks
Judy Byington. And aware
she is, of the Senior class and
of Utah State. She has worked
on about every committee one
can and proven that a student
can and does have much to
say. As Senior secretary, she
has worked to get better job
opportunities for the graduat ing Seniors - one of the Senior projects, and also worked
on the committee to revamp
the assemblies at USU, again
showing she was aware and
ready to do something.

junior class officers

Un de r the capable direction of
Ra lph Binns, class president,
th e Juniors of Utah State
p rog ressed and moved forward in th e ir college careers.
Represe nting his class in
Se nate, Ra lp h wor ked for
f uture vocational guidance
a nd placem ent in order to
p rep a re Juniors for their final
year a t U.S.L,J. Ralph, a man of
am b ition , spearheaded the
p la n w hi ch brought Jazz
p ia n ist George Shearing on
c:tm pu s f or the Junior Prom.
Disp lay ing enthus ia sm in all
activi ti es, he and fellow class
office rs led upperclassmen in
p re pa ring for future roles .

Karen Knight, vice president
of the Junior class, is a girl
full of pep and enthusiasm
who has the drive to get
things done. Assisting in the
leadership of her class,
" K'night, " as she is commonly known, volunteered
ideas and suggestions to help
the Juniors succeed in their
role as upperclassmen. This
congenial gal made friends
wherever she went and truly
displayed the Aggie spirit.
Her love of sports led her to
participate on the bowling
team and in the Winter Carnival. Active in campus affairs,
Karen was never too busy to
accept responsibility and fulfill her duties .

Barbara Hughes has dark
hair, dark eyes, and a stunning
appearance. She has worked
hard for her sorority, Kappa
Delta by being past rush
chairman and their vice president. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
chose her as a Little Sister of
Minerva , and the Little Sisters
chose her as their president.
Besides having beauty to win
queen titles, Barbara works
hard . Her job as secretary of
the Junior class takes time,
and she also works on the
Union Gallery Committee . Phi
Kappa Phi Honorary is part of
her USU life as was Student
Life fashion editor in a past
year. Barbara ' s hobbies are
water skiing and social work,
her major.
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lee

sandy

george

steven

Junior class
Lee Roderick is a journalism major whose hobbies are
writing feature articles and doing everything else. He
chairmaned this year ' s fabulous Junior Prom, is a Sigma
Nu, and in Blue Key. All his many activities put him in
Who ' s Who in American Colleges and Universities . Sandy
Scott is a swinging Chi Omega who finds herself as chairman of Utah State musical events: this year's chairman
of Rhythm Rhapsodies and last year ' s chairman of Greek
Swing Sing. Sandy is listed in "Who's Who in American
Universities and is Chi 0 pledge trainer. An individual
with honors who was refined in France for two years that's George Skidmore at USU '65 . About those honors:
Engineering honorary, Blue Key, and the Engineering
Senator . Group leader at Colter Bay and the individual?
Guitar plunking , singing engineer major. To say that
Steven Stathis is a busy student is an understatement. A
pre-law major from Farmington , Steven has been busy on
many committees including Jr. Prom, Homecoming, and
Delta Phi Kappa activities, for relaxation he plays basket-

ball, golf, and fishes.

margaret ann
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kaye

Pert, little Margaret Ann Summers has led this year's
song leaders. As a sports lover herself, she especially
enjoys water skiing. She is majoring in elementary education where her flare for speechmaking will make her an
outstanding personality in the classroom and campus.
Capable Kaye Thompson, our student body secretary, is
a real influence on the campus. She is an English Education major and enjoys such things as reading , sewing
and water skiing. She is an officer in Alpha Chi Omega
and was chosen for Who's Who this year. " Rodeo!"
promptly replies Chad Winn, education major, whe n
asked his interests. Personality Chad opened the year
with his attendance at the leadership workshop, and
he spent the rest of the school year serving as advertising
chairman of the Rodeo Club , among other things, Vivacious and energetic linda Zollinger is working extra hard
this year as our Social Vice President. She is majoring in
English and enjoy s almost everything. She is in the American Student Academy and was aptly chosen for Who's
Who in American Colleges .

chad

pete

ralph

mary

karla

personalities
Pete Allen was not born in Switzerland nor is he a European swi bum, but he is our Snow King and a great skier.
If you see red hair swoshing in the down hill or twisting
through the slalom, then that's he, Pete , probably skiing
for the USU ski team. Pete is a Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Serving as Junior class president was the maior duty of
Ralph Binns this year. Ralph claims affiliation with Pi
Kappa Alpha and Blue Key and was a delegate to the
National Blue Key Convention in Kansas City. This handsome man enioys many athletics and the outdoors.
Mary Brown is a happy Kappa Delta with blond hair, who
finds herself on lots of committees. She was chairman of
the Homecoming Queen contest, and had the big iob of
Junior Prom secretary. She 's also a member of American
Student Academy and a Who's Who in American Universities. Karla Carlson has done some of everything. She is
AWS Junior class representative and edited the Aggie
Coed book. A Kappa Delta , Karla has had chairmanships,
too: the International Tea and the Sophomore dance
decorations. Sigma Phi Epsilon chose her as their Diamond
Princess.

jim

bodo

A speech maior, Jim Coleman is also active as chairman
of the Senate committee on teacher evaluation. Jim is
listed in "W ho 's Who" and is a member of the Blue Key,
Delta Phi Kappa, and the D.P.K. Chorus. Jim enioys in his
spare time, singing and playing on the guitar. Bodo
Fritzen, a busy Junior Personality, was second in the U.S.
at the Olympic trials for Kayak racing. He is Goat master
for Delta Phi Kappa fraternity, and was honored by being
named to Who ' s Who, and the Phi Kappa Phi Honorary.
He is also a member of the soccer team. Kent Hansen is
a shy Sigma Chi who can be seen with firecrackers during goat week. He played on the Frosh football and baseball teams and was a finalist for Most Preferred Man.
Kent is a business administration maior and has been
Sigma Chi pledge trainer in the past. This vivacious physical therapy maior shows her love for sports by being
chairman of Winter Carnival and a member of the USU
Bowling Team. She is President of Chi Omega , on the
Homecoming Committee, and a recipient of panhellenic
scholarship: this is Karen Knight.

kent

karen
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sophorTlore class

pam

toni

janet

margaret

We have seen the sparkling smile and
dimples of personality Pam Harwood as
she has performed as one of U.S.U.'s
vivacious song leaders at basketball and
football games thi s year. Pam was a
member of the Union Building Gallery
Committee , she was chairman of a
Women's Week committee, and she
re igned as this year ' s Forestry Queen.
Painting, sewing, and water skiing are
among her var ious talents and interests;
she takes classes in interior-decorating.
If you ' re a spur, you really know Toni
Jeppson - she ' s their devoted President.
A Tremonton girl, she likes challengesbeing an active organizer in such as
Spurs and the Creativity Fair, maintaining high learning standards as an English
major and Alpha Lambda Delta member,
pursuing successfully such opposite interests as writing and skiing confront her
with many. She is gracious, warm ',
friendly, and enjoys life.
What well known girl said: " My main
interest is working with students in their
activities."? Janet Keroher loves us! Th is
Idaho Falls education major attended
Leadership Workshop in Colter Bay, and
she belonged to the Homecoming and
Mothers' Weekend Committees, Spurs,
chaired the UB Dance Committee and
presided over Lund Hall, as president.
Her hobbies are dancing, piano and
sewing. She ' s a bundle of talent and
personality.
Hailing from Venice, Utah, is Margaret
Miller, Sophomore class secretary. A
Home Economics Education major, Margaret enjoys sewing, ice skating, and
playing the piano. This active Kappa
Delta is reigning as Delta Phi Kappa
Dream Girl and holds membership in
Angel Flight. With her friendly smile this
brown-haired girl served as chairman of
music for the Festival of Creativity . She
is busy .

al

"Big AI" Parrish returned once again to
Utah State University and the basketball
court to start off what prom ises to be a
very successful career . His friendly, modest manner wins many long and lasting
friendships for him wherever he goes.
Alan is an active member of the Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity . Between his basketball,
his fraternity, and his academic studies,
this native of Logan is kept extremely
busy with these activities .
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persona lities
Al w ays ready with a smile a nd a " Hi! "
tale nted Alpha Chi Joyce Pollard enjoys
ex pressing herself in active service to
USU . She does many thi ngs well and that
she d o es many things is an understateme nt. Ea rly this year she showed willingness to work by helping organize " Hello
Week. " Her activ it y further extended from
be ing on the debate team, sophomore
co un cil , as se mblies as piano t alent to
teac hing group piano lessons to st ude nts.

joyce

" Hi th ere!" says Carol Raymond w ith t he
enthu si a sm that only Carol can have as
she pl a nts a finger kiss on your cheek.
Carol is authentic, even to the beauty
mark on her cheek and to the follow
th rou g h o n her Sophomore class duties
which a re many because she is a vice
presi d ent. Carol is called talent, a big
vo ice from a small g i r l t hat won her the
ta lent show last year, and made he r a
Ball a di er two years . Caro l is an A lpha
Chi .

carol

Last y ea r ' s Freshman class secretary,
Janet Thompson went r ight on t his year
doi ng much around USU. Janet is a tal ented si ng er and' has sung many solos on
assem bl ies, sings with t he Madrigals,
a nd is one third of the tr io with the De lta
Phi Chorus. She is a Kap p a De lta a nd
ha s se rved as chairma n of t he Varsi t y
show, Homecoming Assemb ly , and now
is th e qu een of the Eng ineers. Added to
everything else, she is also a Spur .

janet

Fun - loving Doug Watanabi is a pre-med
major w ith a yen for sk iing. A native of
Br igha m City, he has participated in
many ev ents a t Utah Sta te. Doug used
his ta lents and displayed h is abi liti es
on a n Interna ti onal Week Committee and
a co mmittee for t he Fest iva l of Creati vi t y . Claiming affi li atio n with the De lta
Phi Kappa fraterni t y, he expresses a
love f or good music. With a friendly
smile, he p erforms all of his jobs we ll.
Here ' s a rare pose of John W illiamshe ' s sta tionary! The Sigma Chi engineering ma jor, our Sophomore Class Presi den t, was busy f rom the word go. Active
in Stu de nt Se nate, he was also a member
of th e aca demic advising and bookstore
comm ittees. His interests of musi c, athletics a nd skiing used up any extra
ene rgy . Everyone enjoys knowing John
and fee ling his enthusiasm.

~!lnl
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john
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sophomore class officers

The Sophomore class, after
completing a hectic year as

Vice-presidents are always
the unsung heroes of various

Freshmen, looked for leader-

organizations. Let it not be so
with Carol Raymond. Hello

ship which would carry them
to great heights as Utah State
Aggies. Quiet and handsome
John Williams, an engineering
major, caught their eye and
he was elected to the position
of class president. John acted
for his class in Student Senate
and represented their views
on important matters that
were brought before the
group. Through devotion to
his class, John displayed his
leadership abilities.
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Week movies, class dances,
and Council functions have
all materialized thanks to her
extra efforts. Outstanding,
conscientious, personality plus
- these words are not big
enough to describe Carol. Her
work on last year ' s Buzzer as
Organizations editor won her
special recognition. She is in
the Sponsor Corps this year
and uses her singing talents
in Swing Sing.

'" do what John tells me, "
says Margaret Miller, competent and talented Sophomore class secretary. Included
in her duties, which she performed so willingly, was the
task of recording the minutes
of Sophomore Council and
helping the Student Body
Secretary when needed. Using
her charm and talents, Margaret completed the zesty trio
of officers which led and
helped to prepare the Sophomores for positions as upperclassmen .

frosh class officers

Steve Skinner was a little
busy this year. He was the
most all-around representative of the Freshman class. Of
course the big representation
was big work of Freshman
Class President, but Steve also
was a first string player on
the Frosh basketball team . (He
came to U.S.U. as an all-state
team man from Arizona .) Because he was president, he
was a member of the Senate,
another big job. But through
all his obligations, Steve has
kept that smile and that good
nature.

A new and completely different world greeted the
Freshman class as they
registered at Utah State. To
help them find a place for
themselves on campus, they
elected capable officers that
would represent the class.
Chosen as Vice President was
a fun-loving man by the name
of Fred Passey. A sports enthusiast' Fred offered his support and assistance to the
president in order to make
this first year a good foundation for the future.

April Tsuya came from Salt
Lake City last fall saying she
was one of the unluckiest
people ever - she never won
anything. But she hit the jackpot at Utah State, for she did
win. She won the office of
Frosh secretary. Now she is
kept busy taking and writing
minutes of Freshman Council,
planning Frosh sprees, and
organizing tuberculosis tests.
April also works on the
Traveling Assembly Committee, counts particles, and
gets A's in German, her major.
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frash class

cherie

claudette

greg

fred

dianne

perso

Pretty Cherie Boothe 's hobby is meeting
new people, thus her college expe rience is
that much more exciting and rewarding .
Cherie is a business major who plays the
accordion and piano as well. She enjoys
skiing and swimming whenever time permits. In many different activities, Cherie
assisted the co-chairmen of the AWS
Fashion show and is the representative
from the Freshman class on the AWS
council, Cherie's home is Brigham City,
Utah.
Claudette Crawford is an attractive Aggie from Ogden , Utah who is active in
sports, music, and speech. Her varied
activities include being a member of the
Student Speaker Committee as well as
the Talent Development Committee. She
is a Kappa Delta officer, SPE Calendar
girl, Little Sister of Minerva, and a member of the USU choir. Her major is English
Literature, but she gets her greatest joy
from hiking, ice skating, and traveling
around.
Gregg Flint has assisted in many activities throughout the past year by means
of his membership on the freshman council. He is from Twin Falls, Idaho, and has
a major of pre-med. Gregg was president
of the student body at Twin Falls High
School last year where he displayed
various talents and leadership qualities .
He enjoys participating in different ou tdoor sports including fishing, hunting,
skiing, among other sports.
"A Freshman full of fun" could describe
Fred Passey from Logan. This active man
on campus fulfilled the responsibility of
vice president of the Freshman class.
With many interests in sports, especially
skiing, Fred started his college career
with a major in business. He claims affiliation with the Sigma Nu fraternity and
he has displayed abilities on the Booster
Council and other things .
Dianne Peterson is one of the most hardworking doers on campus. A Freshman
and already Buzzer Associate-Editor, she
also serves on a Union and an Entertainment Bureau committee. Dianne has two
Greek names for herself: Alpha Chi
Omega sorority and Alpha Lambda Delta
honorary. She dislikes having her name
misspelled and baking cakes in Lund
Hall; and she likes Physiology lab, being
a Sponsor , and going to Pan hellenic
meetings.
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nalities
A s pres ident of the freshman class, and
st uden t se na te member, Steve Skinner is
know n a s a leader and a great personali t y . Ha iling from Mesa , Arizona, Steve
has a m ajor of political science , and a
mi no r o f phy sical education. He played
o n the fre shman basketball team and
a lso enjoys softball and bowling. As the
p res id en t, Steve has strived to organize
a nd unite the class and help them to become more acquainted with Utah State.
Music is the number one interest of Loga nite Fred Thompson. Fred has been in
t he tenor section of the Utah State Unive rsity Chorus and has played both the
co rn et and trumpet in the marching band
a nd the concert band. Fred's talent was
f urther displayed in the Scotsmen. The
f in e arts committee and also the Fresh m an council were other activities which
th is busy freshman personality particip ated in dur in g the year at U.S.U.

April Tsuya, who was born in you ' ll
neve r guess what month and found it
w as " April in October " last election, is
th e Fres hman class secretary this year. As
a n Alpha Chi Omega she was president
of her pledge class. She keeps herself
b usy by getting good grades, writing
minutes, and finding out what's going
o n . She can be found studying German
(he r major), practicing bowling (fall quarter), dancing the hula, and being an
A lpha Lambda Delta.
Pretty Adele Ward is a graduate of Bear
Ri v er High School. Listing as her many
hobbies art, sewing, and reading, Adele
shows her other interests by participating
o n the U.B. dance committee, Homecoming Dance committee, and chairman for
art work in the Festival of Creativity.
During her freshman year, she was
na med as attendan t to the Horticulture
Queen and the Bullen Hall Snow Bunny.
Adele's major is commercial art.

steve
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Another member of the freshman counci l is Blake Wride. Blake comes from
Spanish Fork, Utah and graduated from
high school there, holding many offices
d uring school. Blake is a member of Delta
Phi Kappa fraternity and is also a membe r of the Hospitality Committee. Outdoor sports is one of his hobbies, with
hunting and fishing being his main interests. With th is well- rounded schedule
of activities, Blake has also shown himself to be a friendly personality.

blake
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publications council
The Publication Council as usual helped our
school publications very much this year. Under
the very able leadership of George Skidmore they
led our publ ications to an excellence never before
achieved by USU student publications. The Publication Council is made up of four voting student
members. They are Student Body President Ken
Rich, Chairman George Skidmore, Financial Vicepresident Lear Thorpe, and Student-at- Large
Margaret Jensen.
Dean Claude J. Burtenshaw, H. Reuben Reynolds,
and Marlon Nelson are the three voting faculty
members. These people, along with Buzzer Editor
Howard York and Student Life Editor Colleen
Johnson, make sure that everything put out on
our campus meets the standards that have been
set up. The Publication Council has done a very
good job and we really appreciate the help they
have given us.
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leroy searle

crucible

karla carlson

co-ed book

blue book

After this year's Blue Book came out, everyone wondered
how they had ever gotten along without it. The book was
published by the Associated Students and the Blue Key
Fraternity. Jeff Thompson, serving as editor, had a fine
staff working on it so that the students could receive
this book as soon as possible.

The Aggie Co-ed Book is particularly meant for freshman
girls and new students. It gives the girls an introduction
to college life - activities, dorms, and what to wear.
Karla Carlson and her staff worked during the summer
so the new girls would not be completely lost when they
got on campus.

If ever someone wanted to know what time the Logan
City buses were supposed to run, the school song, a short
history of the school, or even the policy or rules of the
University, the Blue Book was the handiest place to find
all of this information and more.

Also
girls
them
case

But even more important than all of the above mentioned
facets of the Blue Book was the Student Directory. Not
only were all the students listed with their Logan address
and telephone number, but also their home address,
class rank, college, religion, and whether or not they
are married.
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jeff thompson

included within this book are all the rules for those
who live on campus. The girls have fun learning
and then taking the Aggie Co-ed Quiz. This is so in
they break the rules, they can't plead innocent.

Another important publication on campus is the Crucible.
This literary magazine provides a sounding board for
gifted writers. Leroy Searle and h is staff worked hard at
getting just the right stories, poems, and essays so that
the book would appeal to a majority of students at USU.

student life
Under the direction of Editor Colleen Johnson and the
advice and red pencils of Managing Editors Bruce Hadfield and Laird Walker, an increased staff of 45 students
produced this year ' s tri-weekly Student Life.
One of the most vital segments of the staff was the
student writers, more commonly known as beat reporters,
who were assigned to obtain news from a particular college or group. Journalism students also took shifts at the
Herald Journal printing room , reading and re-reading
copy.
An outstanding business department, staffed by Lynn
Heninger, Heber Fuller and Norm Johnson, was respon sible for the financial success of the paper. While not adgathering, the businessmen were challenging the sports
department, led by Brent Checketts, to wheeled-chair

drag races through the UB halls or to garbage basketball games.
Editorials, columns and letters to the editor were an
important part of the election-year newspaper. National
issues, as seen by both sides of the political aisle, were
discussed, and state politicians speaking at USU were
given coverage.
Photographer Neil Simmons recorded campus events via
the camera, and cartoonist Gary Dittman satirized campus conditions in the 1964-64 Student Life.
Associate Editor Sheryl Jensen was responsible for rewrites and layout of the news plate. Lynn Ann Gubler,
Pam Bowen and Carol Hone covered the campus society
and fashion news.

colleen johnson, student life ed itor

athletics
football
basketball
\Nrestling
.
.
S\NI rTl nil n g
baseball
track
tennis
golf
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usu football 64-65
The Aggies fought hard against a
hard-hitting Utah eleven on November 21 to bring the '64 season to an
end. A crowd of 24,622 saw our boys
move up and down Utah's field at will
but able only once to penetrate the
Redskin end zone. When that final gun
sounded , the Aggies had lost to our
traditional foe 14-6.
The Aggies were led in the Utah game
by the brilliant quarterbacking of
sophomore Ron Edwards . The scrappy
Edwards completed 17 of 33 pass attempts for 273 yards - the latter two
figures new school records. However,
as overall statistics go, the Aggies
picked up more first downs than the
Utes, 17 to 19; led in passing offense,
273 to 94; and in total offense 351 to
196. That statistic which counts in the
end was in the Ute ' s favor, unfortunately for our team .
Yardage was not the only statistic
significant this year to the team. Attendance in cramped Romney stadium
for home games was second highest
in school history , 43,440 - an average of 10,860. Only the 45,357 attending home games in 1963 - an
average of 11,339 - surpasses this
year 's showing. A record of attendance
totaled 131,498 for six road games.
The attendance at BYU totalled 29 , 422; Idaho, 10,500; Arizona State,
33,217; New Mexico, 28,537; Montana, 5,200; and, of course, Utah with
24,622. The average crowd that
turned out to see our traveling Ags
was 21,923.
Some figures different from the very
enthusiastic attendance records were
the amount of iniuries sustained by
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the team, starting early in the season,
might give an indication of the bits of
hard luck that struck our so promising
team. Because a good many of our
first string players were wiped out
during the first few games, most of
the line positions were held down by
sophomores for the rema inder of the
season . The boys did a remarkable iob
in light of being less experienced. As
much disadvantage as it may have
seemed at the time to have sophomore s playing, when one considers
that for 19 seniors the Utah game was
the last, it may really have been an
advantage for next year . These boys
will now have the needed experience
and conf idence it takes to make a one
hundred percent winning team. Only
five of the graduating seniors were
backs, therefore we can count on veterans covered by younger, though experienced linemen next fall.
Even though th is team suffered a
great deal from a loss of manpower,
they never gave up. Their fighting
spirit was demonstrated very aptly at
the Utah game when the team, though
probably at its lowest point, rushed
on and on against the strong Utahns,
losing by only one touchdown. The
loss gave Utah State a record of five
wins , four losses, and a tie for the
year - the fifth consecutive winning
se ason for USU. This brings the University's five-year mark up to 3911 -2, a record matched by no other
school in the Intermountain area , and
by few teams anywhere in the country.
The season was a frustrating one for
the team, but we as a student body
owe them our thanks for trying . They
had excuses to quit, but never did.

" Let's go all the way, boys'"
Oh, the worries of a football coach.

Footba II coaches preparing strategy for Saturday's game.
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You 've had it long enough, New Mexico.

I'd do it differently if I could be out there.
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Many honors have come to individual Aggie players for
various achievements. Three members of the '64 Utah
State University football team, tackles Rich Zecher and
Jim Harris and guard Veran Smith, have signed contracts with professional teams in the National and American Football Leagues.
Harris, a 6-4, 265 pound giant, signed with the New
York Jets of the AFL. Zecher, a 6-2 and 240, signed his
contract with the AFL Oakland Raiders. Smith inked his
pact with the Minnesota Vikings of the NFL.
At the annual football banquet, held at the conclusion of
each season, Jack Hannum, one of the team's cocaptains, and Bob Umemura were honored as the most
outstanding players and top hustler, respectively.
Ron Edwards, our sophomore quarterback, set a new
passing record for the school in the Utah game. Another
sophomore, the fantastic Roy Shivers, averaged 12.6
yards per carry from his tailbacking position and will be
in for many more honors before graduation. These two
boys, along with many other talented gridders, will be
back next year to fill the gap left by graduating seniors.
Winding up their collegiate careers were ends Jack H.annum, John Matthews and Roger Mettler; tackles Rich
Zecher, Jim Harris and Lee Carlston; guards Bob Broughton, Veran Smith, Chris Pella, Henry Nunn, Frank Costello
and Ralph Peterson; center James Bowen and Dave
Nickel; quarterback Rich Handel; halfbacks Don Holder,
Darell Steele and Bob Umemura; and fullback Bill
Callahan.
We want to thank all of 1hese boys for the effort put forth
for USU and wish them all good luck.

What about some blocking, you guys?
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leon blaser
rich borino
jim bowen
chuck bray

bob broughton
bob butcher
bill callahan
lee carlston
dave clark

frank costello
tom crickshank
rudy curinga
ron edwards
trevor ekdahl

skip fish
mike gold
warren haines
rich handel
jack hannum
co-captain

dick hansen
lenard hanse n
jim harris
don holder
bob jeppson

john kendrick
marv kendrick
earsell mack bee
grant martinsen
john matthews

eric maughan
roger mettler
craig murray
dave nickel
henry nunn

john obray
chris pella
ralph petersen
tim rhyan
vern richey

ro n sbranti
roy shive rs

veran smith
co-captain
darell steele

bill thornton
phil toone
bob umemura
rich zecher

Preparing for another kick-off after a USU touchdown .

utah state freshmen football

USU 29._ .. _._ .. _....... __....... _.. _....... __ . 6 BYU Greenlings

Coach Tony Knapp will have many outstanding
football players next year, thanks to experience
many of them gained on this year's freshman
football team. Coached by Norval " Nog " Hansen, these boys spent many hours of effort in
practice. Their efforts were rewarded when they
ended the season with no losses, three wins, and

USU 14 .... _....... _.. . _.... _. __ ._ .. _. ____ _.. _. 14 Utah Papooses

one tie.

Rambler Football Scores
USU 21 ._. __.... _... . _.. __. __.... _.. _.. _.... _._ 12 Utah Papooses
USU 41 _._ .... _.. _.. _._ .... __ ... ___ . __ . __ ._ .. __ 14 Utah State

The members of thi s up and coming team were:
ends - Ocie Austin , Brent Dickerson, Ed Escandon, Bob Hook, Myron McCellan, Mike Meservy,
and Tom Salzmann ; tackles - Steve Boehme,
Doug Goshn e ll, Mike Lelis, Willie Molini, Nick
Rust, and Bill Staley; guards - Sam Briglio, Gordon Churchill , Buddy Enea , Erwin Fox, Steve
Grace, Mike Mattson, and Ron Rodriguez; centers
- Joe Forzani, Jim McMillan, and Bob Rasmussen.
The halfbacks were: Randy Cowdell, Terry
Dimmick , Dee Hadfield, Garth Hall, Duane Harter, Ri chard Sayer, Bob Severet, and Harold
Stevens; fullb a cks - Charles Bracken, Jim Hunn,
Steve Smith , a nd Gerald W atson; quarterbacksMike Dunn, Wayne Fritz, and John Pappas.
We will be loo k ing forward to seeing many of
thes e boys on next yea r's v arsity team , working
just as hard as the y did for the freshman team.
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Some people even go to freshman
football games .

Footballers studying the
opposition ·s plays.

The pause that refreshes.
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season

USU

-----. ----- ------.----

Arizona State 24
New Mexico

0

Montana

0

Wichita

7

New Mex ico State

3

USU 76

- - - ---- - -- --- - --------- -

USU 41

---- ------------ -- -------- -- --

USU 51

--- -- --- ----- --- - ----- - ---- -- ---

USU 14

---.--------- ---

USU 42

--- - - --- ---- - - - -- ---

USU 14

- - -- - - -- - - - - ---- - -

USU 20

---- - ----- - ------- -- -- -- ----

USU
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8

6

Colorado State 13
Br igham Young 28
Wyoming 20

- - - ---- -- --- - - - -- - --- -- - - -- -- ---- - -.

Utah 14

-

GRADUATING SENIORS: 12 Rich Handel, 46 Darell Steele, 47
Don Holder, 20 Bob Umemura, 30 Bill Callahan, 56 Jim Bowen,
57 Dave Nickel, 60 Bob Broughton, 61 Frank Costello, 62 Ralph
Petersen, 63 Henry Nunn, 66 Chris Pella, 67 Veran Smith, 78
Jim Harris, 79 Rich Zecher, 86 John Matthews, 87 Jack Hannum.
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Utah State University, Logan, Utah , and basketball fans allover the world
benefited because of Wayne Estes. His feats on the basketball court were fantastic, but his feats performed every day of his life were even greater.
Wayne was a self-made star. He won all-Montana high school honors in basketball and football and was state interscholastic shotput and discus champion. But
he was considered too heavy and too clumsy for college play. Wayne proved his
doubters wrong. Practicing hours on end, he perfected among his array of shots
a driving hook shot and accuracy from the free throw line but he also worked
hard to lose 25 pounds.
The hard working Aggie with the feather touch turned out to be the most
prolific basketball scorer in Utah State 's history. During his stay at Utah State
he scored 2,001 points in 75 games. And it wasn't as if he wasn 't guarded either.
It was a rare time when he only had one man hanging on him, and many times
there were two other Agg ies left open just so the opponent could try to stop
Wayne . In Wayne 's last game when he scored 48 points, Denver sagged three
men on him most of the game . Denver 's Jack England said before the game
that he was going to hold Estes down. He guarded our Aggie star as closely as
possible, but just couldn't stop our great shooter from Anaconda.
Unlike most prolific scorers, however, Wayne was a great team man, a worker
who led his team in assists last year and was leading in that department again .
No one ever saw Wayne when he didn 't give all he had, when he hogged a shot
that a teammate was better fixed to fire. He was a team man who would feed the
ball to a teammate in a better position to score, and this is a rarity. To Wayne
it was more important that Utah State won than his scoring average be fattened.
Great was the pressure and stress that Wayne played under. He had some
wicked whistles against him. But the most motion he ever made was to slap
his hands as if to scold himself.
All across the country, people were stunned and crushed to learn of Wayne 's
death . Even those who didn 't know him personally felt an emptiness and an ache
inside. But to the youngsters of Logan and Anaconda who idolized Wayne, the
grief was beyond comprehension , beyond consolation. These kids loved Wayne.
As John Mooney said, " There was a void, an ache in the heart, a tear in the eye,
a muffled sob in the playrooms and bedrooms of young boys and girls throughout Logan. This was the greatest tribute to Wayne Estes. Because it came from
the hearts of youngsters, who in their innocence, can spot the phony and insincere a mile away ." Now they are appreciating Wayne as the young man as
well as the athlete .
Because of Wayne's respect for others and because he never thought he was
better than anyone else , eve ryone looked up to him . As a teammate said, " He
must have known he was better than everyone else around , but he never acted
like it. " He treated everyone like his equal. He was a big man to his teammates,
he gave to them more than just his ability to play basketball. He gave them
confidence in themselves. He never considered himself the big man, in fact he was
humble to the point of shyness. The ability and dedication to set goals high and
then achieve them was among the many talents and accomplishments of Wayne.
Wayne was just the big kid playing the game he loved and loved by those he
represented. He was a man among men , but greater a man among the boys he
loved. Those who loved him will pass his legend on to future generations.
Wayne will be remembered forever in hundred of ways by thousands of people .
To many he will be remembered on the court, to others in the bottom of the UB,
to others as a great teammate and friend, and to others he will be remembered
just before the games started standing with his hand over his heart singing
" The Star Spangled Banner, " then staying in that position for just a few seconds
after the National Anthem looking at our flag as if to say, ''I'm glad I'm an
American ." And American lie was - ALL-AMERICAN!

•
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COACH LADELL ANDERSON , UTAH STATE STUDENT BODY , UTAH
STATE BASKETBALL TEAM:
OUR COACHING STAFF AND OUR BASKETBALL TEAM, OUR
STUDENT BODY, AND OUR COMMUNITY WERE DEEPLY SHOCKED TO
LEARN OF THE TRAGIC DEATH OF WAYNE ESTES. WE RESPECTED
THIS YOUNG MAN FOR HIS DEDICATION AND ABILITIES IN THE
GAME OF BASKETBALL. WAYNE NOT ONLY EXEMPLIFIED THE FINE
THINGS CONNECTED WITH COMPETITIVE SPORTS BUT DISPLAYED
THE OTHER QUALITIES BASIC TO GAINING THE RESPECT OF
OPPONENTS AND SPECTATORS. HE WAS A CREDIT TO BASKETBALL
AND WAS A REAL GENTLEMEN ON AND OFF THE FLOOR. THE
OPPORTUNITIES WE HAD TO COMPETE AGAINST HIM HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO MAKING OUR LIVES BETTER. PLEASE ACCEPT
OUR DEEPEST SYMPATHY AT THIS HOUR OF BEREAVEMENT. WE
AT BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY SHARE YOUR BURDEN OF GRIEF
AT THIS TIME.
STAN WATTS HEAD BASKETBALL COACH
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY

COACH LADELL ANDERSON:
MY TEAM JOINS ME IN SENDING OUR DEEPEST SYMPATHY
TO YOU AND THE FAMILY OF WAYNE ESTES. THE W HOLE SPORTS
WORLD LOST A GREAT ATHLETE WHO WAS TRULY A CREDIT TO
BASKETBALL, HIS FAMILY, COACH AND HIS UNIVERSITY. WE
FEEL HONORED TO HAVE COMPETED AGAI NST SUCH A GREAT ALL
AMERICAN .
JACK GARDNER HEAD BASKETBALL COACH
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

WAYNE ESTES FAMILY:
THE STUDENTS OF BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY WISH TO
EXPRESS SINCERE SYMPATHY FOR THE TRAGIC LOSS OF WAYNE
ESTES. OUR ENTIRE STUDENT BODY ASSEMBLY STOOD TODAY IN
SILENCE TO HONOR WAYNE AND HIS OUTSTANDING TALENT. WE
SHARE WITH YOU THE SADNESS OF HIS PASSING. WAYNE WILL
LONG BE REMEMBERED NOT ONLY AS A GREAT BASKETBALL PLAYER
BUT ALSO AS AN EXCEPTIONAL INDIVIDUAL.
STUDENT BODY OF BRIGHAM YOUNG
UNIVERSITY

WAYNE'S SCORING RECORD
YEAR

FGM

FGA

1962-63:
1963-64:
1964 -65 :

205
309
252
766

428
654
518
1600

CAREER :

PCT. FGM FTA

PCT.

.479
.472
.486
.479

.838
.853
.878
.856

129 154
203 238
137 156
469 548

RB

AVG.

PF

D

TP

256
9.1
539
79 1
377 13.0
88 3
821
260 13.7 56 1
641
893 11.9 223 5 2,001

AVG.

20.0
28.3
33.7
26.7

mickey dittebrand
pete ennenga
wayne estes
hal hale

kent hunsaker
clarence jones
steve jones
ha l hale

aldee ko nop n icki
my ron long
earsell mackbee

dave olsen
alan parrish
steve roth

norm siefkin
tim smith
leroy walker
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usu basketball 1964-65

Basketball at Utah State passed from one era with hopefulness for another great one to be started next year .
With the tragic death of All-American Wayne Estes and
the graduation of LeRoy Walker, the era was closed, but
with the up-and-coming sophomores and the junior
guards we have much to look forward to .
There were many pleasant things about the season - we
beat Utah on their home court to knock them out of the
top twenty teams in the country, Wayne and LeRoy were
named to the all-tournament team in Hawaii, Wayne rewrote the scoring book, and our team regrouped and
played inspired ball after losing Wayne . This is also a
great tribute to our favorite basketball coach, LaDe11
Anderson.
When the season ended we had won thirteen games and
lost twelve, but of the twelve losses we scored more
field goals than the winning opponent in four games . In
two of our losses we scored one less basket and in two
others only two and three less field goals. It was not
that we couldn 't score from the free throw li ne, we just
didn 't get the opportunity.
There were many times when we were behind a t ha lftime and many planned on losing, but none of these were
the players and coaches . It seemed as if our team put
everything they had and a little bit more into these games
when many of the fans had given up . It was times like
this that we came from behind to beat Utah, San Jose
State, Arizona State in the Rainbow Tournament, and sent
the game into overtime with Boston College.
Co-captain LeRoy Walker was jumping great all year
but he really came on strong for the last six games.
Before this he was averaging 17.9 points per game, but
he brought his average up to 20.8 per game. This means
he averaged 30.2 points in his last six games . We will
really miss LeRoy and his antics in the future . It will be
a mighty long time before we see someone just six feet
jump over someone trying to score .
The student body has much respect for this year ' s team .
They showed they had the ability and desire to bounce
back when the average person would have thrown in the
towel . We will be expecting much from them next year.
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USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU
USU

Season Reco rd
107 .................................... Idaho State 60
88 ............................................ Butler 84
96 ................................ Loyola (Calif .) 69
98 ............................................ Pacific 74
101 ............................. _............ Nevada 80
69 .......................................... Bradley 7 5
69 ...................................... Minnesota 88
86 .............................. San Jose State 7 3
71 ................................ San Franc isco 86
98 ................................ Arizona State 96
118 .............................. Boston College 120
86 .............................................. Utah 84
90 ............................ Brigham Young 99
78 .......................... Colorado State U. 89
62 ................................ Texas Western 68
93 ................................ Arizona State 99
104 .............................................. Utah 11 1
80 .............................. Brigham Young 89
91 .......................................... Denver 62
67 .......................................... Denver 66
74 .............................. Colorado State 89
71 ............................................ Seattle 67
98 .............................. Montana State 7 1
72 ........................................ Portland 66
69 .............................. Montana State 7 1

Row One: Richard Wade, Sam Efnar, Stu Kerzner, Jerry Smith , Steve Skinner. Row Two : Coach Evon
Sorenson, David West, Jim Sadler, Robert Adamson, Lorry Beebee, Scott Wollin, Dyar Miller, Assistant
Coach De lano Lyons.

This year ' s Utah State University frosh basketball team has been
f aced with a few handicapping drawbacks bu t have managed, in
sp ite of these p roblems, to be rated as a successfu l team. Th eir lack
of size was one of the most serious handicaps the t eam faced a nd
thus it compelled them to work even harder tha n the average team
in order to overcome or negate out this detr imental element. This
additional and necessary extra effort produced one of the hardest
working freshman teams in this area. And it is beca u se of this deter mination t o exce l in spite of t his prob lem, t ha t they played ve ry
well together , coordina t ing individual efforts into a smooth opera t ing team cooperating fully and faultlessly.
Although each player has very ably demonstrated his talent as part
of the Rambler squad, a few individua l p layers have admirab ly
shown tha t trademark of success - extra strength and ab il ity, which
di stinguishes them above the average basketball player and qua l ifi es them for additional recognition for their outstanding achievement on the court.
Three of these t ypes of players were to be seen in Richard Wade,
Larr y Beebee , and Stuart Kerzner. To qualify as perhaps the best
a ll-around player was Richard Wade. He displayed a quickness so
necessary and demonstrated his ability as a very good shooter. His
d efensive ability also proved to be a valuab le quali t y . The team
relied on Larry Beebee because of his 6'7" frame, and he showed
great potential, needing only t ime and experience. Stuart Kerzner
w as the leading scorer and shows great promise for the future . The
sea son ended with a 5 win and 8 loss record and with good team
promises for the future .

freshmen
basketball

Season Record
USU 84 _________ ____ _________ Idaho State 88
USU 76 ____________________________ ___ _ Utah 102
USU 71 ------- - -- - ----- Br igham Young 79
USU 70 _______ _______________ Idaho State 94
USU 97 _______ _____________ Weber State 75
USU 106 ________ ____ ______________ Hills A FB 83
USU 93 ________________________________ Utah 106
USU 72 _____ ______ ____ _ Brigham Young 95
USU 91 --------------------------- - H i ll A FB 5 3
USU 72 _______ ______________________ ___ Ricks 65
USU 87 ---------- Rangely Jr. College 71
USU 89 ____________ __________________ Weber 96
USU 70 ________________ ________________ Utah 7 9
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usu band 64-65
Colorful voluntary st udent orga n izations f o rm ing
an integral part of USU life are the Bands. Their
act ive membe rs fo rm a sort of " cos m o politan "
group. One of the fines t teachers and d irectors
in t he Wes t , Dr. Max Dalby, directed t he Ba nds
a nd ta lented Professor A lvin Wa rd le ass isted him.
Students grea tl y respect them and we re v ery
conscientious about meeting the cha llenge s of
Band partic ipa t ion .
This yea r 's Event was the Conce rt Ba nd ' s representing Utah at the Western Division Conve ntion
of t he Music Educators Na t'l Confere nce at Long
Beach, Ca lif. Performances were also g iven at
various schools, the Winter a nd Spring Concerts,
and t he Wayne Estes ' Memo r ial Service. The
Marching Band p layed a t foo t ba l l ga m es and
was featured in a combined half-time sho w w ith
the U. of U. Marching Band .
The Pep Band prov ided a " l if t " a t ba sketball
games and the Scotsmen accompanied t he Aggiettes. We enjoy their quality music and a gree
with Dr. Dalby that " the sp irit of the ba nd is the
spirit of USU ."
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track

The students who appreciate and follow the Track events
really had a first-rate season this year. The season lasted
from March 13 with the NCAA Indoor Meet at Detroit,
Michigan, to the middle of June with the NCAA Outdoor
Meet at Berkeley, California. The athletes representing
Utah State looked for a more successful season this year,
and then worked hard to realize their goal. The strength
of the team seemed to lie mostly in the hurdles, the
sprints, and the pole valuts .
The returning Lettermen this year were Bill Thornton, an
excellent sprinter holding records in the 100 and 220
yard dashes; Dan Berkey, who pole vaults over 15 fee t;
and Mike Maughn with the discus at 175 feet.
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Gerald Cerulla is also a returning Letterman and Utah
State's top Track man. He runs the high and intermediate
hurdles, holds the National Freshman Record in intermediate hurdles, and always works hard to improve by
setting his goals high. Jerry's goal this year is the NCAA
championships.
The up-and-coming Freshmen added much depth to the
team this year: David Stoner, runs the 880 and is better
than we 've had for several years; Don Swabb, a miler,
Gary DeVries, 2-miler; Martin Connelly, pole vaults; Joe
Bonanno, 440; Bill Staley, shot put; and Walt Cerulla, Bob
Butcher, and Tito Reyes in the hurdles events. The NCAA
Meets are the National Collegiate Championships, and
this year's Track Team certainly looks good enough to
place in many events in those meets .
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This year's Golf team is built around four lettermen Ron Morgan, Tom Funkhouse, Steve Budge, and Dave
Denoou. Steve is the only sophomore and the other three
are juniors.
The team placed second in last fall's Beehive Invitational
Tournament, with Ron Morgan as the individual tournament champion and Steve Budge holding his own as
third place winner.
The team made two other trips to outstanding golf competition events. One to Arizona in April where the team
competed for ten days. The other one was the Pikes Peak
Invitational in Colorado. It was really a great honor for
our golf team to be invited to the Pikes Peak Invitational
for only twenty teams in the United States participate in
this event. The team was very ably coached by Ev Thorpe
who is an avid golfer.
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golf

skiing

"This year's Ski Team is by far the best one Utah
State University has ever had," were the words
of Doug Litchfield coach of our Ski Team. The six
member team consisting of Rich Beesley, Peter
Allen , Sam Medford, Mike Verner, Bart Stone,
Bruce Skankey, and AI Myrn have been exhibiting their skills on the slope in the Rocky Mountain
Intercollegiate Ski Association meets. These are
among the roughest in the United States .
The Ski Team has competed in Alpine and Nordic
even ts such as cross country, s lalom, jumps with
such outstanding skiers as last year's Olympic
Team.
They competed in three meets, in Colorado, at
Snow Basin, and Park City.
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left to Right, kneeling: Scott You ng, Richo rd Allred. Sta n d ing : Alle n Coo pe r, Bre n t Ritch ie, Kelle r Hig bee,
Ro be rt Ho nse n , M ike McClello n , Dovid Worre n , Cooch Li ncoln McCle llon .

Long winters in Logan and the lack of full scholarships
handicapped our tennis team in Intermountain competition. Most other schools in this area offer full scholarships
to members of the tennis team, thereby putting USU at
a disadva ntage. But still the outlook for the 1965 season
is brighter than last year . Five lettermen, a junior college
transfer, and an up-and-coming freshman gave promise
to Utah State. Dave Warren , Keller Higbee, and Scott
Young are the three men with several letters that will be
heavily counted on. Others giving support and depth to
the team are Richard Allred, Robert Hansen, Brent Ric key,
and Mike McClellen . O f major importance are the two
major t rips the team will ma ke . One is to Arizona for a
week where they w i ll compete against several loca l
schools including Ar izona State . The other trip is to
Colorado where they will be ho sted by Gree ley State , the
Air Force Academy, and Col o rad o Sta te University . Of
course much credit mu st be gi ve n to Lincoln McClellen
who wor ked hard a s USU ' s t enn is coach .
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tennis

Left to Right : Mark Imai, Coach Dale Gardner, John Szymanski, Clair Sorenson, captoin.

-

-

svvlrnrnlng

The Swimming Team is one part of the athletic department that doesn't get the recognition and support it
deserves. The team wouldn 't be discouraged by the fact
that in the middle of the season the i r eleven man regular
team was cut to only seven. But in spite of the hard
blows, the team ended the regular season with a 6-6-1
record. During the regular season, two individual records
were broken and one tied. Cla ir Sorenson, team captain,
set a new standard in the 200-yard free-style and tied
his own record in the 100-yard freestyle. Mark Imai set
a new standard in the 200-yard individual medlet. The
Utah State tankers competed in the Third Annual Western
Intercollegiate Invitational Swimming and Div ing Championships at Denver, Colorado. Clair Sorenson and Mark
Imai represented Utah State especially well. From all indications Utah State 's Swimming team has a very promising future ahead.
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Row One: Ken Jensen, Scott Cameron, Gary Coleman, Joe Brisky, John Geames. Row Two: Tony Macias,
Jack laub, Roy Gorrell, Bill Sherwood, Dave Clark, Denny Geertsen, Bill lugo. Row Three: Coach Jim
Railey, Wayne Moulden, Hal Hale, Roger Mettler, Rich Handel, Joe Robertson, Tom Culligan, Ron
Rushton, Ray Meibos.

baseball
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New baseball coach Jim Railey was eager to get this season underway. The team
as a whole possesses two of the characteristics that can make a good ball clubthey like to play baseball, and they are willing to work hard and be coached.
This worked in well with defense which was emphasized this year. This year's
team was relatively a young ball club with the strongest position the outfield.
Roger Mettler, Rich Handel , Ron Rushton (a .420 hitter from last year's team), and
Scott Cameron were probable starters in the outfield. The infielders fighting for a
starting position were Joe Robertson, Bill Sherwood, Dave Clark, Terrell Anderson
and Roy Gorrell. John Geames had the catching role nailed down, and leading
the pitcher corps was Bill Lugo and Tony Macias, all three gaining experience at
junior colleges. Other pitchers adding depth to the club were Ken Jensen and
Wayne Moulden. Overall, USU baseball will be one to watch in the future.

Row One : Gary Simmans, Ron McBride, Brent Red, Clint Judkins, Steve Bankhead. Row Two: Coach Tom

Ramage, Eldon Miller, Cliff Whithead, Kirk Dahlke , Tom Foster, Lenard Hansen, Bob Broughton.

Utah State University's Wrestling season brought honors to several of the individual members of our team. Our four man contingent consisting of AIIAmerican Bob Broughton, Lenard Hansen, Tom Foster, and Ron McBride grabbed
fifteenth place honors nationally in the NCAA Wrestling Championships in Laramie, Wyoming. Broughton placed fourth in the heavy weight division and Lenard
Hansen placed sixth in the 191 pound class.

\Nrestling

Others on th e team , however, worked ju st as hard even though they didn't meet
with quite as much success. Overall the team came up with six wins and seven
losses. Improvement and needed experience were gained by each member of the
team. Thanks and much credit is given to Coach Tom Ramage. This is his last
season as USU's Wrestling coach as he is going on to better things at Weber
State College. We wish him luck and success in his new position. The same wish
goes to our new Wrestling coach George Galli.
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carol westenskow
kathy peterson
margaret summers
geralyn peters
pam harwood
gerry hansen
bonnie allen

By their eager and enthusiastic loyalty towards the team and the
student body as a whole, the song leaders capably led us through
a very successful year. Their outstanding dedication and desire
to obtain more student participation and support for the team
fired the students to rally behind them with interest and excel lent participation . These six vivacious gals devoted a great deal
of time , energy and extra effort to maintain the standards of excellence which past tradition has attributed to their positions. It
can be truthfully said that they have more than admirably
achieved the honorable distinction of a job well done. Recognition must also be given to them for the various routines of precision and skill they exhibited in connection with the lively accompanyment of the U.S.U . Pep Band . The various decisions involved
in this position were carried out under the very capable leadership of Margaret Summers and the mutual cooperation of the
other members . To the entire group must be given credit for the
triumphant year enjoyed by all.

songleaders
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cheerleaders

Who unites a student body into a yelling, chanting, encouraging
support for the team? What group often times exhibits as much
stamina and determination as does the team? Which unit on
campus spends-long hours of practice which result in precision
and variety? What group makes a college athletic program complete? The answer to all these questions is, of course, the cheerleaders. Under the direction of head cheerleader Dawn Smith and
advisor Jackie Fullmer, this group of girls displays vitality plus!
They are enthusiastic, vivacious, and accurate. The five girls,
Dawn, Gayle , Kathy, Pam, and Margie, were leaders in many
campus activities during the year. During Homecoming Week,
they sponsored (and very successfully!) a night pep rally and
fireworks display followed by a dance. They accompanied the
team to Boise for the Uni versi ty of Idaho-Utah State game. The
girls also sponsored a dinner honoring the football team . They
truly do a lot of work for USU.

pam carlson
gayle wangsgard
margie semedia
dawn smith
kathy gessel

greeks
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Variety was the spice of life for all cam pus Greeks this year. Not willing to miss
out on anyth ing , they tr ied a little of
everything , including bizarr e parties,
competitive sports, good -will community
projects, and scholastic excellence . An
integral part of our busy campus, they
contributed a great deal of time to the
planning and carrying-out of many of
the all-college activities , such as " Hello
Week," and USU Homecoming, as well as
participating in successful individual
chapter activities. Highlighting their year
was the annual " Greek Week, " which
began with the lighting of a torch, and
culminated in the all Greek dance. The
Quad was a favorite spot for all of the
Greeks. On Tuesday afternoons in the
fall, it came alive with co-eds in sweat shirts who were trying to better their
sorority"s name in the softball world . But
if you were after real action , you had to
venture out when the fraternity men are
playing football or soccer . Not only were
they rea lath letes, they had rea I spirit!
One of the most outstanding aspects of
Greek life is their desire for service to
others . Among the projects which they
undertook this year was caroling at Sunshine Terrace, a program which was
presented at the Veterans Hospital in Salt
Lake, and various Christmas parties for
needy children. The purpose of Greek life
is to develop men and women who are
capable of adding to the world in which
they will live. A high degree of personal
excellence is expected of all members of
Greek organizations, and many opportunities to attain this are afforded
through participation in various activities.
Fraternal organizations seek to develop
character, individual potential, and intellectual achievement, by providing a
myriad of experiences by which each
personality may grow.
The nucleus of all fraternal activities is
Greek Row where all but three of the
t hirteen sororities and fraternities are
located . On our campus , there are six
sororities, and seven fraternities, all types
of friendly rivalry, including intramural
sports, " Swing Sing, " and " College
Bowl ," in the spring. All of these aCTivities unite the Greeks into bonds of lasting
brotherhood and sisterhood which will
last a lifetime.

fraternities - sororities
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---I. f.

c.

While the sororities are co-ordinated through the Pan-

would otherwise be taken to the administration. The Inter-

hellenic Council, the fraternities are governed by the

Fraternity Council on our campus is considered one of
the best in the nation, and this year the executive council

Inter-Fraternity Council, better known as I.F.e. It also
strives to unify the seven different fraternities into one
strong body of men who are dedicated to the same ideals.
Each campus fraternity is included in I.F.e. and together
they establish rush rules, help co-ordinate Greek Week,
and act as a fraternity judicial system on matters which

attended the Western Reg iona I Conference wh ich was
held in Portland, Oregon in April. Under the leadership
of Bob Siebers, the Inter-Fraternity Council made great
progress in the uniting of the various fraternities through
the planning of all-fraternity parties, and through the exchange of ideas, and the carrying forth of ideals .

panhellenic

" Unity" is the watchword for the organization which acts
as a guide for all of the sororities on campus . It is the
purpose of Panhellenic Council to co-ordinate all of the

hood among the different sororities. Each of the six
women's fraternities is represented in the Council. In this
way, many varied and diverse opinions and ideas may
be introduced, discussed, and put into use, for the good

activities of all of the sororities and thereby keep them
growing individually and collectively. One of the most

of each member of each sorority. The ideal of the organi-

important duties of Panhellenic is to make and enforce
the rules for .. rush," and thus give more un ity to the

zation is stated as follows, "Cooperation for maintenance
of fraternity life in harmony with the best possibilities."

sorority program. In a sense, Panhellenic means a sister-

This past year, the ideal has been carried out to its fullest
through unity and sincere cooperation.
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dale abersold
keith bodrero
larry findling
steve hayward
richard larson
dwight pearce
blaine sorenson
keith webb
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bob adams
iim budge
randy fisher
brent hestmark
richard marasco
iack peterson
don stevens
bob white

brent allred
rick budge
ran fleming
steve holmgren
richard megregor
richard postma
mark stevens
tom williams

larry anderson
h. b. calder
pm fulks
iack hunter
tom moore
richard rasmusson
michael stewart
randall wimmer

elliot anderson
iohn chipman
terry fulks
richard iensen
fred mortensen
steve reede r
paul summers
george winquist

gary bailey
dan coletti
gary fullmer
carl iohnson
garth nelson
dennis richardson
lynn dale thomas

parley baldwin
alan coope r
vince giroux
pm king
evin e. olsen
lee roderick
fred thompson

lyle barson
chris cooper
ed halstead
neil king
lynn partington
chuck redd
ierry torbensen

cliff bergera
buzz farnes
alan harris
matt larsen
fred passey
bruce shields
paul wasserman r

ron squires

Sigma Nu was founded in 1869 and came to
this campus in 1938 as the Epsilon Upsilon
chapter of Sigma Nu. Sigma Nu is very active
on campus, having student body and class officers, and many honorary presidents. During
Homecoming the fraternity took the sweep-

Joran vannoy

takes trophy in the parade, and house decorations first place. The USU chapter of Sigma Nu
originated and sponsors Robins Awards, whicn
brings national recognition to Utah State. The
brothers also sponsor a Hawaiian party,
Casino party, and Chanticleer. The founding
principles of love and honor guide them.

sigma nu
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kaye anderson
joann duncan
janet hendricks
marty monson
susan read
linda squires
karla white
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lois arthur
sue fagelberg
ann hoffman
margaret owen
anne rives
karma stevens
nancy wolfley

patricio billings
pot garfield
susan holdaway
dianne peterson
averil sansom
laurel sweet
carol woodward

jeneane campbell
deann gittens
nellie raye horlacher
kathryn peterson
julie show
chris thomas

dee cavanaugh
lynn ann gubler
gayla howell
shannon peterson
judy short
kaye thompson

caralee clyde
pamela harwood
brenda kendrick
jenness pitcher

susan sommers
april tsuya

dorci a daines
elaine hatch
jane kreutze r
karalee p lott
karma sonne
gretchen vanderhoff

susan daines
linda healy
marjorie meadows
joyce pollard
linda sorenson
jolyne vest

lo u ise degn
peggy he flin
susan miner
ca rol ra ymond
joa nn spencer
pamela weste rberg

karen reeder

This year Alpha Chi ' s have been active participants in a complete scale of campus activities. This year the sisters have been Student body, class, and AWS officers, queens
over various organizations , song leaders , and
Buzzer personalities. Some AXO activities
have been a party for needy children at

pamela bowen

Christmas time, and the giVing of toys to the
handicapped children . The social calendar
included a Western Barn Dance, a Southern
Mardi Gras party, a Fathers and Daughters
party, and an oriental theme Winter Formal.
The school year culminated with the Spring
Formal in Ogden .

alpha chi olTlega

dick adams
robert brady
I. j. dustman
joseph hacking
vance kirby
jim mcdonald
david rampton
max smith
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gary adams
larry burt
mike erickson
andy hansen
danny kirkham
richard moody
greg rampton
dave stoner

brent anderson
ralph busco
terry erickson
larry hendricks
michael kirk ham
bill nyman
marty ricks
lyle talbat

robert barton
joel carling
scott fulkerson
gordon herzog
bob laubenheim
dave olsen
ed rigby
herbert taylor

charles biddulph
richard carlson
donald gaddie
andrew hilverda
mike lelis
wayne olsen
jim riley
robert taylor

leon blaser
rex cotes
john gai ley
john iverson
curtis loasli
dennis palson
greg robinson
don thomas

joe bananno
allan cook
neil grotegut
bruce jackson
dick maschmeyer
alan parrish
nick rust
rich watson

john brady
ron devries
robert gutke
craig johnson
larry mcclurg
mardell parrish
john shumway
cliff shitehead

mark brady
darrel dixon
jeff gyllensko9
merlin judki ns
larry mccullough
brent plowman
chris si monsen
oreston white side'

ron clark

Pi Kappa Alpha, the first national Greek on
campus, has had another successful year. The
Pi kes are known for their red fire engine ,
which has been cruising around campus, high
scholarship record , success In intramurals,
and it is reported that the brothers are con-

brian chambers

tinuing to tamp their share of sand on the
political scene. Ranked among the top social
events of the Greek calendar are the Pikes'
annual Bowery Ball, Playboy Party, and the
Spring Formal. The aim of Pi Kappa Alpha is
to develop well rounded men, their motto
being, " Put out for that . . . "

PI kappa alpha

pam andersen
pamela bevan
carolyn hart
shirlene magleby
amelia okeson
sharon schmidt
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phyllis ashment
bonnie bills
vicki hawkins
martha manning
sherry 01 son
diane shields

aftan banks
carla call
pat higgins
laura mcarthur
su ovard
sally shields

ginger barbaglia
shirley coleman
joyce hill
kathy mcphee
donna pace
kathy stauffer

sue barns
bonnie cromer
su sa n howa rd
madelon margan
jolynne peterson
lana theurer

linda bartan
clara cahle
carole jay
karen nash
pam poole
kay thompson

ladawn bateson
linda fait
phyllis jorgensen
barbara naylor
gail raisbeck
ruth vanderbeck

anne bauman
annette glover
carolyn king
p"t nelson
connie reeve

sandra west

an n
do nna
suzy nielsen
ma ra ley red d

nila ard

jerri bateman

Meet the Tri Deltas known as an individualistic sorority with one of the most attractive houses on campus. In their 6th year
here they have a high national rating on
campus, are well represented in responsible
positions in USU activities, earn many top

honors, and excel in their varied areas of
interest. Their service proiects show they are
community-minded. Their backgrounds are
varied many are non-Utahn, half have
toured Europe and some plan to study there
next year. They're ambitious and talented
and their many achievements show it.

/
delta delta delta

marvin beck
ken graves
david osman
doug wood
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ed biaski
wayne hardy
sterling rich
ron zintz

stanley brawer
mike hunter
larry riddle

ray demeyer
frank iarvis
thom streit

richard frambgen
bryce little
tam taylor

carl gardner
marty lomas
camilo vieira

lee gi l lenwater
mike lang
david weesaoff

lawrence glover
bob michael
marc whitney

geo rge gregory
rick morse
robert wollner

ken eldredge

This year has truly been a period of Changing Times around the Pyramid of Delta Sigma
Phi . Starting in the fall there was a detectable
air of change which became apparent during
the fall rush program. The Delta Sigs had a
very successful rush program due to the ef -

delta

richard gaspari

forts of the Rush Chairman and the entire
active body working through the proved
Delta Sigma Phi program of Engineered Leadership. The Delta Sig social calendar was
highlighted by the Carnation Ball held
March 6th at the Logan Elks Lodge, and the
Sailors Ball held late in the Spring Quarter .

phi

bonnie al len '
claudette crawford
sue ann godderidge
diana hunter
ann manwaring

kathy price
pam steed
kathv wilson
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elaine anderton
sue crisfield
kathy grover
paula hyatt
janet maw
lynn reese
kathy summers

jane barratt
jane crookston
ronna grover
gay johnson
marilyn merkley
kathy riley
susan sunderland

ann binns
toni debloois
brenda gunnell
pat kasper
margaret miller
kay roberts
linda taylor

mary brown
shirleyerekson
geri hanson
julie krey
pam murdock
marianne schluss
janet thompson

diane burgoyne
myra erickson
diane healy
kari kuttnauer
dorothy pally
linda secrist
carolyn waldron

kathy bushnell
pam gabrielsen
holly hestmark
jennifer larsen
carolyn poole
cheryl smith
gayle wangsgard

karla carlson
greer gardner
carolyn holt
suzanne larson
nancy poole
dawn smith
susan weeks

marjorie clegg
kathy ges sel
barbara hughes
vicki littlefield
ann a lee price
sunee smith
bon nie white

jane waldron

Kappa Delta ' s most valuable assets are those
friendly campus smiles. Homecoming sweepstakes and royalty headed the list which also
includes class officers, cheerleaders, committee chairman, Junior Prom and Engineering
royalty, and many others . But there is much

marie ellison

more to Kappa Delta than a list of activities.
The most important goal she has worked
toward is that of scholarship, and success has
been attained. The diamond shield the KD ' s
wear over their heart signifies those principles
of truth, of honor, of duty, and of friendship .

kappa delta
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dole odoms
william cliff
bryan dunn
ernest huffman
gory lloyd
alvin ott
wayne shurtleff
mont willie
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ralph older
mike connor
bob erickson
leon hunsaker
phil lyman
glen partridge
hugh smith

kent alderman
gory croner
steve faulkner
david in n is
richard manning
bart petterson
jerry smith

richard baldwin
stu crocker
terry gladwin
don jensen
jon marsh
glenn ray
moe smith

russ barberio
steve crooke

ke n hammond
tom jenson
frank maughan
steve ritchey
joh n taylor

gary bergreen
bill culbertson
joe hayes
eldredge johnson
mike moyes
john ritchie
david thompson

don billings
curt darrow
a lion hei skauen
terry jones
john nelson
mike rovetto
wayne tho rpe

will corey
earl downey
rodney hirschi
richard knudsen
ron nelson
blair sargent
leon ward

john cebula r
bill duersch
roger holbrook
richa rd kusmierskl
al nyberg
ed scott
warren mcintosh

mike cranney

. .. a common storehouse of experience,
moral rectitude and spirituality." This feeling
of SPE National Brotherhood was carried to
Utah State in 1936. "Since then the only
thing restraining USU Sig Eps has been new
horizons to conquer." By the end of Fall
Quarter ten new men had gone active. The

intramural record shows a Sig Ep first in
swimming, a second in football and basketball, and a third in skiing. Sig Ep actives were
second in frat scholarship fall quarter. The
social season was marked by many parties
and was highlighted by the crowning of the
Queen of Hearts.

phi epsilon

kay crockett
barbara kusisto

ruth dittmer
susan larsen

betty ann gardner
deanne lee

marilyn gee
maryann mcdonald

alpha Orllicron pi
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becky havens
sherry miller

ann himes
jean parrish

susan jenkins
nancy taylo r

cheryll jordan

kathy howard

AOPi, the newest sorority on campus, is looking forward to a grand future. It takes time
for a sorority to get started, but this sorority
is not waiting for time. The sisters have set
their goals high, and they plan to reach their
goal in the near future. Many new activities

peggy marie evans

are being formulated for the growing membership. Even though the Spring Formal is the
biggest event of the year, their annual Christmas Hayride, Winter Formal and various parties run a close second. AOPi is well known
for its congenial and compatible membership.
An AOPi girl is a friendly girl .

stephen adamson
james evans
brad leavitt
marvin turner
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david albrecht
ianice hall
bud mcdonald
ronald turner

heber baker
don hartle
dee murphy
kent voorhees

robert brook
wayne narwood
richard pace
craig vorwaller

shirl christensen
richard hein
steven pendleton
thomas allan warr

iay cornaby
gerald hill
hal peterson
stanley wood

curtis dag ley
cody ienkins
keith qua inbeg

keith dagley
steve ienkins
ioe roach

robe rt day
stanley koyle
marcus taylor

roger c. butterfield

Being relatively new to Utah State has not
stopped AGR from contributing to the Greek
system. The Alpha Omicron chapter of Alpha
Gamma Rho was installed here in 1959. The
extreme growth in members has enabled the
house to show representation in numerous or-

jim thomas

ganizations at USU, and AGR has noted a
substantial increase in the number of pledges
they acquired this year . USU 's chapter was
host to the Fratern ity ' s Western Reg iona I Conference in March. The main social events are
the annual Thanksgiving dinner, the Las
Vegas party, and the Pink Rose Formal.

alpha galTllTla rho

fran bertelsen
ruth cornaby
kay hendrickson
beth maughan
jackie pazell
marilyn snow
paula whitehouse
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kathleen birken
diana day
rienne hickman
pam meals
geralyn peters
cheryl snyman
pat whitney

jacque bowen
maryann fillmore
karen hill
marilyn miller
beth rhees
karma squires
alice yanik

julie braberg
sandy fish
joann housley
maridee mills
paula rhees
barbara stewart

elaine burnett
deaun freeman
bonita jacobsen
nancy neibaur
mary rigsby
mary sycamore

judy byington
julie griffin
carol jensen
nancy nel son
pat ryan
leslie thorpe

marilyn canoso
carma hansen
nancy jewkes
jayne norton
lorlilee scholes
eda tippetts

pam corlson
doris hansen
jeanne lorsen
nancy pace
sandy scott
nancy wa ldron

kathy carter
shirley he arid
kristeen lester
kathryn parson
christie smith
carol we

anne scoville

Chi Omega was the first national Greek sorority on campus, and since then Chi 0 has held
a strong position through its many activities .
This year Chi Omegas have held such titles as
Snow Carnival Queen and Junior Prom Queen.
The sisters have been class officers, Aggiettes,
and cheerleaders.

karen knight

Within their modern-styled house they have
eleven years of intramural trophies, which
shows the diversity of the Chi 0 sister. This
year the sorority presented a " Wonderful
World of People " assembly, had a Ski Bum
party and a Winter and Spring Formal.

chi omega
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john baker
tom clow
james gosnell
mike mazuran
thomas olsen
bob siebers
paul woehlke
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james bamford
del cook
bob hammond
alan mcculloch
grant palfreyman
tim sm ith
john wyro

jonathan barber
ken fergusen
rey herbeck
stephen meh ler
brent peffer
thomas spencer

tom bjorndol
joe frozeni
bart hogan
dave merrell
ronald pendleton
ron stewart

ralph boren
lyle fullmer
bob hood
steve millard
dave phillips
jerry stokes

john boyle
terry glasgow
randy jackson
willie molini
richard rasmussen
don stone

bo call
roy gorrell
bob karikka
dick montgomery
lawry richards
ray thurston

rudy castriuta
tom gritzer
dave kelly
greg nye
gail robertson
scott wallin

j. r. christeSOn
steve grupe
w. d. kent, jr.
paul o leson
robert sch wart:
mike wa ngsgoO

jerry harris

Utah Upsilo n chap ter of SAE, g u ided by Phi
Alpha and Minerva, came to Utah State in
1939. SAE is known for th e indiv id ua li sm t hat
is present in the membership. O ne of the
many outstand ing fea t ures of t his o rganiza tion is the diversified socia l activities co n -

peter d . krueger

ducted by the broth ers. Th e Eli ot N ess party
and the Little Sisters of Mine rva are examp les
of th e unique sp i ri t of t he g roup . SA E has a
st ro ng close-knit brotherhood whic h is comp lemen ted by membe rs from a ll p art s of th e
cou ntry. The fraterni t y is we ll rep rese nted in
all acti vi t ies of t he camp us.

alpha epsilon
sigma

arlene andersan
sheila gates
celia schwieder
dianne tracey
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virginia andersan
judith hamic
julie seal
judy tracy

janet bishap
lynne hess
wendy simpson
myra ullman

beth black
lexie hill
junita sinfield
bonnie vaughan

susan call
linda jahnsan
bonnie smith
judy ward

marbelle carsan
nancy mcclain
gail smith
toni williams

kathy edwards
pat mcdonald
susan smyth

judy evans
barbara olsen
margaret thorn ley

janet fisher
stephanie osenbvr9
deann tidwell

jerry byrd

carol clark

The Sigma Kappas are a happy group of sisters who sponsor many activities. During Fall
Quarter the Sigma Kappas hold their annual
Western Dinner which is open to the public.
Winter Quarter has an Ide s of March party,
and Spring Quarter brings the Formal at which

the Sigma Kappa Favorite Guy is announced.
The sisters recently moved into their new house
on Greek row. It is one of the biggest and most
modern on campus, so they are busy earning
money to finance the landscaping around it.
The Sigma Kappas are growing and expanding every year.

sigma
kappa
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val bangenter
bill cook
skip fish
gerald ingalsbe
steven macarthur
craig murrdy
jim rees
mike stewart
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gordon barlow
brent craven
denny geertsen
mark jensen
dick madsen
david nelson
douglas robinson
russell thompson

david bennion
dam dahle
tom gibbons
bob jeppson
robert malouf
phil nelson
marian roper
nick treseder

charlie bracken
dick davis
todd gritzer
clint judkins
grant martinsen
john obray
brent sanford
fred udy

brent bradbury
robert davis
doug hansen
john kerr
larry maw
cha rles 01 son
james shelton
stephen ward

craig brewerton
mike dunn
kent hansen
curti s knudsen
bill mckinley
allan payne
norman siefkin
dav id warren

charles broadbent
dan eastman
robert hansen
john krey
danny mei
tom peterson
chad smith
brent watkins

larry bruner
pete ennenga
donn hilton
carl lange
barry moore
george piergont
fred smith
steve whitmer

eliot brunson
barry erickson
ross huntingtOn
john lee
wayne moulden
paul puzey
dave spackman
joh n williams

steve jensen

In Hoc Signa Vinceo is the Greek motto of
Sigma Chi Fraternity, meaning , " In this sign
you will conquer ." Sigma Chi was one of the
first Greeks at USU; it was installed here in
1926. The brothers of the Wh ite Cross are
proud to hold title to the lighting of the " A, "

the unusual Sig Derby, and the Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi. Since its founding, USU's chapter
has been active and prominent in college affairs, including efforts in scholarship, and
citizenship. Always mindful of the motto, the
brothers of Sigma Chi are proud to represent
their Fraternity on campus.

chi
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sigma

nu
girl

susan read

tri-guy

of
delta
delta
delta

ron squires
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dream
girl
of
-

pi
kappa
alpha

diana day

favorite
guy

of
alpha

chi

terry la\Nrence
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pink
rose
queen
of
alpha
garT1rT1a
rho

joyce hill

favorite
beau
of
alpha
o

john ritchie
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delta
sigma

phi
carnation
queen

linda healy

sigma
k
man

dick postma
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svveetheart
of

slglTla
chi

marie ellison

slglTla
phi
epsilon
queen
of
hearts

bonita jacobsen
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sigma
alpha
epsilon
little
sisters
of
minerva

joann hausley
cheryl smith
nancy neibaur
suzanne mcmasters
gayle wangsgard
diane hunter
deaun freeman
linda hansen
carolyn king
carol brown
terry cole
linda mcintire
mary sue rigsby
marianne schluss
barbara hughes
rhonda hammond
dee ann cavanaugh
susan miner
kathy birken
peg heflin
joann bateman
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ron squires

rnaralee redd

greek nlan -vvonlan
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delta sigma phi
greek college bO\N1 \NlnnerS

swing sing
chi omega

swing sing
sigma nu

scholarship
kappa delta

scholarship
si~ma nu

college bowl
delta sigma phi

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r e s h men
myron joy abbott
helen ann abercrombie
linda acklin
colen clayan adams
dale butler adams
leanne adams

leon j. adams
lloyd ray adams
marcia jane adams
terry ross adams
eric b. adamson
bonnie allen

clair a. allen
dixie lee allen
m yrna allen
sue allen
peggy alley
daphne amacher

clifton max amundsen
arlene andersen
clare andersen
kenneth wayne andersen
allan ray anderson
dan melvin anderson

dennis e. anderson
dora anderson
douglas ray anderson
dwight anderson
fred jenson anderson
gloria anderson

james perley anderson
janet anderson
kristine anderson
legrande anderson
elaine anderton
bonne andreasen

thelma gay andrus
susan kathleen anhder
ronald aok i
marsha archibald
judy pat arciaga
dorothy k. armstrong

joyce arnell
darrel ashby
lynn ashcroft
phyllis ashment
kent g. aston
jane e. atchison
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arthur henry atkinson
elizabeth atkinson
myra atkinson
blaine austin
frederick austin
richard austin

leanna baadsgaard
robert carl bachmann
linda bali$
margaret ball
cherry ballard
pauline ballard

kendall rodne y balls
lesl ie balls
mack wayne balls
ginger barboglio
ireta barfuss
reed edward barker

mary sue barlow
tom barnes
jeff barney
jane barratt
william lloyd barrett
james rodney barsballe

lyle b. ba rson
rodney bartholomeusz
david g. barton
linda kay barton
brenda bate men
duane bough

peggy bough
blaine baum
beverly baxter
tonya baxter
pat beazer
larry beebe

sandra elaine beesley
layne belliston
jeannette bench
douglas g. bennett
marie bennett
neil howard bennett

luann bennion
richard benson
madilyn berg
richard m. bergstrom
melvin berrett
marge berryman
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freshmen
william d. bertalia
jacqueline betti
kenneth nalare bickfard
brent stanton bingham
ivan farley bingham
maralyn bingham

terrell bird
kathleen birkin
marsha ann bjornn
albert block
delene block
ladonna block

roy block
ronald I. blackhurst
terry g. b lau
sheryl blonquist
burke bodily
ke ith bod re ro

karen thelma baggs
bruce bosley
steven don bourne
scott bowcutt
dianne bowen
joy hansen bradfo rd

george p . bradshaw
douglas brenchley
david w . brest
michael edward b ritt
dole broberg
patricio brench ley

connie bronson
michael p. brooks
elaine brough
stanley chris brower
terri brower

james henry brown

leslie rand brown
melvin brown

robert c. brown
stephen k. brown
susan christine brown

thayle leland brown

robert bul lock
roy orden bunderson
william r. burbridge
george burdock
lisa burrell
bonito burtenshaw
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kathleen bushnell
mike butkus
kay butler
marilyn butler
marcia buttars
leslie kyach butters

neil john cafasso
howord calder
mike caldwell
carla rae call
susan call
laurence s. cantwell

betty carol capener
joel george carling
kathy carlisle
rulon duane carlile
wilma faun carlisle
johan otte carlson

nile d. carlson
terry norm carlson
ruth corn
renee carnan
mabelle ann carson

susan carter

gerald h. case
rona Id cefa 10
ariel kent chatterton
robert parley chase
brent checketts
allen christensen

burke a. christensen
carl christensen
gayla christensen
john craig christensen
scott christensen
jane christian

boyd christiansen
kathy christoffersen
rick christy
jack leon chruma
julie chugg
ralph chun

john clark
marilyn clifford
carolee clyde
shirley ann coleman
tanya collins
lynn aldene comish
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freshmen
william camptan
kaye canrad
dwight d. cook
nadine cope
brenda corbett
dennis cornelison

nadine cox
carolyn craner
robert craven
claudette crawford
lynn crittenden
stuart crocker

iana croft
suza n ne cro It
lane crookston
ann crosslin
cecilia dale dabel
keith allen dagley

darcia daines
chancellor damon
karen daniels
katheryn davis
marleen dawson
iohn dean

toni debloois
glen bazi I deeben
louise degn
gary lynn devries
david dickey
reed dixon

lawrence dostie
ann marie duhadway
alice I. dunning
ianice durrant
I. i . dustman
patricia rose earl

george i. economou s
sam efnor
linda egan
pete phillip egoscue
carol elliot
dennis emerson

dee ann emett
iulia ann england
christine ensworth
delbert wayne ericson
i. d. evans
peggy marie evans
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susan evans
vicki evans
bahram farahan
bab fellaws
marilyn felter
gary leroy fenske

richard dale ferguson
george russell ficklin
larry findling
david calvin finley
janet lynne fischer
sandra kay fish

lyman majar fisher
randy fisher
john r. fitzpatrick
kathleen ann flanagan
gregary fl int
claudia sue fagelberg

stewart g. folkman
bruce fannesbeck
farreil g. farsberg
reta ann fatheringham
Iynene fawers
becky fowkes

vicky fawkes
ba rba ra fra me
steve francis
Iiliane francuz
carolyn frank l in
deaun f reeman

dennis freeman
rad freer
justa pastor frutos
cheryl fuhriman
james arthur fulks
elliot john funk

kathleen gailey
karen galli
gordon ganderton
sharon gardner
philip geary
kathleen gessel

ra ndal b . gib b
dennis gibbons
kathy gilgen
lee t. gillenwater
judy gillette
vincent arthur giroux
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- - -- - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - -- ----freshrnen
carma gleed
john glenn
vanay godfrey
rick gold
joy gordon
nylene garringe

john louis gatfredso n
judith ann goudie
claudio grasteit
sondra anne groves
david greaves
kathy green

nolo green
keith greenhalgh
connie gregersen
george gregory
sue elaine grilfiths
jessie grover

steve grupe
rosemary gudmundson
janet gunderson
robert gutke
george gyllenskag
alf gyllenskag

joel h. gyllenskog
christine hocking
lloyd haderlie
solly hahn
lynette ho le
gory holes

ludy holes
maloy holes
stephen hial holes
dianne hall
rhonda hammond
karla honsel

barbara hansen
conly I. hansen
doris christine hansen
kenneth lee hansen
lowell hansen
oleen hansen

redgle hansen
cheryl lynn hanson
geraldine hanson
la u ra thompson hards
danny harris
steven edward harris
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frank keith harrisan
robert glade harrison
karen jeanne hart
dixie harvey
claire elaine hatch
henry jay hauser

samuel noble haymes
linda clare healy
kirk gordon heaton
marilou heineken
janeal heiner
ronald j. hellstern

kathy hendricks
kaye hendricks
kristine hendricks
faye henry
kathryn hess
sylvia marie hiatt

dee hicken
marie higgs
marian sue hill
richard k. hill
virginia lee hill
marcia hillam

ruth hinmon
jerry I. hofer
j. roger holbrook
tina hollands
sandra holmes
jill ann holmgren

caro l lee holt
john w. homer
daniel a. hondo
robert lamar hood
lynn hooley
dennis p. howard

david howell
gayla howell
tanya hoyt
lloyd hughes
roy hugie
maryann hull

vicei antonette hullinger
wayne I. hunsaker
judy ray hunte r
lee hunter
ralph e. huntzinger
david hurd
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-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - fresh men
paula ann hurd
jeanette hurst
stephen frank hyde
warren n. hyer
dan lee hyl in
mahammad zafar iqbel

terrilyn mae irvin
randal joe isaacson
mie ito
dewayne lyman ivers
john ben iverson
dawn o' roe ivie

larry m . jackson
randal jackson
richard jakle
carolyn james
shirley jasperson
pamela jenkins

margaret jennings
j. leanne jensen
kirk leslie jensen
linda jensen
margaret rae jensen
sandra christene jensen

sheila marie jensen
stanley jensen
carol jo jergensen
reunell jessop
li nda johansen
. wynn john

dennis johnson
irene johnson
jay johnson
leeland nyal johnson
reid nels johnson
ross layne johnson

terry johnson
dwane jones
elaine jones
harold william jones
janis jones
linda jones

mabel elaine jones
mary louise jorgensen
roma dawn judd
donna rae kaiser
jill karren
roy lynn kay
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kathleen kearns
karen kearsley
brenda kendrick
eddy kennington
seyd khadem·haghighat
mary lynn kidman

kristine kimball
dianna lei kincer
carolyn king
joyce kinghorn
maude kirby
hans j. klossner

carol knight
dennis lee knisely
birthe knudsen
curtis knudsen
gerald koetitz
james kohler

robert kolan
nopbhan krairiksh
sharon kupka
barbara kusisto
joe lacey
laura lee laker

biki g. lambert
brent duane larsen
jennifer larsen
jim h. larsen
reed warren larsen
cathy larson

fred leroy larson
judith larson
nolan o. larson
frank curtis last
lawana law
beatrice e. lawrence

gary a. lawson
valay laub
carol leavitt
donna lefevre
becky leonard
alan lepper

sandra leth
ann louise lewis
bruce lindhorst
george david lindimore
benito lindsay
bryce b. little
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freshmen
phillip homer lloyd
sharon lofthouse
gayle lott
sallie lovell
r. dean lowder
howard luthy

edward lyon
delon madsen
lo rraine malet
ray malouf
martha manning
jay marchant

ma ri lyn mil ler
jon marsh
bob martin
gloria mauchley
glenda lee maxwell
sha ron mcbride

patsy ruth mccracken
richa rd mcdonald
wil lard mcdonald
jim mcghan
craig mcgregor
leg ronde n. mcgregor

kathleen mcg regor
ethel mckee
barbara mckell
robert michael mckim
na ncy joa n mclaws
linda mcpherson

dar lene mecha m
richard r. medske r
jardi mhooshma nd meh r
sue memmott

beryl merkley
deanna lynne merri II

ven na messinger

susan mester
dennis michaelson
annette faye miller
barbara mille r
judie ly nn miller

lynn a. mi l le r
suzanne miller
m:lrie rhodes milne r
robert howard miner
wa l lace a. mitchell
jerry rae mobley

17 1

kathleen maare
marjorie moore
david grant monsen
charles morris
bruce daniel moulton
beatrice mueller

john alyn murdoch
betty c. musgrave
alarik folke myrin
art nadel
banborn naraballobh
carol nate

maree naylor
annette neibaur
benjamin k. nelson
gloria ne lson
nancy jo nel son
perry lang nelson

vicki nelson
spencer nichols
dianna nicholson
sheila niederhauser
floyd jens nielsen
m. kim nielsen

suzanne nielsen
david jerald nielson
ronald roy nielson
s. val norma n
jayne norton
gwenivere olsen

john
robert lewis
rosemary
james ronald
jim
steve

o l sen
olsen
olsen
olson
olson
olson

kathryn orme
david lee ormond
stephanie m . osenburg
james barry osoro
dennis o. osterhout
donna pace

alan w . palmer
jean parrish
mardell c. parrish
dennis I. parson
kathryn parson
frederick w. passey
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candace pastare
catherine patrick
vicki lee peacaak
dwight charles pearce
karen pearsan
steven carmen pearson

marilyn pehrsan
steven pendletan
edith luann penavich
patricia ann perry
braaks petersen
cliffard j. petersen

luc ille petersen
margaret ann petersen
marva petersen

rabert andrew petersen
sharel I. petersen
dianne petersan

hal petersan
martha sue peterson
shana robyn peterson
shannon peterson
sharon peterso n
tana pete rson

frederi ck pettingill
adde lynn pinson
richard pixton
susan polson
james a. porter
kent dee porter

paula porter
stan ley lee powell
betty elaine posey
lynn gordon potts
anna lee price
boyd e. price

I inda I. price
luanne p rice
merlin jay price
relf leonard price
ada jane pugmire
laraine pugmire

luann purser
paul puzey
keith quarnberg
lind a quayle
richard d. rallison

dennis rasmussen
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robert a . rasmussen
rona Id I. ravi lie
ann rawli ns
john scott raymond
s. curtis reed
mary lou reede r

david glen rees
carol ann reese
kathy reese
lynn reese
barbara reid
michele I. reynolds

barbara ann rich
carol ina richards
lawrence mark richards
ha rold richey
carol onn riemer
dianne rigby

va l dean riggs
jim riley
michael c. riley
bonnie ann roach
gordon robbins
reed gordon robins

douglas h . robinson
theresa lynne robi nson
maxine robison
lynn earl roderick
gregory joy rogers
paul rogers

marsha ann rollins
stirland rooh r
julie ann rose
susan rosenbaum
alice rochelle ross
susan russell

nicholas c. rust
carol sadler
sandi sagers
lynda sandburg
victoria mae sanders
elmo sandoval

hobson sandoval
rob ert ordell sanford
dale saxton
roger sayer
reynold I. schenck
sandra k. scheuffele
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freshmen
brent schew
jean schiess
stephanie schultz
william john scott
gary richard seaman
max w. seamons

robert secrist
kent dee servoss
robert severt
karen shaffer
dennis lynn shaw
julie shaw

sal l y shields
pam shirley
mary francine shobe
paul henry shriber
john shumway
wayne v. shurtleff

sharon kae siddoway
brent daniel simper
gwendolyn sim"son
juanita sin field
carol jean skabelund
steve skinner

william slusser

susan smee
pauline kay smellie
a. bruce smith
barba ra smith
barbara ann smith

bettie smith
b ruce smith
chloe smith
connie sue sm ith
eldene smith
gail smith

gary smith
grant lee smith
jesse rick smith
legrande smith
linda jane smith
linda marine smith

maryam smith
norma smith
robert smith
ruth smith
saundra smith
stephen smith
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donna smithies
susan smyth
marilynn snow

susan sommers
karma jean sonne
dorothy sorensen

robert sorensen
perry h. sorenson
vickie soulier
dennis spain
dennis herbert spence r
norman douglas spencer

thomas leg rand spencer
pamela karen steed
carol steffen
kathleen steffen
dixie stephens
james byron sterzer

julie ann stewart
dallas fred stiver
von stocking
paula vee stokes
terry stokes
stuart nelson stone

david martin stoner
james e. b. stuart
jay suisse
margie sumida
kathy summers
cheryl regena sunada

sheila roxana sunada
kathleen sutton

susan swainston
sharo n louise swaner
sharon ann swanner
robert swartz

janice taft
rose ann taft
gail tanne r
mary beth tanner
stephen tarbet
feddie lynn tatton

howard taylor
kathleen taylo r
rhenon taylor
zora rae taylor
linda terwillegar
susan theurer
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freshrTlen
chris thomas
jon paul thomas
paulette thomas
stanley j. thomas
thomas peter thomas
david neil thompson

fred h. thompson
lynn thompson
william d. thompson
karla thornto n
william lynn thorpe
leeann thornton

gertrude ann todd
ellen tolman
judy tolman
danny I. tompkins
jerry torbensen
dianne marie tracey

kathleen truman
glen tsu
april tsuya
clark b . tucker
sharon sue tunbridge
garn c. turner

judy kaye turner
marvin r. turner
renee turner
gory turpin
donna marie twiss
barbara jean udy

fred I. uhler
ilene kay uhrich
myra b. ullman
william edwin ulmer
david ulrich
richard d. vanausdal

may lynne vance
marie jose vandenwijngaert
bonnie jo vaughan
jolyne vest
gory michael vickrey
raymond c. vogel

rosemarie wabel
joseph howard waddell
01 ive geneva waddoups
dick wade
brent wadsworth
linda lou wahley
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preston joy waite
anita june waldron
nancy ann waldron
paulette walker
scott dee wollin
dean walton

joann wangsgard
odele louise word
byron v . word
judy lynn word
dee judith wore
evelyn warren

kathleen watkins
carol watson
richard watson
nephi chad watt
douglas earl watts
raynor a . weaver

darwin weeks
susan weeks
david allen weeshoff
franklin lorenzo west
sondra west
marsha wheeler

don white
janis whitehead
john brent whitehouse
robert whitesides
leslie whitney
madeline wiehardt

seth g. wilcox
krista wilhelmsen
arthur thomas williams
tonie williams
dennis wilson
george winquist

annette wise
joyce wiser
lee w. wohlgemuth
nancy cheryl wolfley
ann wood
pamela wood

carol woodward
connie woolsey
susan woolums
janet wrathall
linda wray
donald bloke wride
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calvin wright
linda wright
lynn a. wright
ron wright
robert john wuest
jerry I. wursten

co rolyn wuthrich
joann yamasaki
judith joyce yeates
linda yocom
donald alexander young
douglas einer young

jerry young
richard nelson young
roy young
peter a. zimowsky
charlene zollinger
judy zollinger

lorin zollinger
richard zollinger
ronald zollinger
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sadeq abouhamad
douglas abrams
mark lynden ackerman
lela adai r
dyanne adams
john cook adams

kathy adams
marilee adams
vaughn p. affleck
hyacinth akalaonu
bruce edward allen
carol ann allen

grant I. allen
marcia allen
stanley d. a ll en
sherman b . allred
jackie alston
eric m. altenhoff

cless ga i I a Ivey
reese m. andersen
arlyn nye anderson
dale anderson
david lynn anderson
janet anderson

john nels anderson
robert d. anderson
susie anderson
tim anderso n
la rry eugene andre
roberta m. appel l

beatrice appe lton
vijay h . arakeri
john archibald
judy argy le
tom armstrong
gladys earlene arnold

jacqueline asay
dale foerster astle
suzanne atkinson
dav id king austin
sandra a ustin
jeanne bachman

judy baggett
luann bagley
gary bailey
alan john bair
alan louis baker
douglas jesse baker
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robert boker
bonn ie boll
janice ballard
brent wayne barfuss
fredrick burt barfuss
lorry kent barfuss

susan alice barnes
barbara barron
marilyn barrus
ba rry r. basse
lynn roger batterman
barbara bough

dove baumgartner
linda baxter
william roger beach
claudio beck
stuart d. beins
wallace f. bennett

bonnie roe benson
karen bergeson
rodney bergholn
bruce berntson
joyce berntson
annette beutler

dole bevan
denise bingham
gory paul bingham
sharon bingham
bruce kay birchell
richard e. bird

arvel bitters
beth block
james f . blackwood
raymond antone bleesz
eileen bodily
sharon lynn bodily

carolyn bodrero
ralph o. boren
verno jean boyer
richard I. bracken
robert lee brady
joan bragonje

jerry elaine brandt
craig h. brewerton
charles d . broadbent
maryann broadbent
julie broberg
eileen brockman
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martha brue
vern barry bruggeman
steve budge
marilyn buehler
william e . burdock
vicky burgess

m. douglas burke
ianet burr
timathy andrus burr
ianet burt
bennah burtan
claudia burtan

iayce burton
lawrence d. burton
bonita bushnell
danna bussane
iulie anne butler
chris buttars

marilyn buttars
mantana butterfield
barbara ann bybee
blair I. bybee
ierry byrd
ruth byrne

colon glen bywater
terry caldwell
carole call
kathryn merle call
victor brent cannon
camille carter

kathleen carter
kathryn carter
sheldan case
ioel r. casey
dee cavenaugh
ierry cerullo

muhammad shafi chaudry
cannie checketts
ioy child
iohn I. chipman
bruce marshall chipp
linda chisholm

dave christensen
iudy ann christensen
kenneth w . christensen
norman g. christensen
stephen w . christensen
marion brent chugg
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_----------------------sophornores
carma hazel clark
randy clark
judith lynn clever
patricia lee collet
mary beth coltrin
keith glen candie

michael jude connor
myrlene cook
eileen cooley
helen cooley
kaylene cooley
eileen coombs

I indo cooper
stanley cooper
david frank coppin
cheryl cordon
ann corne ll
john I. cowan

betty cox

susan cox
coleen lula crandall
robert lamar crane, jr.
sue crisfield
andrew jay critchfield

faye ann croney
diane cropper
william culbertson
tom culligan
brian cunninghame
ann curfew

kathleen curtis
gloria czepe l ka
nada jean dahlke
susan daines
robert k. dang
judy kay daniels

linda darley
jay earl darrington
curtis darrow
john w. davenport
brian j. davis
malin mark davis

susan irene davis
bonnie day
richard k. de moss
eugene dennis
gary dew
john domina
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sylvia douglass
chad downs
leslie michele downs
ronald drake
marianne drakulich
dennis lloyd draper

lana dressier
arthur driggs
iohn michael dryden
r. durrell duce
dean woodrow duke
diann carol duke

ioann duncan
iayne dunford
davis dunn
lawrence a . dwon
elaine eastmond
carol ebert

roberta mary edwards
david eugene egbert
armon laron ehlert
I. bruce ehlert
ioseph ahad elsmore
mansoor emralshool

pete ennenga
dale ensminger
barry austin erickson
myra erickson
steven erickson
nancy ethington

marianne fames

leeann farnsworth
stephen h. faulkner
cheryl fehlman
carolee felt
la vaun fenske

i. terry field
carol firth
kathlene follett
douglas fonnesbeck
ioel s. foote
phyllis forsey

iackie fortier
iud ith marilyn foutz
ann fowler
bodo fritzen
sandra fulks
larry bronson fuller
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pam gabrielsen
mary jayce gamble
bryce gardner
carl f. gardner
geneal gardner
pamela ann gard ner

marilyn gee
wayne b. gessel
mansour ghaed-sharafi
ga ry gibbons
carolyn gibson
terry glodwin

sue ann godderidge
ethel leola go ff
christine golson
jack m. k. gonzales
judy gowa ns
he rbe rt w. greenhalgh

Iyn griffiths
diane grotegut
kathy grover
steven d. gunderson
b renda gunnel I
julie a. hadfield

janet hadley
dennis wayne hakanson
garen a. hale
bon n ie hall
judy hall
cheryl hailing

judy ham berlin
edmund ross hammond
louise hammond
donald ray hanks
w ill iam hanohano, jr.
connie hansen

douglas jay ha n sen
donice hansen
evelyn kay hansen
kristeen hansen
marilyn hansen
ma ryin hansen

jeanne hanson
jahn alma hanson
robert g. harris
ruth harston
doug las harwood
pamela harwood
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mar i lyn m . hasfurther
ferr is d . hatch
patsy lee hatch
v icki hawk ins
allan he i skanen
trudy hemmert

paul I. henderson
el izabe th a . hendricks
douglas lee hesse
clair hicks
arthur higley
wade lee hill

yvonne napua hill
joseph dale hillam
robert hills
ann larayne himes
harry t. hinman
raymond hinton

doreen keetch hi rschi
loran I. hirschi
cheryl hitt
karol hobbs
kay sandberg hodges
ann hoffman

carolyn hogge
clark holdaway
katherine hollands
steve holmgren
carolyn holt
nancy holt

leo allen hovinga
david reed howell
susan kay howell
shirley ann hubble
jane hughes
thomas trow huish

charles hulme
lanae hunsaker
merle leon hunsaker
alfred b . hunter
ross hunti ngton
karren huppi

mary lynn hyde
lynda ivory
robert lewis james
carol jensen
dianne jense n
kent j. jensen
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_----------------------sophornores
patricia I. jensen
nancy jewkes
ann I. johansan
thomas neal jahn
diane johnson
henry calvin janes

phyllis jorgensen
morris kabili
hossein kalantary
diane ruth kearl
cheryl keck
judy keele

albert d. keeler
james kelly
michael h. kennedy
geargia kenny
gary gene kensmoe
janet kercher

michael winfield key
terry kidd
geraldine king
rodney j. king
ralph c. klingsporn
mary klopf

charles glade knight
ed ith knighton
sandra knutson
warren k. kobayashi
steven j. kohler
charles kunz

richard b. Iamb
roger michael lamb
james w . langford
jean larsen
lorene la rsen
marilyn larsen

suzanne larson

richard lawrence
pauline laws
j. dewayne lee
john lee
jean barbora lees

charles lejambre
carlo grant lemon
elizabeth liddle
michael haldane lilley
kenneth leo lillywhite
max limb
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donna lindsey
dennis jay linton
sue littlefield
vicki littlefield
cathy long
gaylen d. loosle

curtis grant loosli
eldon c. louder
richard j. low
robert lyon
cherril madsen
john h. magleby

kooros mohit mahmoudi
suzanne marble
phillip markham
jay lewis mason
alan h. masumura
edith matthews

gary lee matthews
clara jean maughan
ralph b. maughan
joanne mauth
michael I. may
laura mcarthur

linda mcentire
laura mckenney
dennis mclane
suezann mcmaster

margaret mcne i ll
glade mcquarrie

alice jo mcqueen
kathleen mcphee
pamela meals
samuel allen medford
richard s. meng
lynn merrell

darla merrill
william k. michaelson
steve mickelsen
dorothy ann miller
edwin kent miller
margaret miller

ray minkler
dixie ann mitchell
patricia ann molascon
robert kent molgard
ronald kent moiler
mehdi siamak monadjemi
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_ - - -- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -- sophornores
sarah ann monsen
lavaun reed monson
david I. montgomery
carol I. moore
connie rae moore
joyce moore

kenneth moore
jylene morgan
molly morrison
ronald mortensen
gerald elbert mortimer
mary jane moss

michael moyes
nyla muhlestein
vicki murdock
douglas b. murphy
nancy nadauld
kianoush nadjibi

marilyn note
diane neilsen
clark alan nelson
kay nelson
maryanne nelson
robert newswander

terry I. niederhauser
kathryn s. nielsen
elaine nielse n
larita nish
darrel m. nuttall
loraine obe rhans ly

mary oldham
jul ie oldroyd
clark lynn olsen
david nolan olsen
marilyn olsen
wayne g. olsen

thomas a. olsen
gilbert orme
carolyn ormond
margaret k. owne
ly le j. packer
stanley marve packer

cecilia paiva
glen d. palmer
dennis a. porker
pot porker
alan parrish
glen arthur partridge
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robert keith paulsen
lee ann perkins
luell j. perrett
kathryn petersen
jim c. petersen
bruce r. peterson

carl lynn
jolynne
karen
mary lou
nancy
patricia kay

petersen
peterson
peterson
peterson
peterson
peterson

paul petterborg
ernest bart petterson
h. nolan phillips
lana gay phillips
carolyn pickett
s. jeanne pierce

annette pinder
penny plant
sunny plott
lowell brent plowman
denise gay pollack
joyce pollard

linda pond
nancy poole
leon poulsen
neil poulsen
polli proffit
donna quaderer

maxine quist

kent v. radford
myrna randall
abdul khaliq rashidi
phyllis rasmussen
shirley rasmussen

tom raunig
carol raymond

susan ann read
billie lee redington
tom reese

sally reeves

tito reyes
dora leen rich
trudy rich
florence richardson
mary dorothy rigsby
calvin anthony riley
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_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - s ophornores
karen lee roberts
gail robertson
melvin j. robey
sheila robinson
sherrie robinson
dorothy robi son

carol ann rock
sharon rock
clifford a. rockstead
anne rogers
lee merritt rogers
r. john rominske

robert franci s rose
kay rosenlund
elna jean roundy
vaun d. ryan
susan ruth ryser
don wendell sanders

janet sanders
david dudley sargent
scott sawby
marianne schluss
janice schmett
grant john schmidt

ron schow
richard schreyer
don scudder
richard c. seamons
linda secrist
christine seely

ronald sessions
richard w. shannon
carol sharp
alan bert shipley
judy short
norm siefkin

kathy simmonds
kay lee simpson
william w. skidmore
jackie diane skinner
john t. skinner
dee ann smart

cheryl smith
glena dawn smith
lane drew smith
keith w. smith
marsha smith
stephen p. smith
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stephen wayne smith
susan smith
kendall d. snarr
mansoor soloimani
royce sorensen
calvin boyd sorenson

keith sorenson
carla spencer
joann spencer
kathy stauffer

carma stevens
mark stevens

marcia stowell
jay stuart
spencer e. stucki
george h. studinski
allen swalberg
laurel eve sweet

alan swierk
marilyn talbot
justin tanner
karen diann tanner
herbert taylor
kay taylor

linda taylor
nancy louise taylor
spencer leavitt taylor
ted terrel
nanette theurer
william f. thiele

kathleen thomas
gene s. thomson
joan thomson
sherman thomson
janet thompson
tim j. thorpe

shirlene thurston
lois timmins
kathleen tingey
duane francis torsak
raida tovey
judy tracy

kathleen transtrum
carol tussing
jane ungricht
ruth kay vanderbeek
lorna vannoy
robert carl vansweden
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_----------------------sophornores
kathleen varley
iames wadley
carolyn waldron
christian bitner walk
clark wangsgard
gayle wangsgard

lorene word
mary louise word
bert wasson
douglas watanabe
adonna watki ns
ieffre y watkins

marilyn watkins
marsha watts
robert watts
trudy wayman
cheryle wettstein
dole ancel whorton

belva whitback
connie whiting
lorry whitmon
grant widmer
merl y nn wilker
ronald t. willes

pamela ethel wilson
william lynn wilson
iohn david wimmer
leland winger
aileen winn
margaret winn

steven I. winword
don woodcock
io ann woodruff
wayne woodward
bobbie deane worthen
ion wallace wright

lee wrede
patricio lee yamamoto
boyd i . yancey
annette young
io ann young
susan zollinger
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larry ross abplanalp
doris adamson
joseph badell allen
ted tazer allsup
brent anderson
carolyn jay anderson

ladawn
lamar
larrie
m. kaye
ross kay
neil g.

anderson
anderson
anderson
anderson
anderson
anderton

doyle andrew
ilene arbon
john roger arnell
henry p. arriz
marilyn ashcroft
john ashurst

leonard d. atkinson
linda auman
lloyd austin
william jacoby baden
carma bagnell
che ry I sue ba i r

ba rry baker
joe ball
carole d . bangerter
dennis barbian
ruth ann barker
cheryl bateman

mary francine bateman
tommy baxter
carolyn behling
lawrence j. bell
ward belliston
ronald clyde bennett

clifford h. bergera
pauline bethers
tom beveridge
wilford donald biesinger
ma rilyn bingham
karen birkin

janet bishop
wesley m. bitters
dee anna blackburn
judy rae blanpied
james n . bodie
richard wayne boothe
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__----------------------------------------------------Ju nlc>rs
gerald bawcutt
j. edword bowden
robert bawe
james leroy boynton
donald bradford
george bradshaw

john lee brady
ralph brenchley
joann bridge
deann s. broadbent
lee stokes broadbent
tom broberg

carol brown
mary brown
jackee buckley
anita budge
bruce phillip budovec
john buist

barbara bullock
william burgi
stephen joe burrie
ronald b. burt
judith burton
kathleen butler

james dwayne bybee
carolyn cahoon
wayne carlson
marianne chambers

n. jerry chatterton
jessie christen

barbara christensen
boyd j. christensen
dean christensen
Ired christensen
janet christensen
linda christensen

ruth h. christensen
ted j. christensen
tonya christensen
colleen christiansen
kirk robert clark
deland e. claymore

james orin coleman

michael I. collett
john colley
lynn h. collings
coren condie
allan cook
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willard scott cook
da vi d lynn cox
richard I. crapo
m ike craven
richard creed
claire jeanette crisp.

morris edwin crisp
evelyn crook
fred I. dahle
narman d . daines
corte brunalene dalla
arlene dallimore

ralph clyde dart
russell g. davies
donald m. davis
elaine davis
gaylene davis
jay albert davis

robert day
george m. dekan
walden draney
bruce a. draper
gayle drollinger
grant g. drollinger

john s. durham
donna lou i se eagar
george david elder
ken eldredge
cl ifford elsmore
larry deloy ence

dan roundy erb
lorraine k. ericksen
wayne b. erickson
richard e. felt
james reed fisher
charlotte folkman

tom francisco
kay frandsen
myrna freer
pattie froerer
claudia fuhriman
clarence john funk

julia camile funk
betty ann gardne r
kent s. gardner
robert gardner
richard garrard
sheila I. gates
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Juniors
julene d. geilman
jesse morris gerrard
noel c. gill
claud glazier
david fisher godfrey
alice gold

eldon c. golightly
nansi gordon
donna I. graff
norene graham
donald kenneth gray
douglas anderson gray

lynda gray
william s. greaves
thom walther gritzer
david I. griffith
robert grond
george haas

bruce had field
mary hall
sherrill dean hall
rose ann hamblen
janet hami Iton
lynn c. hanks

carma jean hansen
jay vard hansen
kathleen hansen
lynn r. hansen
robert hansen
yetta marie hanson

douglas b. hardman
charles hards
anne hardy
leann hardy
bob harris
janet harris

ferrin leslie harker
carolyn hart
w. kent haslam
vickie ann hatch
art havan
rex e. hawkins

richard c. haycock
nancy hayhurst
shirley hearld
paul edward heckman
terry heiner
joanne hempel
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cheryl henderson
orlene henrie
morlene henrie
sue hermonsen
connie lee herndon
dallas b. hess

joyce hill
sharee hill
conrad neil hillman
a. j. hiltenbrand
roxanne hines
kenshiro hirota

lavall e. hirschi
mike hodges
john kent hodson
jacquelyn holbrook
raymond I. hoth
merilyn hovey

susan janet howard
gorden I. hughes
t. joy hughes
odele hunter
uela may hunting
deanna sue hurd

robert I. hurley
keith frank hyer
hubert r. issei
ruth izott
lorry a. jackson
robert jackson

dole gordon jones
vo l jordine
bonnie kaye jensen
kay jensen
melba i. jensen
sheryl jensen

karrie jenson
orvid b. jeppson
carol johnson
ferron johnson
janis johnson
j. raymond johnson

jerry kermit jones
marilyn jones
douglas c. kapke
kay keeler
dean urban keiser
david keller
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~-----------------------------------------------------Junl()rs
paul kennedy
richard v. kenningtan
ann kingdan
russell I. kingsley
danna kirk
june koetitz

mary vern ice kotler
paul w. kotter
barton kunz
calvin c. kunz
merry aloha kunz
neil I. kunz

kari kuttnauer
brent j. lapray
camma larsen
janice k. larsen
kathleen larsen
scott larsen

aria larson
william alfred larson
lynn laudenberger
eleanor lawrence
lynda lawrence
leon leavitl

carolyn lewis
bruce e. lind
carolynn livingston
madalynn livingston
william j. livingston
martin lomax

lynn longhurst
ali asghar lotfian
brent lovell
sue lovell
john robert lund
sue ann lytle

tammy mabrito
kerry jean mackey
marvin mackey
judee macneil
fred manning
cheryl pace marcum

ray laverne marcum
frank henry marker
francine markos
william kemp martin, jr.
edward martini
anne marie masini
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robert f. mayo
mike mazuron
cola m. mcallister
james r. mccammon
loma gay mccammon
cheryl mcclellan

gene h. mcdaniel
maryann mcdonald
anne mckenzie
linda gay mckinnon
mikal a. mckinnon
sandra memmott

rena lee mercer
pamela merrill
beth merritt
robert michael
terral michaelson
eldon hale miller

lucille miller
martha miller
shannon mccune miller
sherry miller
terry dee miller
chad I. mitchell

gary s. miya
luetta monson
roy monson
kenneth y. moody
thomas j. moore
richard morrin

george taylor morrison
houshang morasl i
patricia dale mundy
william j. myrick
priscilla irene nash
jane nelson

jeannette nelson
william roy nelson
kathryn I. nielsen
keith nielsen
david niemann
paul max norton

norman lee norton
gregory nye
jean o'bray
constance ogden
lynn ogden
susan ogden
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Juniors
bonnie ann olman
brent olsen
edith ca mille olsen
joann olsen
eleanor marie olson
kathleen marie olson

deann orison
marvin I. orr
janis orton
marvin m. pace
richard I. pace
blair pack

c. leon pack
richard packer
judy page
blair painter
beverly ann palmer
julie parker

marilyn mathie parker
ronald james parker
harold d. parkinson
olaf pau l sen
carolee pay
richard c. peardon

denice lea pearson
ronald s. pendleton
everett m. perry
michael conrad pestka
george h . peternel
joyce petersen

linda j. petersen
rodney cla i r petersen
barbara peterson
bobette peterson
ivan morrell peterson
jane peterson

marilyn diane peterson
sherid howard peterson
william s. petrunich
joan s. phipps
david r. pinegar
joan piquet

homer a. pittard
douglas I. polson
carolyn poole
charles m . powers
douglas merrill price
jean price
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c. douglas qua y Ie
hedvat rahmat
dav id I. rampton
mar jorie randle
arvona raw li ngs
r. jay rawlings

sharon readi ng
dennis j. reeder
gay len I. reese
harriet richards
russell richards
warren c. richards

orrian kent rich
vern richey
larry j. ricks
susan ricks
Ion riggs
brent wiley ritchie

kathy robe rts
marti roberts
donald ray robertson
jay leon robertson
w. brent robinson
barbara ellen rohrer

karma jean reusch
pat ryan
mohamad solar
jerry sandberg
blair sargent
lavon satterthwaite

marrae satterthwaite
v ictor charles schafer
larry james schmidt
jolene schuldt
diane schwartz
robert c. scothern

sandra scott
m . anne scoville
john re id seamons
mar i ly n seegmiller
richard e. sellers
linda sue sessions

fred lyman shaffe r
darlis sharp
kathryn m. sharp
gary cecil shaw
warren e. shepherd
duane sheridan
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~------------------------------------------------------Junl()rs
j. robert shields
john leroy shoeberg
jock shri ber
joe don shriber
n ino moe siggard
robert will iam simon

diane skinner
reed o . slough
gory morvin sloop
carolyn c. smith
chad bryan smith
gayle j. smith

kent w. smith
paul leslie smith
sidney smith
karen snow
junior songer
olton clair sorensen

william h. sorensen
barbara spencer
linda squires
john russell stander
bob stearns
dwain steffan

dole brent stephens
jackie stephens
leslie stephens
patricio roy stephens
michael I. stephenson
carolyn stettler

lyman b. stevens
portio stevens
jerry dee stevenson
barbara stewart
louis russell stuart
gwendolyn goy steele

neil m. stewart
michael james sullivan
brenda summers
charles e . sunderland
richard syetich
nancy swallie

norman lee swallie
mike sweeney
victor takao
gordon m. taylor
joe taylor
s. elwynn taylor
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j . steve taylor
linda terry
stanley m. terry
john lehman thalman
robert thatcher
linda kay thomas

clark jeffrey thompson
theo w. thompson
janet thurman
lloyd d. thorsted
roxie throckmorton
jay eugene thursted

bonnie marie tingey
willis a. tingey
said ahmad toghraee
david orton topham
michael I. transtrum
raymond uharriet

lawrence I. vance
phil w. vance
laverne vanderschaaf
michael venner
merna voyce
anne wadley

tom wallace
joan walsh
michael d. wangsgaard
curtis ward
karen rae ward
chery II warren

daniel aaron wasson
jacqueline watkins
john f. watson
marie watt

winston kenneth watts
charles roger west

brent westergard
eileen western
f. robert wetherell
james howard whear
judith white
kay lynn white

paula whitehouse
paul whitesides
carol whiting
barbara lynn whitlock
patricia ann whitney
linda wilding
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-__----------------------------------------------------JunlC>rs
gene w. widmer
thomas s. willardson
iohn r. willerton
glen vard williams
ierry g. williams
barry thayne williams

vonda wi II son
linda wilson
paul winward
larry dean winger
chad perston winn
parley nyman winn

merilyn dolores witten
douglas wood
marilyn wood
stanley wayne wood
vern watt wood
ierry r. woodland

maurice byron wright
richard buist wright
sheldon dale wynder
kenneth yamamoto
ray william yamauchi
arthur harold yeager

robert m. yelland
richard perry young
scott young
linda zollinger
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lynette adams
humanities and arts
william howard adams
business and social science
judith ann affleck
home and family life
eileen agee
business and social science
boyd alder
engineering
frank scott alexander
business and social science

arlo allen
engineering
james frankl in allen
science
mervin bruce allen
humanities and arts
deanne ollphin
education
flora lean anderson
education
jane anderson
home and family life

kenneth dean anderson
agriculture
ladell andenon
education
larry r. anderson
engineering
lynne alton anderson
science
r. gerald anderso n
science
ke nt archibald
engineering

thomas noel archibald
education
wilford astvasadoorian
engineering
julie kay auble
home and family life
owen h . auger
engineering
henry r. bogadinski
engineering
arthur o . bailey
business and social science

steven w . bailey
bUSIness and social science
james henry bair, jr.
humanities ond arts
bonnie baird
education
ruth ann baldwin
education
james douglas ballif
engineering
catherine bander
business and social sCience

linda barben
education
jonathan barber
business and social science
pamela bartow
home and family life
james r. barry
forestry
robert barton
forestry
sandra dee basse
humanities and arts

je,,1 bateman
business and social science
vol I. baleman
business and social science
ray o . beaumont
engineering
edward r. becker
engineering
anthony w. beckslead
engineering
richard bell
forestry

linda bennion
humanities and arts
patricia bennlon
science
larry e . beutler
educotion
pamela jeanne beven
home and family life
sharron nell bevan
business and social science
jennie binando
education
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, . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - s e n lors
kenneth dean bl schoff
business and social science
joon bi shop
education
ste ve n r. biorn"
forestry
david a. black

business and social science
debra blackham

business cnd social science
pau la blockinton

business and social science

barbara blanchard
humonities and oris

joanne blanchard
business and social science
sherry june bluemel
humanities and orts
sh e ldon d . bon
education
dennis g . borden
engineering

o . ann boston
humonities and orIs

carma boudrero

home and family life
harvey walter boyce
business and socia l science
beverly e . boyer

education
jerry e . boyns
engineering

david r. bra_g9ar
science

david b. braithwaite
enginee ring

joan brondley

larry brandon
business and sociol scie nce
tom brewst.r
bus iness and social science

jean bringhurst
hame and family life

paul brooks
education

ester broughton
humanities and a rts

robert broughton
huma n ities a nd arts

claude brown
education

jo ann brown
home and family life

norma brown
education

david earl buckanan
education

kaye I. buckanan
education

charles buckner
education

ve rn budge
humanities and arts

barry burdett
huma n ities and a rts

flora burke
educa tian

lee h . burk e
business andsocia l sci ence

joanne burnett
education

carol maxine burton
education

larry ben call
humanities and a rts

wynn w . call
education

alice compbell
home and fami ly life

donald w . campbell
huma nities and arts

lewis warren campbell
forest ry

rex verly campbell
fo restry

richard Ie. campbell
educatio n

pamella s. copener
humanities and arts

leon m . capps
business and socia l scie nce

carl carlson
engi neering

mary costillo
education
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phil ip john cost Ie
educat ion
douglas j. castleton
human ities and arts
kathryn ca stleton
home ond fam ily life
michael o. caulfield
eng ineer ing
david cederholm
brian chambers
educat ion

arlene christen se n
educat ion
brent earl christensen
forestry
glenna moe christensen
educat ion
karen beth christensen
educat ion
1i10' lee christensen
education
mary christensen
educat ion

nancy a . christiansen
educat ion
jere j. christner
forestry
rodney claric
educat ion
glenna clawson
educat ion
mildred kay d . clay
science
ron t. clay
forestry

marjorie clegg
education
williamc . cliff
eng ineer ing
gary all.n coleman
education
ervin ray cowley
forestry
john aldan COl(
science
kar.n h . Cal(
educat ion

william c. COl(
engineering
m.redith cragun
education
cheryl crawford
home and family life
jean nelson crisp
educat ion
rita june critchfield
educat ion
jerald crittenden
education

kay crockett
education
ronald f. crystal
science
thomas stuart crystal
business and soc iol science
richard cutl.r
forestry
bonnie lou dailey
education
terry a . dallin
agriculture

robert dolton
forestry
danae dona
home and family life
robert dana
eng ineering
byron robert dansie
eng ineering
m. david darbani
bus iness and social sc ience
karen david
education

don kent davis
business and soc ial science
deven russell davis
science
richard everett dayton
sc ience
emest dean
forestry
michael lynn debtooi s
business and social sc ience
jerome variean decker
engineer ing
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-----------------------------senlors
a . richard d •• gler
busi ness and soc ial science
kennett. dee s
sci e nce
melinda deff.ndol
donald ralph dent.
humanities and arts
o . lavor d ..... r
engineering
arthur j. dewey
forestry

gary spencer dlHman
humanities and orts
Ion dittmon

huma nities a nd orts
o . lowell dittmer
hu manities and o r ts

roy e. dixon
scie nce
sam micke' divingnno
scie nce
larry f. dorius
engineering

losia welch douglas
educa tion
Irene down s
home and family life
""gene floyd drake
science

eugene c. draney
en gineering

stanley dubois
forestry

loseph w . dunford
forestry

bart hyma s .bom
hu manities and orts
laree edwards
b usi ness a nd soci a l science
marilyn de. egan
home and fa mily life
kathryn elialon
science

. Ioine .lIis
business and sociol science
lames d . elwell
scie nce

margaret ann empey
home and fa mily life
barry grant england
a g riculture
doni ercanbrack
ed uca tio n
dole kay erdmann
business an d social science
meHa erickson
education
larry esplin
busi ness a nd soci a l science

beverly ann evans
gary allen evan s
forestry
jerrie lee evan s
home and fa m ily life
ludith rae evans
educatio n
kaye evans
education
william duane evan s
agricultu re

arthur lyman fenn
educa tio n
lame. rex ferrin
bryce I. f ielding
e ng inee ring
alma Ie. fisher
science
e. I.on fisher
fo restry
linda fisher
education

melvin fo"ne.beck
b usi ness a nd social scie nce
william emmett ford
science
lyle c. forrest
ed ucat io n
beHe francis
ed uca tio n
michael john franko
education
charles Irving frost
e ng inee ring
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he ber full er
business and social science
s usan full er
education
pat gallagher
business and social science
harold wayne galv in
business and social science
g lady s gardner
home and family life
nancy ga rdner
home and family life

royann ge lnlnger
education
wilford val georg e
science
dale gerry
forestry
richard e ldon gibby
business and social science
andre w ramsa y g ifford
education
ronald gillette
education

dav id lose ph gladde n
engineering
terrence frank g lover
business and sociol science
w illiam dudley goble
education
Ian is marie goodwin
business and social science
roy w e ndell gore
forestry
g e ne gould
business and sociol science

clair h. g riffin
humanities and arts
kent I. griffin
business and social science
tom roger grimme"
business and social science
clinton c. groll
forestry
gayle n t. g rover
engineering
leila g rover
education

ronald gN well
education
paul gunde rson
agriculture
vilay gupto
engineering
marie gyllen skog
education
david r. haag
forestry
lud lth haba.h l
home ond family life

robert hahne
engineering
bruce hall
business and sociol science
d iane I. hall
humanities and o rts
ronald d . hall
forestry
donald halterman
business and social science
lorry hammond
scie nce

claud io marie hancey
humani ties a nd arts
denni s hancock
engineering
valdon booth hancock
forestry
richard hande l
education
calley deans haneberg
home and family life
lack a rnold hannlolm
education

dee christa ln hansen

e ngineering
donald t. hansen
forestry
harris w . han sen
engineering
lynda han son
education
e. marie harker
hu manities a nd arts
lohnn le harp
humaniti e s and arts
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seniors
thomas harper
forestry

barbara harris
educafion
darwin harris
science
phil r. harris

education
richard g . harris
engineering

e. kaye hart
education

bert hartwell
business and sociol science
vic hasfurther
engineering

wend.1 hassell
agriculture

carol d iane hatch
home and family life
dean ho'tch
science
marcia hatch
education

lose ph g eddes hayes
education
dian e healey
education
robert bruce heath
forestry

vance o . he din
agriculture

JOGn leslie henderson
science
burton william henry
business and social science

merle e. henry
darel gaynor hen
science

john I. hesse
forestry
pat higgins
education
lexie hill
home and family life
lynette h . hUlst.ad
education

harmon hodkinson
forestry

bart hogan
engineeri ng
jack d . hogan

humanities and orts
don christian holder
humanities and arts
am In houry
engineering
kathy howard
education

ann etta hub.r
home and family life
robert huddleston
forestry
dennis hufford
science
george hufford
engineering
veri .. hughes
education
larry humphreys
business and social science

loye hunsaker
business and social science
william hunter
forestry
howard w . huntsman
agriculture
linda huntsman
business and social science
raymond hyde
forestry
kay hyrum hymas
engineering

gerald Ingalsb.
business and social scie nce
richard a . irizarry
forestry
I•• rOil Ivory
engineering
i.rald h. lacobs
agriculture
rob.rt jakublk
business and social science
jerry c. jam.s
agriculture
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k. karen lame,
humanities and arts
,,,,,an 'enk ln '
humanities and arts
cordell oliver ,en, en
business ~nd social science
david k. 'en H n
david orlynn len,e n
business and social science
loan jen,en
home and fami ly life

I. terral len,en
education
kenneth e. jen,en
scie nce
steven a . jen,en
business and social science
valine jensen
humanities and a rts
gle n orvi! ie nson
business and social science
ja, want rai jindal
engineeri ng
cra ig lohan,en
engineeri n g
lonnie lohan,e n
home and family life
meryl johanson
home and family life
darwin alford fohn
business and social science
clifford t. johnson
engineering
colle. n lohn,on
huma nities and a rts

gary herschel John son
humanities and arts
jacqueline johnson
home and family life
james h. John,on
business and social science
richard I. johnson
agricu lt u re
ronald g. lohnson
agriculture
stuart f. johnson
agricu lture

de smond lolly
business and social science
ronald douglas jones
engineering
t . wayne lorgensen
education
paul I. losephson
engineering
karen juchau
business and social science
steven karrtln
engineering

kay ke.ler
home and family life
edward jay ke lly
education
duane ,. kelson
education
thomas lcempf
business ond socia l science
w . d . gnt, Ir.
busi ness and socia l scie nce
carolyn kimball
home and fa mily li fe

clinton kingsford
engineeri ng
margaret kitchen
home and family life
dOY9 kohler
humanities a nd a rts
joyce lynne kornfe ld
business and socia l science
karren kranwinkl.
education
lulle ann krey
business and social science

robert m. krlvtsky
business and socia l science
henry w . kull
forestry
alan d . lane
fore st ry
carl b . o . lange
business and social science
ludith rae , . larsen
science
richard h . lanen
busine ss cnd soci a l science
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---------------------------------------------------------s~nlC>rs
vivian larse n
business and social science
wallac e jun ior Jarsen
forestry

dav id lloyd larsen

sc ience
william fran ci s lou
business and sociol science
marion t. lauri'zen
business and social science
kenneth byron layton
science

michael s. leavitt
humanities and orIs
deanne I••
education

t.rrence harold I••
forestry

kim 1.ls hman
humanit ie s and orts
ianet lemon
home and family life
edgor r. lewandowski
humani ties and orts

max c. lewls
business and social science
mont e . lewis , ir.
forestry

shu n-chun tu lin
humanit ies and orIs

lila jady" littl. dlk.
humanities and arts

charles w . lloyd , Ir.
humanit ies and oris

stuart loosli
humanities and oris

lerry r. lounsbury
business a nd soci a l sci ence
william low
science

robert j. lund
enginee ring
william ray lund
enginee ring
alonzo I. mackelprang
business and socia l science
k.nny 'mackenzi.
education

ronald I. mal.r
forestry
willard malmllrom
educa tio n
richard I. manning
engi nee ring
richard morasco
science
conni. marchant
educatio n
don martin
hu manities and orts

I.wil o. martlndal.
forestry
jacqu.line r. mason
humonit ie s ond orts
sharon moth.r
business and social science
.Iilabeth moughon
humanities and a rts
franklin da ... ld maughan
business and social sci en ce
mary hel.n maughan
business and soci al science

... enlce maughon
education
malIC w. mccormick
business and social science
b ..... rly I, b. mcgregor
education
clyd ..... an mcmurray
business and social sci e nce
marcia mcmurrin
business and socia l science
doris ni.l son mcqu •• n
education

thomas f. m.oley
business and socia l scie nce
.d mechom
kathryn kay. p. meeker
humani t ies o nd a rts
j.ffr.y I. merchant
humanities and arts
clyd •• rrol m.rIc.y
science
stanly m.rrill
a g ricul ture
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alon2:o h. merritt
engineering
steven m ickelson
education
will iam a . mickelson
business and social science
keith mikesell
agriculture
stan ley r. miller
forestry
wendell miller
engineering

michael g . mlsulia
forestry
arthur c. mitchell
fay montgomery
home and family life
richard y . moody
education
elden ray moore
humanities and arts
joan moore
bUSiness and social science

lomes k. morgan
education
joyce louise morgan
education
stephen seely morgan
education
forest g . morin
forestry
laurence j. morrell
science
john w . morris
humanities and arts

marilyn morrison
humanities and arts
lany alan morrow
forestry
ralph s. mortensen
agriculture
arthur william moss
engineering
dori s k. moss
education
neil reed murray
engineering

daryl guy murri
business and social science
mohammad p. nassari
agriculture
larry oren nate
business and social science
robert nate
business and social science
marta gay nay
education
clark nebeker
business ond sociol science

gordon a . nee ley
business and social science
clair thomas nelson
engineering
daYld em me" nelson
bus iness and social science
9ylene nelson
business and social science
pauline nelson
business ond socio l science
george a . nicholson
business and social science

stephen grant nielsen
business and social science
beyerly a . nielson
science
judi nielson
business and social science
carl rn . nixon
business and social science
nancy nixon
education
patrick norris
business and social science

henry nunn, 111
business and social science
vivian Iris nyman
home and family life
mary helen obray
education
alfred b. ochsner
business and social science
kay odean
education
stanford garden ogden
agriculture
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an nette ol se n
nat han j. olse n
engineering

.. t. ph . " I. olsen
education
. rrol kelly ormond
science
judy orton
business and social science
tulon r. osmond

business and sociol science

ronald de. osterhout
business and social science

gordon s. oxborrow
science
bennett e. owen s
forestry
ruddolph sidney pace
humanities and

orfS

murland packer

engineering

dorothy polly
education

shirlene palmer
bus iness and sociol science
virginia palmer
humanities and orts

suk.hoon pang
agriculture
jerry • . park

engineering
carl parker

business and sociol science
douglas parker
science

larry e. parker
engineering
melifa f . parker
humanities and oriS
wayne john parker
engineering

wesley e. parks
forestry

ralph f . parson
business and social science
ashok s. patH
engineering

rex w . paulsen
engineering
ronald d . poulsen
business and social science
arthur j. pease
humanities and arts
barbara penman
eduaction
garth penney
education
marsha perkes
science

kwan sok perrin
business and social science
george perry
engineering
norma smith perry
education
patsy perry
home and fam ily life
dale c. petersen
business and social science
beth peterson
education

colleen steed petenon
humanities and arts
david h . peterson
forestry
frank ross peterson
business and social science
gerald g. peterson
humanities and arts
lames w . peterson
forestry
jay peterson
scie nce

ludy peterson
home and fami ly life
karren peterson
business and social science
kathleen m. peterson
education
marilyn s. peterson
home and family life
paul j. peterson
business and socia l science
steven h . peterson
bus iness and social scie nce
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guy p ie"e
engineering
dallis p ierson
sci e nce
nilda ang.lica pinto
business and sociol science
richard I•• pitcher
science
patty plant
humanities and arts
tyson planz
fo restry

boyd rex plowman
business and social science
nathan smith plummer
engi nee ring
elaine poccock
education
charles anthony pond
huma nities and oris
kathleen pope
humanities and arts
joseph dennis popevis
scie nce

richard postma
science
george potter
agriculture
patricia ann powell
business and socia l science
stuart r. preece
business and sociol sci e nce
marsha louise preston
home and family life
paulette preston
humanities ond ar ts

dean prisbr.y
enginee ring
paul g . quinnett
ed uca tion
john lynn rasmuss.n
business and sociol sci ence
lee ray rasmuss.n
scie nce
lynden o. rasmussen
engineering
richard rasmussen
busine ss and social science

larry raymond
science
m.lani. p. raymond
educatjon
maraley redd
busine ss an d soci a l science
ell.n reeder
educa tion
karen fonnesbeck re.d,r
humanities and arts
st..... n w. reed.r
busi ne ss a nd social scie nce

david m. rees
humanities ond a rts
james m. fees
engi neering
john reidener
e . gal. r.ynolds
education
john harvey reynolds
business and social science
ray duane rice
ag ricultu re

lynne rich
education
florence richards
home and fa mily li fe
karla richards
ed ucation
paula richman
ed ucation
clifford riley
e ngi neer ing
harold bill robbins
e nginee ring

roy ritchie roberts
ed ucat io n
sally jill roberts
education
alvin robinson
bUSiness a nd· social science
marian robinson
bob robison
enginee ring
robert c. rockhill
engi nee ring
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---------------------------------------------------------senlC>rs
golden grant roper
eng ineer i ng

marlin cloward roper

sc ience
lonet rose
humanit ies and arts

steven f . tosenlund
human ifies and ar t s

do,",gla s I. ross
jill ro undy
educat ion

vern h. roundy
forestry

f . rex rowley
foresTry

sheila ruf.r

education
rona :d ruthton
education
gaynol sadl e r
educat ion
mohammad h . sahomi

humanities and arts

wend.1I w . saint-p ierre
forestry

hosee in salimi
agriculture

ralph reve ll sa mpson
eng i neering
averil san som

business and social science
willis h. savage
humonities and o ri s

william h . schoemig
business and sociol science

roland schubert
engineering

franci s m. schultz
humani'ies and orfs
richard fred sch ulz.
foreslry

dianne scofield

busineu and social sc ience
wallace dol seeley
engineer ing
richard fre d seibold
educat ion

warren seklno
sc ience
orrin sessions
humanities and arTS
stanley f. sessions
agriculture
kiron shankar
engineering
kathleen g . shaw
humonities ond arts
d.nni s sh e ffield
business ond socia l sc ience

glen n wayne shelton
education
hollis d ean shenton
warren steven sh e rman
forestry
mary kathl ee n sherwood
bus iness and soc ial science
catherine sh ie lds
science
dian e shiel ds
educc ti on
yukio shlmomlolra
enginee ring
norman shinkle
science
willis edward sh ipley
agriculture
arden wade shirley
education
stephen w . shoenfeld
ri chard d . sibley
forestry

barbara kae sidle
science
lawrence leroy li ghts
bus iness and soc iol science
andrew limmonds
business and social sc ience
chris simonsen
science
larry g . sip
forestry
elva webb shem
home and family life
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fred john skirde
engineering

kare n I. smedley
we ston smedley
engineering

joanne smifh
home and family life

ka ren smith
business and social science

w illie snow
engineering

kathleen soderquist
education

cha rles soren son
business and social science
j . wanless southwick
science

carolyn s park s
business and social science

richard spicer
business and social science

melvin r. squires
business and social science

m. earl sta ker
engineering

ruby ann stanley
education

bonnie staples
home and family life

patricia ann stapley
engineering

robe rt bryc e stapley
engineering

melvin dale stark
education

gordon h. steffe n
engineering

karen stpehens
humanities and arts

rene stephen son
home and family life

roger stevens
engineering

donald I. ste wart
forestry

virginia stockdale
home and family life

hal stoddard
science

gerald wilford stok e r
engineering

barton n. stone
forestry

richard stuart
engineering

kent summers
forest ry

gilbert von swain
forest ry

deryl sweat
business and sociol science

wayne

rona~d

switzer

business and sociol science

dwa in 10 .... 11 sylve ster
education

ne il talbot
forestry

ste phen ame s talbot
business and social science

bert tallsalt
education

lourene taylor
education

robe rt w . taylor
science

thomas ronald taylor
education

william lee tayolr
forestry

scott th e urer
science
bert I. thomas , jr.
business and sociol science

paul I. thomas
engineering

da vid rulon thompson
engineering

gary d. thompson
engineering

the ryn I. thompson
education

allen c. thorne
business ond social science

michael d . thorpe
business and socio l science
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----------------------------senlors
wayne thorpe
educalion

jack tinius

humanities and arts
mary jean tobl.r
humanities and orts
weston trevor
rees c, tribett
business and social science
mark e . lurey
business and social science

richard keith turner
business and social science
bob umemuta
education
roger upwall
engineering

larell c. van dyke

science
beth vankampen
humonities cnd arts
marlow viehweg

business and social science

kent voorhees
science
sam m. waddell
forest ry

iyan gary waddoups
engineering
jane waldron

humanities and orts
charlotte walkenhorst
home and family life
linda j. walker

humanities and orts

barbara walston
science
rono!d m. walters
forestry

I.e k. wangsgard
forestry

bartley norman wonk i. ,
agriculture

vicky wonkier
education
loyce ward
humanities and arts

keith abram ward
engineering
leon d. ward
engineering
stephen a . ward
business and social science
stephen elmer ward
business and social !.(ience
paul g . wares
forestry
kenna leann warr
business and sociol science

david warren
education
james watkins
engineering
ruth ann smith watts
education
stanley leon weeks
business and social science
russ I. we lsh
education
marianne welsh
humanities and arts

gerald Iyn westwood
engineering
byron wheatley
business and social science
morris d . whitaker
business and sociol science
clifton whitehead
science
lawrence whitlock, jr.
humanities and arts
brenda 9 . whitney
business and social science

richard jon whitney
science
jay lloyd wignall
education
ronald g . wilcox
humanities and arts
john louis wilkerson
agriculture
paul s. willard
science
spencer m . willardsen
science
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david m. willis
education

marilyn ann willmore
education

John alonlo willoughby
education

kit wil son
business and social science

olive r w ilson
business and social science

ramo wilson
educalion

margaret winger
humanities and nrls

alice wittwer
humanities and arts

mary wolfrom
education

ethel woo
science

glenda b.th wood
education

J. ""san

worley

education

'awrence d . wright
agriculture

virginia yamada
educalion

ruth yamasaki
home and family life

kay yamashita
humanities and orts

marvin r. yancey
engineering

merlin e . yancey
engineering

sylvia yardley
business and sociol science

neil thurman young
business and social sciencE'

robert dean young
agriculture

shiv chuen yuen
engineering

wend.1I d. lollinger
science

syrll nick J uf.1t
forestry

william c. bates
humanities and arts

estell. berrett
home and family life

yvonne cardwell
home and fam i ly life

hooshang farohan
engineering

john f. heppler
education

david c. lindsay
engineer ing

kathl.en r. lindsay
humanities and arts

nadine mash
home and family life

coll.en sommercorn
education
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_ ----------------------graduates
jerry m . odom s

education
richard r. adams
education
shiv charan agorwal

taha i. al-abdulla
engineering

royce h . allen
science
robert j. allred

business and social science

loren r. andenon
engineering

stephen c. or derson
engineering

thomas c. anderson
business and social science
richard bake r
humanities and oris
g . robert bitter
ogriculture

dennis howard black
forestry

paul,. boHlng
science
wayne o. budge
engineering

richard o. buist
business and social science
andrew r. bybee
education
shaw jim chang

business and sociol science
hsle" tal chao
agriculture

I•• chao
agriculture
munawor s. chaudhart

hen wu ch iao
engineering

lucky chima
engineering

Gsad u. chowdhury
agriculTure
leon w . christensen

engineering

lynn j. christensen
eng ineeri ng
david shieh-lui chung
eugene lamar colton
engineering
lames walter cox
business and social science
richard a. crysdale
education
kanu b. dalal
agriculture

gary bartl ett donart
forestry
ftussein 1. el mansy
agriculture
lulle ann farrer
humanities and arts
don g. ferney
engineering
jolene h. geilman
educotion
ervin p. guymon
science

karen hahne
education
eugene blake hart
science
bonn ie k. heap
science
artnel henry
agriculture
kenneth f . hili
agriculture
hlng chiang ho
scie nce

robert holmes
ch la chu george hsieh
engineering
wen pin hsu
science
lau hua huang
scie nce
a . leon huber
milton leon hyaH
engineering
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se ld obdolloh Jenob
education

kenn eth haro ld je nk ins
bus iness and social science

do"glos r. len se n
engineering

sherman lohnson
science

e "ge ne s. ke nn ing'on
education

dong k. "n kim
science

stephen david kornfe ld
education
tori f. lawson
business tand social science
chln ~ fung

II

scie nce

t. h- hs i" 1100
agriculture

s"rlnd limponondo
business and social science

volorus d . lindsay
human ities and arts

eornes' y. II "
eng ineering

togh'monb.ion
agriculture

conrad gloyd mother
engineering

robert mcoll is 'er
engineering

thortes f. mcguire
agriculture

o . d . mehto
engineering

ann milligan
home and family life

John e . mitchell
forestry

v. p. m"ralldharon
science

nosro' yo" sl f noss ir
engineering

phen"el ph ilip odisho
engineering

toloot m . owols
engineering

pol'oon poloyosoot
enginee ring

lofor pass I
clifford payne
business and social science

albert I. perreo"I,
engineering

ste ve n roger peterson
forestry

john po", phillips
science

edgar leo piper
agriculture

chrll"n. randall
humanities and arts

david I. landers
business and social science

kamol sarokoon
agriculture

dlnubhal hama,ial shah
science

shant! p. Iharmo
science

m"hammod Ishaq sh.lkh
forestry

sure sh k"mar Iinha
ag riculture

robert Ie. I"eed
sCIence

paul w . Inyder
business and social science

blaine I. l or.n l on
educat ion

richard elwin sq"lres
busi ness and social science

eth.1 .t.ven.
business and social scie nce

tung hslang ."n
science

kal-nlen monty hang
business and social science

I.s'er tueller
business and social science

william randall tyson
ed ucation

brlceno g . uzeategu l
engineeri ng
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r------------------------graduates
praful c. vin

home and family life
russell g . walburger
engineering

gordon waller
science
ned b . wheel.r
engineering

duard s. woffinden
engineeri ng

spencer r.ed wood
education

don wayne worthington
humanities and orts
jan eugene wynn

science
mlng-shyong yang
agriculture

melvin c. young
forestry
ronald m . young

science
keith r. george

business cnd social scie nce

lynn heninger

business and social science
hunchell urie
engineering
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organizations

honoraries
alpha sigma nu
sigma phi eta
blue key
phi upsilon omicron
sigma tau
xi sigma phi
theta tau
alpha epsilon delta
phi eta sigma

organizations
american student academy
alpha tau alpha
agriculture economy club
animal husbandry club
ags club council
horticu Iture cl ub
dairy club
pre-veterinary club
alpha kappa psi
zeta epsilon
forestry cl u b
usu wildlife society
geology club
range management
rodeo club
ski club
archery club
psi chi
american welding society
astme
usu engineering council
executive counci I
society of mechanical engineers
ieee
society of civil engineering
speech and hearing
landscape architecture
international friendship

aggiettes
band
fine arts committee

military
arotc
society of pershing rifles
af rotc
arnold air society
angel flight
sponsors

halls
merrill hall
moen hall
reeder hall
greaves hall
lund hall
triad I
triad II
bullen hall
richards hall
mckay student I iving center
inter residence council
independent council

religious
delta phi kappa
Ids institute
lutheran student fellowship
westminster fellowship
newman club

.

service
spurs
intercollegiate knights
circle k club
alpha kappa psi
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ronno grover
kathy howard

patty plant
karen reeder

jane waldron
brenda whitney

lee burke
steve karren

mike maughan
ken rich

bob diebers
paul wasse rman n
deon leah dunford

alpha slgrYla nu

O ffice rs Left to Right, Seated : Ruth Byrne, treasurer; Sandra Smith, Camille Carter, secretary; Kathleen
Tingey, reporter; Karen Bergeson, president; Sandro Pope, historian .

alpha larYlbda delta
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de b ra b lackham
karen fonnesbeck
valine jense n

claudia he ncey
kathleen pope
patricia ann powell

Sigma Phi Eta is a senior women ' s hono rary
who se purpose is to stim ul ate and p erpetuate a
high type of senior wom en in scho last ic and
leadership-type activities . Membership in this
e lite group is based primarily upon scholarship
and leadership, and their efforts are combined to
give service to t he University and to prom ote
school spirit. New members are chosen each year
by the out-going m embersh i p .

maraley redd
kay roberts
bo nnie stap les

lynette tay lor
jane waldron

brenda whitney
ruth yamaski

sigma phi eta

xi sigma phi
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blue key

nei I anderton
ralph binns
douglas brinley

lee burke
jim coleman
heber fuller

lynn heninger
steve karren
alfred koch

scott larsen
mike maughan
mike mazuran

ken rich
lee roderick
george skidmore

jeff thompson
lear thorpe
leon ward

marilyn hovey
queen of blue key
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phi upsilon on-,Icron
doris adamsan
ioan boyington

barbara bullack
iudy deblaois

irene downs

myrna freer

ann leigh
janice orton

roberta robinson
iacque samuelso n

linda sistrunk
bonnie staples

barbara stahl
ruth yamasaki
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james ballif
david bouck
michael caulfield
william cliff
eugene draney

russell glenn
gay len grover
kent haslam
amin houry
kay hymas

orvid jeppson
rona Id jones
james noblilt
murland packer
brent robinson

lawrence robinson
renn robinson
ralph sampson
george skidmore
weston smedley

richard stuart
arlo waddoups
gerald westwood
brent white
joe wise

sigma tau
Sigma Tau, a national engineering honorary
fraternity, strives to promote a professional spirit
among the engineering students. Members are
selected from the upper one-third in the college
of engineering. The principles of scholarship,
praticability and sociability are demonstrated in
the activities of the organization. An award is
given to the outstanding Sophomore of each year.
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theta tau

Left to Right, Row One: Rodney Petersen , Ly man B. Steve ns , Martha Miller, Bru ce Keller, Dr. Thomas
Bahler, adv isor. Row Two : John Nelson , James A llen , Darrel Devi ne, Doug Kohler, Andrew By bee , John
Willerton, Mary Ann McDonald , Klem Schne ider. Da v id Copp in . Ab sen t : Jane Braegger, Paul Wa sser ·
mann, Norman Hanson .

Alpha

alpha epsilon delta

Epsilon

Delta

is an

International

Pre-

medical Honor Society open to pre-med, pre -dent,
and med-technology students completing five
quarte rs and maintaining at least a 2.8 grade
point. Its object is to encourage and recognize
excellence in premedical scholarship, and stimulate an appreciation of the importance of premedical education.
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phi eta sigma

fine arts
committee
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Phi Eta Sigma is a freshman honor societ y. The
original chapter was founded in 1923 to en courage and reward high scholastic attainment
among the members of the freshman class . All
freshmen men who maintain an average of 3. 5
or better for their fall and winter quarters a re
eligible for membership.

Left to Right, Row On e: linda Zollinger, Comma Larsen, Kathy Howard, Janet Leman, Patty Plant, Kathy
Pope, Ruth Yamasaki, Mary Brawn. Row Two : Bruce Bishop, Steve Karren, Trevor Westen, Mike Maughan,
Dick Postma, Doug Castleton, David Nelson, John Willerton, Lear Thorpe.

The American Student Academy is composed of
thirty-five undergraduate and graduate students
from various fields of study at Utah State. The
Academy represents Utah State in a multi-university program of selecting national recipients for
the annual Robins Awards of America. Educational understanding among its members is the
general theme for the Academy's yearly activities .

american student academy
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agricultural

- --,

econorT1ics
club

agricultural club council
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Left to Right, Row One : Gordon Keetch, Borry Englond, Rex Cotes, president; David lagon, Rick Hill, Dale
Briggs, sec.-treas.; Dennis Carhelison. Row Two : Dennis Thorpe, activity chairman; Piera Caserta, Char les
Dansie, vice president; John E. Butcher, advisor; Jerry Hansen, Gary Fenske, Bob Petersen, Milton Madsen.

animal husbandry club

iranian students
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left 10 RighI, Row One : Sampian Kasemsap, Somsong Aritajat, Terry T. Y. Fan. Row Two: Art Boe, Rusmee
Kasemsap, Bijan Shaybany, Yuen San Lee, Tsong-wen Chou, Kanu Dalal. Row Three : Stanley Boe, John
Morris, Bernard G. Wesenberg, advisor; Ron Morse, Lorell Clark, Le Chao, Ming-te Lin.

horticulture club

zeta epsi Ion
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r

Left to Right : Cheryl McClellan, Janet Mau, Lee Ann Adams, Madilyn Blaser, Mary Margaret Sycamare,
Caral Ann Rack, Ronna Grover, Vicki Wankier, Nancy Pace, Jacque Bowen , Karen Hill, Diane Hunter,
Peggy Evans, Anna Lee Price, Julie Cray, Kathy Adams. Not Pictured : Kathy Summers, Nancy Leibau r,
Vicki Litt lefield, Jackie Fullmer, advisor.

aggiettes

Left to Right, Row One : Lyle Woodward, Hossein Salimi, Hsien Tai Chao, Ronald M . Turner, Belva Whitbeck, Rodger Noodward . Row Two : Clive W. Arave, Suk Hoon Pang, A. V. Sathyanarayana, Conly
Hansen, Clair Hicks, Ronald Burt, George E. Stoddard.

dairy club
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pre-veterinary
club

Bottom to Top : Dan Wasson, sec.-treas.: Roberta Welsh, Robert Yelland, president: Allen Christensen,
Clyde Watkins, vice-president: Jim Eliason, Ron Moller, Bob Espl in, Doug Murphy, Bill Payne, Eric Isakson,
Wayne Boam, Gerald Huff, Mike Rapp, Hal Stoddard, J . M. Grover, Dr. M. L. Miner, advisor: Dr.
Roy A . Nipko.

geology club
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r
forestry
club

Left to Right, Row One: Phil Vance, Jim Anderson, Brent Roylance, Bi ll Barrett, Bob Wuest, Geo rg e
Landrum, Tom Corbin, Terry Gladwin. Row Two : Richard M ey n , Wayne Johnson, Jere Christner, Don
Hansen, Don l. Stewart, Dick Cutler, Dick Bell. Row Three : Pau l M . Kihlmire, Dennis Hakanson, Bi ll
Hunter, Roger Perry, Jed Dewey, Dick Sibley, president; Ray Hyde, Richard Schulze, John Schultz, advisor.

Left to Right : Don Hansen, publicity and refreshments; G. l. Morine, program; John Schultz, advisor;
Dick Sibley, president; Dick Be ll , vice president; Bruce Benninghoff, sec.-treas .

forestry council
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\/Vi Id life
society

Left to Right, Ro w One: Robert D. Anderson, Robert L. Hurley, Paul L. Smith, James Fitzpatrick, Doug
Dompier. Row Two : Jerome derlser, Joel S. Miller, Chuck Davis, Denny Lerfald, Denny Kwisely. Row
Three : James Stuart, William Beach, Paul Wares, Doug Kapke, Charles Irvine, Dennis Workman.

landscape architecture
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left to Right, Row One: Ron Maier, Nick Tufalt, Alma Winword, Tom Bartlett, Ronald Hall, Valdon
Hancock, Curtis Dagley, Ken Hauter. Row Two: Jim B. Grumbles , Jim Peterson, William T. Combs, Clinton
C. Groll, John I. Havnvik, Ervin u>wley, Lewis O. Martindale. Row Three : Prof. Stoddard, Neil West,
Harold Goetz, Wendell Gore, Lorry Morrow, Neil Talbot, Mont E. Lewis, Bernie Jansen, William H.
Greenwood, Joseph W. Dunford, Lew Campbell.

The U.S.U. Student Chapter of the American Society of Range

range management

Management is organized to acquaint th e students of range
management with the current application of scientific and practical principles of sound grazing land management. It is also to
assist these members in the transition from the student to a practicing resource manager.

psi chi
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left to Right, Row One : Jim B. Brumbles, advisor; Barry T. Williams, regional director; Mike Hansen, president; Jerry James, vice-president;
Karen James, publicity director; Vern ice Kotter, secretary; Jim Fain,
treasurer. Row Two : Lynn Crittenden, Dusty Pierce, Martha Miller, Dee
Anna Blackburn, Ann Mousen, Karla Hansel, Beverly Baxter, Lora ine

Oberhansly, Leslie Stephins, Bert Smith, Larry Nolder, Curtis Biggs. Row
Three : Ray Yamauchi, Bob Petersen, Gale Smith, Chad P. Winn, Bill E.
Rust, Phil Vance, Mike Felter, Pete Minard, Lavon McBride, Dale Bingham .
Row Four: Jerry Huff, Jim Stevens, Ed Merr ihew, Sherman Allred, Wayne
Straatman, Byron Wheatley, Gerry Winn, Jay Byrans.

rodeo club
Enjoying the rugged western outdoor life, western
minded students join together to make the USU
Rodeo Club . Participating in all western and various type events, the club members enjoy anything from tra i lrides to rodeos. Working together
they strive to participate in the various campus
activities organize and plan an annual spring
rodeo, and increase the ir western skills.
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ski club
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club
archery

left to Right, Row One: J. O. Hiltenbrand, Bernard Sparks, Roy Broderick, vice pres.; Steve Christensen,
pres.; George Dekan, Tom Good, LuAnna Price, Bobbie Worthen, Cathy Patrick, sec.; Eldon Miller, Clark
Walker, Gred Gordon, Craig Vernelson, Jim Anderson, Virgil Telford.

The purpose of the Archery Club is to provide an opportunity for
those interested in archery to develop their skills, and to initiate
a greater interest in archery on the campus. The club holds interclub tournaments, and sponsors a club team which participates
in shoots throughout the state. The club also holds rabbit hunts,
and in the spring a carp derby.

I
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soccer team

r

Le lt to Right, Row One: Gary Brooks, Martin Hocking, Dennis Borden, David
J. Bouck, David Jeppson , Robert King, Russell Ogden, Larry E. Parker. Row
Two : Professor W. H. Finchum, Arlo Allen, Bill Robbins, Clair Nelson, Wendell E. Miller, Gordon H. Steffen, Keith Ward, Boyd A. Alder. Robert Lyon.

Row Three : Ronald Huppi, Larry R. Anderson, Paul Thomas, Brent White,
Amin Houry, Kent Archiba ld, Maurice Kirwan, Clar Viehweg. Row Four:
David Braithwaite, Marvin R. Yancey, Ivan Waddoups, George Perry, Merlin
E. Yancey, Jerry E. Boyns, Ralph R. Sampson, Fred Skirde.

Ieee
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leH to Right, Row One : W. Karl Somers, Henry Bacadinski, treas.; Stephen
Schoenfeld, sec.; Neil Kirk, first vice pres.; Yukid Shimomura, chairman; Carl
Carlson, second vice pres .; Roger A. Stevens. Row Two : Golden Roper,

Nathan J. Olsen, Ronald Wilcox, Ralph Mench, Paul Josephson, Vard Williams, Jerry Woodland. Row Three : Ken Johnson, Allan Nelson, Lynn Bell,
Jack Hirschi, George Hufford, Dennis Reeder.

astme american society of tool

and manufacturing engineers

left to Right, Row One : Victor Hasfurter, Ed Becker, Bill Buxta, Jeff Thomson,
Jim Ballif, Richard Creed, Raymond Johnson, Keith Eggleston. Row Two: Ray
Johnson, Ralph Clark, Clinton Kingford, Dean Prisbrey, Leon Ward, Kent

Rich, Charles Frost, Ed Cakerill, Gerald Stoker. Row Three : lawrence Robinson, Bill Cliff, Craig Johanson, Kay Hymas, Bryce Stapley, Wayne Parke r,
Murland Packer, A. W. Beckstead, Robert George, Cee Hanson, Jerry
Westward.

american society of civil engineers
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Left to Right, Row One : Yetta Hansen, Paulo Richman, Sollie Lovell, Janet
Ruth Byrne, Amel ia Okeson. Row Two : Dr. S. Fletcher, Sandy

Anderson,

Stuart, Jaclyn Littledike, Chris Simenson, Gaylen Reese, Don Worthington,
Richard Boker, Monroe Jenson . Row Three : Dr. J. Jensen, Dr . D. Hart, Dr. R.
Taylor, Kim Leishman, Thomas Johnson, Gory Suttlemyre.

speech and hearing association

international
friendship
organization
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usu
.

.

engineering
council

Lett to Right, Row One : Gary Z . Watters, advisor: Bart Kunz, chairman: Ralph Mench, W. Brent Robinson,
Vard Williams, Jeanne Bachman. Row Two : A. Leon Matheson, Don W. Balls, Richard Stuart, Charles
C. Price, Allan Nelson .

.

.

engl neerl ng
executive
council

Charles C. Price, Barton Kunz, Richard Stuart, Robert L. George.
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american
\Nelding
society

Left to Right, Row One: Leon Matheson, secretary-treasurer; Daryle Morgan, advisor; Gary Petersen,
Steve Kirgy. Row Two: Prof. Lorin Palmer, Joe Larsen, Don Phillips, Terry Paskins. Row Three: Paul Olsen,
Stan Goodwin, Roy Huffaker, Louis Cole, vice president. Row Four: Loran Hirschi, Roger Arnell, Jed
Behling, David Lindsay, president.

a.s.m.e.

The mechanical engineering students of U.S.U. who are members of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers are part of a nation
wide organization. For over three quarters of a century, A.S.M.E. has
worked to enhance the status and prestige of engineers_ Meetings
are held that feature speakers qualified to give the student members
valuable information and insight concerning the profession. Other
activities include field trips and socials.
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army
r. o. t. c.

Row One : Bill Bullen, Mike Wangsgaard, Ro n Sq uires, Za ne Jesse n . Row Two : Mike Thorpe, Richa rd
Larse n, Steve Ward , Brent Wilson, Swa nte Swenso n . Absent: Jeff Thompson.

Left to Right, Seated: Sgt. Major Bennie He inricks, Co l. Bert
Perrin, Majo r J ames D. Smith. Standing : M. Sgt. J oe Watson, SFC Don Baxter, SFC Archie Robe rtson. Absent: Ca pt.

Ernest Beach.
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Left to Right, Row One : Kuehn, Grey, Thorpe, Mortimer, Anderson. Row
Two : Borg, Millard, James Anderson, Clark, Reese, Freer, John Sorenson,
Jay Sorenson. Row Three : Hugie, Able, Ernst, Chopp, Christesen, Lynch,

Dang, Porker. Row Four: Locey, Nightswonger, Hamberge, McDonald,
Poppleton, Fitzpatric, Chase, Brest. Absent : Taylor, Wilso n , White,
Douglas, Pettingille.

Left 10 Righi, Seated : Sue Fogelberg, Pershing Rifle Queen; Swenson, Culbertson. Standing:

Key, Heiskamer, Downy, Riddle.

pershing rifles
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air force r.o.t.c.
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arnold air society
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jackie alston
betty amundsen
judy argyle
corolyn behling
kethy biefkin

kathy bushnell
claudette crowford
sue crisfield
marie ellison
pam gabrielsen

joann kimball
ann kingdon
kristeen lester
vicki lien

leslie lund
pam meals
margaret miller
marilyn miller

carolyn paole
janice robinson
dianne scofield
linda secrist

judy short
christie smith
cheryl snyman
pam steed

mary lynn talbot
judy ward
bonnie white

angel flight
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carolyn hart
caro l ann allen
sharon schmidt
penny plant
laurel sweet
anita anderson

nancy peterson
sandra austin
pot billings
kathy brush
ann curfew

susan daines

myra erickson
charlene eslin
greer gardner
Iyn griffiths
elaine hatch
trudy hemment

winifred holmstead
kris kimball
kathleen mcphee
joan marion
su avard
marilyn pehrson

dianne peterson
nancy poole
coral raymond
janet sandberg

suzanne smee
chery l smith

chloe smith
ka rma sonne
lana theurer
chris thomas
lois timmins
ruth vanderbeek

bonnie vaughan
jalyne vest
pamela westerberg
linda wright

sponsors

With the purpose of serving Utah State University, fostering interest in the ROTC Brigade of Cadets, developing leadership and
skill in drill exhibitions, the girls in the Sponsor Corp find much
satisfaction. Among their ambitions are to be of the finest service
to the University and to represent USU most fittingly in the National Cherry Blossom Festival every two years.
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Mrs. Johnson, Kathy, and Mr. Johnson.

Seated: Terry Robinson, Nadine Cope, Camille Olsen. Standing : Caro lyn
Hogge, Madelyn Livingson, Kathy Hansen . Carolyn Livingston, Ja neal
Heiner.

Seated : Eleanor Olson, Harriet Richards, Pat Gal lagher. Standing : Sue Lovell, Doris Adam-

Seated : Sue Stuart, Linda Pond, Verna Jean Boyer. Standing : Ann Fowler,

son, Carolyn Hogge, Bonnie Winward.

Carolyn Hansen, Jackie Asay, Diane Grotegut, Beverly Boyer.

merrill

Searea: Beverly Boyer, Carolyn Gibson, Paula Blackinton, Susie Anderson.
Standing : Tayna Hoyt, Linda Barton, Susan Smith.
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Row One : Janet Hadley, Connie Checketts, pres.; Mr. and Mrs. Tom Blotter, Phyllis Forsey,
vice pres.; Vicky Sanders. Row Two: Koren Hart, Lorraine Okerhansly, Lindo Smith, Koletle
Montague, Helen Cooley, Cheryl Keck, Cherry Orme , Mary Beth Cottrin, Koren Galli,
secretory .

moen hall

The girls who leave Moen this year will carry
with them many wonderful memories. Several
will remember midnight dousings and snowballing that accompanied good night kisses. Moen
will be remembered especially by a few Pershing
Rifle initiates who received warm generosity in
the form of marshmallows in the ears and tied
shoelaces. Many activities included a Christm as
party, pizza party, dorm formal, and exchange
dinners throughout the dorm.

",
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Row One : Dorol ee n Rich, Coro l ino Richo rd s, Re nee Lom bo rn , M rs. W i l so n, Dovid, M r. .W ilson . Row Tw o :
Mory Reeder, Carol y n Frankl in, Sandy Fis h, Joyce A rn e ll , Lorene Wa rd , Rosema rie W a be l, Jess ie Chri sten .

reeder hall
The dorm with the upward search to the ideals
of Old Main and the best view of the Engineering
Bui ldi)1g is Reeder Hal l. The news of winnin g the
Homecoming decoratio ns t rophy and th e o ut standing gradepoint is circulated by the d o rm
newspaper. The social side of a Reederite ' s life is
filled with dorm exchanges, parties , sunbathing,
volleyba ll, picnics, and the high light is t he a n nual spr ing dinner-dance. Reeder offe rs domesti c
preparations for the future.
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Row One : Judy Tracy, Kathy Thomas, Carolyn Frost. Row Two: Jean
Field, May l ynne Vance, Kay l ynn White. Row Three : Eileen Brock-

man, Mary l ou Oldham.

greaves hall
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lund hall
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Standa rds Committee Row One: Jane Atchisan, linda Nable, Denise
Pearsan. Row Two : Arlene Dalimare, secretary; Janet Keraher, president;

Row One: Karren Kranwlnkle, student assistant; Mr. Huffaker, Mrs. Huffaker, head residents. Row Two : Elizabeth Garham, Martha Miller,

Jalene Schuldt, vice president; Jeanne Bachman.

Jeanne Bachmann, student assistants.

T

triad 1
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triad 11

Triad II ' s second year of existence as a women's
dormitory

proved

interesting.

Many

activities

characterized a busy social life for the girls.
Shadows could be seen slipping furtively around
corners during pixie week which helped everyone
become better acquainted. Other events participated in were a progressive chicken dinner, exchanges, and a Thanksgiving banquet. High
point of the year was a smorgasbord formal.
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Row One: Michael W. Key, social chairman; Brent Schow, vice president; Terry Field, president; Kent
Servoss, secreta ry· treasurer. Row Two : Dick Irizarry, Dale Rasmussen, Neil Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Gera ld

Harris and Troy, head residents; Ron Schow, Steve Ashby. Absent: Bob (rastic.

bullen hall

Bullen Hall ; where the boys are! This year's
activities began with the Homecoming Parade as
Bullen's Bathtub was wheeled down the streets of
Logan containing a " gorgeous george. " Tanya
Hoyt was crowned as Snow Bunny Queen. Spring ,
around Bull en Hall meant plenty of activity and
to add to th e "fun in the sun" Bullen sponsored
an Hawai ian Luau. This brought the year to a
close with everyo ne in the dorm full and happy.
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Row One : Head residents Mr. and Mrs. Lee Osborne and Leanne and Gerlad. Row Two :
assistant residents Rich Wilson, Fred Petti ngull, Gory Coleman, Doug Porker, Ken Fensen,
president: Harry Randell. Ab sent : Don Honks.

richards hall
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card hall

Card Hall Row One : John Hanson, preside nt; Jay Hansen, Mardell Pa rrish, Brent Lowe ll.
Row Two: Vern Wilson, Andy Hansen, Owen Woh lstrom, Shir l Stewart , Mark Peterso n .

Moyle Hall - Row One : Dean Duke, Bi l l Duke, p resident; Elliot Fun k, Hal Beames. Row
Two : Ray Hinton, Terrell Bird, Ba llard Yeates, Jerry Sandberg, Joh n Home r, Wall a ce
Mitche l l.

moyie hall
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Ivins Hall Row One : Thomas W. Toole, Bre1't D. Simper,
Larry Fuller, David L. Anderson. Row Two : Paul L. Henderson,
Richard Morrin , David Harri s, George Welch, president.

Maughan Hall - Barbara Miller, Lucille
Karen Roberts, Brunalene Dalla Co rte.

Miller,

president;

Rich Hall Row One : Kathy Stewart, Marti Raberts, Julie
Stewart, Nada Jean Dahlke, Judy Hales. Row Two : Georgia
Kenny , Cheryl Halling, Norma Grover, Kathie Transtrum,
president; Mr. and Mrs . Dennis Hansen, head residents.
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mckay living center

Snow Hall - Row One: Dorothy Miller, Dione Randall, Carma
Bagnee , president; Janet Harris, Ruth Izatt, Elna Rae Miller.
Row Two: Karen Brawn, Lavau n Fenske, Janeen Lewis, Peggy
Alley, Gail Bolen.

Wells Hall - Darlene Mecham, Alice Dunning, Sharon McBride,
president; Kathy Ta y lor.
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inter-residence council
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Row One : Terry Field, Ken Jensen, John Hansen, Stan Ogden, president. Row Two : Lucille Miller, Karen
Tanner, Marsha Smith, Kathy Transtrum, Connie Checketts, Bobitte Peterson, Mrs. Israelson, advisor.
Row Two : Renae Lamborn, Kay Lynn White, Sharon McBride, Carma Bagnell, Julie Hansen, Linda Pond,
Cora lee Pay.

independent council
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religious organizations

lutheran student fello\Nship
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stan allen
a. von anderson
bruce anderson
reese anderson
neil anderton
larry avery

delon barfuss
duane baugh
dave baumgartner
ronald bell
gail b ingham
heber bingham

burke bodi Iy
ierry bolton
dean brench ley
douglas brenchley
·richard brenchley
ronald burt

leonard carter
val christensen
iim coleman
norr is cooley
david coppin
gary dutson

gerry ellis
barry evans
iohn follett
bodo fritzen
wayne gessel
david godfrey

roger handy
lynn hanks
doug hardman
doug harwood
kent haslam
dean hatch

vance hedin
iames hess
wade lee hill
arthur higley
clark holdaway
laird ienkins

delta phi kappa
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glen jenson
martin jenson

dorwin jeppesen
orvid jeppson
mike jepsen
dole johnson

ken johnson
al keeler
david keller
dennis kreutzer
bart kunz
eldon louder

bruce lind
tom l ivingston
neal lundwall
curtis mcgregor
delon madsen
phillip markham

ray meibos
david michaelsen
larry michaelse n
david monson
ken nielsen
allen ogden

errol ormond
leon pack
lyle packer
bill palmer
jim petersen
gera Id peterson

leo peterson
calvin pOrTer
lynn potts
stuart preece

david rich
ken rich

brent robi n so n
robert saunders
willis savage
grant schmidt
ro n schow
reid seamons
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richard sellers
ron sessions
stan sessians
wayne shumway
gayle smith

lagrande smith
jim sterzer
bryan taggart
gary tay lor
john thalman

stanley thurman
ronald tolman
mardell topham
robert transtrum
john va lberg

larell vandyke
robert va n sweden
roulon jan waite
john walkenhorst
doug watanabe

spencer wi ll ardsen
doug wood
vern wood
blake wride
arthur yeager

delta phi kappa
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Row One : Tom Fitzgerold, Douglas Kopke, Monsignor Stoffe l, Michael W. Key,
Thomas R. Costello. Row Two : Roland J. McDonald, Lorry Dwon, Robert F. Rose,
Phil Husted, Patrick Hartnett, Dole, Evoy, Dennis Emerson, Raimond Clary. Row

Three : Judy Nunn , Cheryl Sunoda, Sunny Plott, Francis Perrin. Row Four: A nne
Marie Masini, Kathy Flanagan, Judie Reno, Richard Ebert, Joan Walsh. Row
Five : Gary Mohr, Gerold Heck, Gomes Hittenbond, Fred Reno, Christine Enswa rth,
A. J. Hiltenbrand.

monsignor stoffel

nevvrllan club
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I. d. s. institute
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institute activiti es
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vvestrninister fellovvship

service organizations
276

stanley brower
dick frombgen

lee gillenwata
george gregory

tom harding
harmon hodgkinson

circle k

mart lomax
robert michael

marc whitney
robert wollner
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v. d. gardner
advisor

kenneth bischoff
bill bullen
ron clark
dick davis

glade dursteler
tom grimmett
ernie hansen
floyd hill
gary johnson

john kerr
craig larsen
richard morrin

phil nave
gordon nee ley

garth nelson
ronald pendleton
richard rasmussen
steve reeder
john reynolds

fred shaffer
richard spicer

brent wi Ison

ron squires

rees tribbett
loran van noy

alpha kappa
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PSI

lamar anderson
lorell clark

b ruce eh lert
art haven

doug l itchfield
clyde mcmurray

leon matheson
john morris

spencer stucki
michael thorpe

daryle morgan
advisor

rena lee m ercer

ik duchess
dale wynder

intercollegiate knights
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suzanne atkinson
anne bauman
karen bergeson

helen bingham
jerry brondt
vicky burgess

janet burr
janet burt
camille carter

sue emerson
carolee felt
sheila ford

leola goff
chris hamberlin
ann himes

jane hughes
mary lynn hyde
toni jeppson

janet keroher
diane neilsen
elai ne nielson

Forty-two sophomore women dressed in white
and blue served as USU Spurs. Following their
motto " At your service," these girls were frequently seen behind voting boothes, ushering at
the Lyric and visiting Sunshine Terrace. Twentytwo Spurs followed the convention trail to the
University of Nevada at Reno in November where
five of the forty-three chapters met to promote
friendship and errthusiasm.
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spurs

larita nish
kathryn nozaki
amelia okeson

mary lou oldham
connie olsen
carolyn ormond

patricia peterso n
linda pond
sandra pope

onalee reeve
sherrie robinson
susan ryser

judy short
marsha smith
susan smith

sue stuart

karen tanne r
janet thompson

kathie transtrum
jane ungr icht
pam wilson
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concert band
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coca-cola

u.s.u. bookstore

"The Drink That Refreshes"

"Serving the Students' Every Need"

74 West 1 North

Logan, Utah

Utah State University
Logan, Utah

leven's

kater shop
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World's Toughest 2 Pants Suits,
Red Wing Shoes, Complete Formal
Wear Sales & Rentals, Samsonite
Luggage, Big Missionary Discounts,
Special Group Price on anything.
128 North Main

Logan, Utah

"Clothes For Every Occasion"
69 North Main

Logan, Utah

keith o'brien

dan's reminder

"Quality in Service and Merchandise"

OFFICE AND SCHOOL SUPPLY

29 South Main

Logan, Utah

15 North Main

Logan, Utah

752-3321

j. c. penney co.

baugh jewelry co.

"Smart Students Shop at Penney's First"

"Buy With Confidence"

59 North Main

Logan, Utah

47 North Main

Logan, Utah
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61'

PEPSI

one hour martinizing
"The Most in

Dry Cleaning"

27 East 4 North

Logan, Utah

logan bottling co.
pepsi -7-up
"come alive - you're in the pepsi generation"

295 West Center

Logan, Utah

Imported Fashions
Famous Labels

......

.....

-

thiokol chemical corporation
"Congratulations Graduates"

119 North Main
286

Logan, Utah

Logan Division, 2503 North Main

the place La stop when you go

logan motor company

mitchell motel
• Phones

• Heated Pool

• 5 year 50,000 mile new car guarantee

• Refrigeration

• Television

• 1 year 10,000 mile used car guarantee

• No down payment
just east of campus on highway 89

839 North Main

Logan, Utah

cache valley electric co.
Electric Contractors
359 South Main
752-6405
Logan, Utah
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thunell photography
ROOM

104

U.B.

Receptionist -

SUPPLIES - PORTRAITS
Tamara Keller

SUPERIOR
YEARBOOKS
are made

by

SUPERIOR CRAFTSMEN
AT WHEELWRIGHTS
Meet a winning team! These staff members at
graphing business . These are the folk whose skills produced
Wheelwrights have all won the Certificate of
the book you now hold. Look again at the sharp , clean halfCraftsmanship awarded by the Master Pr inters
tone pictures , the elegant color reproductions , and the legiSection of the Printing Industries of America. They
ble typography which attest to their ability. We hope you
have earned the " Masters Degree" of the litholike their work and keep this book for many years because
of what it says and the beautiful manner in which it speaks .

LITHOGRAPHING

COMPANY

975 S. West Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
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je n kins pamela ...................... 169
jenkins susan .......................... 2 11
jennings margaret .................. 169
jensen bonnie ........................ 198
jensen cordell ........................ 211
jensen david .......................... 211
jensen diane .......................... 199
jensen dauglas ...................... 221
jensen joan ............................ 2 11

jensen kay .............................. 198
jensen kenneth ...................... 21 1
jensen kent ............................ 199
jensen kirk ..................... .. .... . 169
jensen linda ............................ 169
jensen margaret ...................... 169
jensen melba .......................... 198
jensen patricia ...................... 199
jensen sandra ........................ 169
jensen sheila ...................... .. .. 169
jensen sheryl .......................... 198
jensen stanley .......... .............. 169
jensen steven .......................... 21 1
je n sen valine .......................... 2 11
jenson glen ............................ 2 11
jeppson drvid ........................ 19 8
jessop reunell .......................... 16 9
jewkes nancy .......................... 2 00
johansen craig ........................ 21 1
johansen jonnie ...................... 2 11
johanson an'n .......................... 200
jahanson shery l ...................... 2 11
john darwin ............................ 21 1
jahn thomas .......................... 2 00
john william .......................... 169
johnson carl ............................ 198
johnson clifford ...................... 2 11
johnson colleen ...................... 21 1
johnson dennis ...................... 169
johnson diane ........................ 2 00
johnson gary .......................... 2 11
johnson irene .......................... 1 6 9
johnson j ................................ 169
johnson jacqueline .................. 2 1 1
johnson james ........................ 198
joh n son james ........................ 2 11
johnson janis .......................... 198
johnson reid .............. .............. 169
johnson richard .. .. ...... ............ 2 11
johnson ronald ...................... 2 11
jahnson ross .......... .. .............. 169
johnson sh rerman .................... 221
johnson stuart .. .. .................... 2 11
johnson te rry .... ................. .... . 169
jolly desmon d ........................ 2 12
jones dwane ........................ .. 16 9
jones elaine ............................ 169
jones harold ................... .. .. ... 169
jones henry ........................... . 2 00
jones janis .............................. 169
jones linda .............................. 169
jones mabel ............................ 169
jones marilyn .......................... 198
jones rona Id ........................ .. 2 12
jorgensen bonnie .................... 2 12
jorgensen ma ry ...................... 169
jorgensen phyllis .................... 2 00
josephson pa u l ...................... 2 12
jucha u ka ren .......................... 2 12
judd roma .............................. 16 9
kabili moris ............................ 200
kaiser donna .......................... 169
kapke douglas ........................ 198
karren steve n .......................... 2 12
kay roy .................................. 169
kearl diane ............................ 2 00
kearns kathlee n ...................... 17 0
kearsley kare n ........... ........... 170
keck cheryl .............................. 2 00
keele judy .............................. 2 00
keeler albert ........................ .. 200
keeler kay .............................. 198
keiser dean ............................ 198
keller david .. .. ... ..................... 198
kelly david ............................ 2 00
kelly edward .......................... 21 2
kelson duane .......................... 2 12
kempf thomas ....... .. ............... 2 12
kendrick bre nda .................... 17 0
kennedy michael .................... 200

kenney georgia ...................... 200
kennington eddy ...................... 170
kennington eugene ............... . 221
kenning ton richard .................. 199
kensmoe gary ........................ 200
kent william ........... ............... 212
key michae l ............................ 200
khadem.haghighat seyd .......... 170
kidd james ............................ 200
kem dong .............................. 221
kimball emi ly ................. ....... 212
kimball dristine ................... ... 170
kincer dianna ....................... 170
king carolyn ............................ 170
king geraldine ............ ........... 200
king rodney ............................ 200
kingdon ann ................ ........ .. 199
kinghorn joyce ... ................ ..... 170
kingsford clinton .................... 2 12
kingsley russell .............. ........ 199
kirby maude ............................ 170
kirk donna .............................. 179
klingsporn ralph ...................... 200
klopf mary ........................... ... 200
klossne r hans ........... .............. . 170
knight caro l ............................ 170
knight charles
.............. 200
knighton edith ...................... .. 20 0
knise ly dennis ........................ 170
knudsen birthe ........... .. .... .. ..... 170
knu dsen cu rtis ............... .. ....... 170
knutson sand ra ....................... 200
kobayashi warren .................. 200
koetitz gerald ........................ 170
kohler douglas ........................ 2 12
kohler james
.................. 170
koh ler steve n .......................... 2 00
kolan robert .......................... 170
konopnicki aldee .................... 170
kornfeld joyce ...................... .. 2 12
ko rn feld stephen .................... 221
kotter mary .............. .............. 199
kotter paul .............................. 199
kranwinkle karren .................. 212
krey julie ................................ 2 12
krivitsky robe rt ...................... 2 12
kunz barton .. .......................... 199
kunz calvin ............................ 199
kunz charles ........................... 200
ku nz niel ............................... 199
kusisto barbara
........ 170
kuttnaue r kari
........... ......... 199
lacey peter ............................ 170
laker laura lee .... .. .................. 170
lamb richa rd ...... .. ................. . 200
lone alan ................................ 2 12
lange carl ............................. 212
langford james ..................... 200
lap ray brent ....
.. .... 199
larsen brent ......
.. .... 170
larsen camma ........................ 199
larsen janice .......................... 199
larsen jeanne ......................... 200
larsen jennifer ........................ 170
la rsen jim .......................... .... 170
la rsen judith .......................... 2 12
larsen kath leen ...................... 199
larsen kathleen ...................... 199
la rsen lorene ....................... ... 200
la rsen mari lyn ........................ 200
la rsen reed ...... .. .................... 170
larsen richard ........... ............. 212
larsen susan ......................... 200
lorsen vivian .......................... 2 12
larsen wallace .................. .. .... 2 12
larson aria ............................ 199
larsan cathy.....
.. ....... 170
larsan david ......................... 212
la rson fred .... .. ........................ 170
la rso n judith ... .. ..... ...... ...... .. .. 170

larson william ........................ 199
last frank .............................. 170
lau william ......... ................... 212
laub valoy .............................. 170
laudenberger lynn ............... .. . 199
la u ritzen ma r io n .................... 2 12
law lawana ............................ 17 0
lawrence beatrice .................. 170
lawrence eleanor .................... 199
lawrence linda ........................ 199
lawrence richa rd ................. .. . 200
lawson carl ............................ 221
leavitt ca rol ............................ 170
leavitt leon ............................ 199
leavitt mishael ........................ 212
lee deanne ............................ 212
lee john .................................. 200
lee terrence ............................ 212
lees barbara ...... .................... 200
lefevre donna ....................... 170
l ieshman kim ......................... 212
lejambre cha r les
........... 200
lemon carlo ............................ 200
lemon janet ............................ 212
lewandowski edgar ................ 212
lewis carolyn ......................... 199
lewis max .............................. 2 12
lewis mont ............ .. ................ 2 12
Ii chin ................................... 221
liao teh ................................ 22 1
liddle elizabeth ...................... 200
Iii ley michae l .......................... 2 00
limb max ................................ 200
lin shu ................................... 212
lind bruce ............................. . 199
lindsay davi d ........................ 220
lindsay kathleen .............. ...... 22 0
l indsay valorus ................... .. . 22 1
lindsay donna ........................ 200
linton dennis .......................... 201
littled ike l ila .......................... 21 2
litt lefie ld sue .......................... 2 0 1
liu ernest ................................ 221
livingston carolyn .................... 199
livingston madalyn n ................ 199
lloyd charles .......................... 2 12
lloyd phi ll ip ............................ 17 1
lloyd wi ll iam .......................... 199
lofthouse sharon .................... 171
lomax marti n ......................... . 199
long cathy ............................ .. 20 1
longhurst lynn ........................ 199
loosle gaylen .......... ................ 20 1
loosli curtis ............................ 20 1
loosli stuart ............................ 212
lotfian ali ............................. . 199
lott gayle
.................. 171
louder e ldon .......................... 201
lounsbu ry jerry ........................ 212
lovell brent ............................ 199
lovell sallie ............................ 17 1
lovell sue .............................. 199
low richard ............................ 20 1
low william ............................ 2i2
lowder richard ........................ 17 1
lund john .............................. 199
lund robert ................... .. ......... 2 12
lund william .......................... 2 12
luthy howard .......................... 171
lyon robert ........................... 201
lyt le sue ................................ 199
mabrito tamara ...................... 199
mackelprang alonza ................ 2 12
mackenz~ kenny
...... ......... 212
mackey kerry .......................... 1 99
macnei l judee
................. 199
madsen cherril ........................ 201
madsen delon
................... 171
magleby john ....................... 201
mahmoudi koo ros .................... 2 01

maie r rona ld .................. ........ 2 13
mallet lo rr aine ........................ 17 1
malmstrom willard ................ 213
malouf raymond .................... 17 1
manbeian taghi ...................... 22 1
manning fred ......... .. ............... 199
manning ma rtha ......... .. ......... 17 1
manning richard ...................... 2 13
marasco richard ...................... 2 13
marchant connie ..... ............... 213
marcha nt jim my ............ .. ........ 17 1
marcum chery l ........................ 199
ma rcum ray ........................... · 199
markham phillip .................... 20 1
markos f rancine .. .................... 19 9
marsh jonatha n ...................... 171
martin donald ....................... . 2 13
martin francis ...................... .... 171
martin william ........................ 199
martindale lewis .................... 2 13
marti n i ed ward ...................... 199
mash nadine .......................... 220
masini anne ............................ 19 9
mason jacquiline .................... 2 13
mason jay ...... ........................ 20 1
masumu ra a la n ...................... 20 1
mather co nrad ........................ 22 1
mather sharon ........................ 2 12
matthews edith ...................... 20 1
mauch ley glo ria .................... 17 1
maughan clara .................. .. .. 201
maugha n elizabeth ................ 2 13
maughan franklin .................. 2 13
maughan mary ........................ 2 13
maughan ralph ................ ...... 2 01
maughan venice ............... .. ... 213
mouth joanne ............ .. .......... 20 1
maxwell glenda ............. .. ....... 17 1
may michae l .......................... 2 01
mayo rober t ............................ 200
mazu ran michael .................... 20 0
mcallister robert .................... 22 1
mcb ride sharon ...................... 17 1
mca rthur laura ........................ 201
mccammon loma .................... 200
mccammon james ................. ... 200
mcclellan cheryl .... .. .. .. ............ 200
mccormick max ...................... 2 13
mccormick max ...................... 213
mccracken patsy .................... 17 1
mcda niel ge ne ........................ 20 0
mcdona ld mary ...... .. .............. 200
mcdonald richard .................. .. 17 1
mcdonald willard ........... .. ..... 17 1
mcentire linda ...................... .. 20 1
meg ha n james ........ .. .............. 171
mcgregor ka thlee n .................. 171
mcgregor beverly .................... 2 13
mcgregor craig ...................... 171
mcgregor leg rande .................. 17 1
mcguire cha rl es ...................... 22 1
mckee ethel .................... .. ...... 171
mckell barbara ...................... 171
mckim robert .......................... 17 1
mckinnon linda ...................... 200
mckinnon mika l ...................... 200
mclane de n nis ....................... 20 1
me laws nancy ........................ 171
mcmaster suezann .................. 201
mcmurrin marcia .......... .......... 213
mcneill margaret .................... 201
mcphee kath leen .............. ...... 20 1
mcpherson lin ........................ 17 1
mcquarrie glade .................... 2:: I
mcqueen alice ........................ 20 1
mea ley thomas ........................ 2 13
meals pamela ........................ 201
mecham darlene .................... 171
medford samue l ...................... 20 1
medsker richa rd ..................... 17 1
mehr ja rdi .. ............... .. ....... .... 17 1

meh ta ashwinkumar .............. 22 1
memmatt carolyn .................... 17 1
memmott sandra .................... 20 0
meng richa rd .......................... 201
mercer rena ..................... .. ..... 2 0 0
merchant jeffrey .................... 2 13
merkley bery l ..................... .. ... 171
merkley clyde .......... .. ............ 2 13
mer rill darla ............ .. ............ 201
mer rill deanna ................... ..... 171
me rr ill pame la .................... .... 2 00
merri l l sta n ley .......... .. ............ 2 13
merritt alonzo ....... .. .. .. ...... ..... 2 13
merritt beth ........................... 20 0
messinger venna .................... 171
meste r susa n .......................... 171
m ich a el robert ...................... .. 200
michae lsen la rry ........ .............. 171
michaelson ter ral .................... 2 0 0
michaelso n william ................ 201
m ichelson ly nn ........................ 2 13
mickelse n steve ................... .. . 201
mickleson william ........... ....... 2 13
mille r barbara ............... .. ....... 17 1
miller dorothy ...................... .. 2 01
mi l le r edwin ...................... ... .. . 2 01
miller eldo n .. .......................... 200
mi ll er judee .................. .. ........ 17 1
miller lucille .......................... 2 0 0
mill er ly nn ...... .................. ...... 171
mille r marg aret .............. .. ... ... 20 1
mille r marily n ........................ 171
mi ll er martha .......................... 200
miller shannon ........................ 200
mi ll er sherry ......... .. ............... 200
mil ler stan ley....
. ..... 2 13
miller suzanne ...................... .. 171
miller terry ................. ........... 2 00
miller wendell ................. .. ..... 2 13
milliga n ca ro le .. .......... .. .......... 22 1
mine r robe rt .. ..... .. ............... .. 171
mink ler ray ............................ 2 01
misu lia michael ...................... 2 13
mitchell a .......... ......... ........... 171
mitchell chad ... ..................... . 200
mitchel l dixie .. ..................... .. . 201
mitchell joh n ...... .. .................. 22 1
miya gary ........................ .. .... 2 00
mob ley ga ry ................ ..... ..... 171
molascon pat rici a .................. 2 01
mo lgard robert ... .. ............. ...... 201
mo il er rona ld ............... .. ......... 2 01
monadjemi mehdi .............. .. .. 2 01
monsen david ............. .. ........ . 17 2
monsen sa rah ........................ 202
mo nson lavaun .... .. .............. . 2 0 2
monson luetta .. ...................... 200
monson roy ....... .. ................... 2 00
montgomery david ............... ... 2 0 2
montgomery fay .................... 213
moody richard ................. .. ..... 2 13
moore carol ...... .. .. ........ .. ........ 2 0 2
moo re con ni e .......................... 20 2
moore eldon .......... ................ 213
moore joan ............................ 2 1 3
moore joyce ...... .. ................... 202
moore kathlee n ...................... 17 2
moore ke nneth ...................... 2 00
moore majorie ........................ 172
moo re thomas .................. ...... 200
morqan james ...... ... ............... 2 13
morg an joyce ................. .. ....... 21 3
morga n jy lene ... .. ........ .. ......... 2 0 2
morgan stephan ....... .. ........... 2 13
ma rin forest ..... .. ..................... 2 13
mo rre ll lau re nce ................. .. ... 2 13
morris cha rl es ........... .. ........... 17 2
morris john .............................. 2 13
morrison george ...................... 200
mo rr ison molly ............... .. ....... 202
mo rrow la rr y ................... .. ..... 2 13
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morsali houshang .................... 200
mortensen ralph ...................... 213
mortensen ronald .................... 202
mortimer gerald ...................... 202
moss arthur ............................ 213
moss doris ....................... ... .... 2 13
moss mary ........... ....... ..... .. ..... 202
moulton bruce ..... ................... 172
moyes michael ........................ 202
mueller beatrice .................... 172
mundy patricia .... ...... ............ 200
muralidharan v p .................... 221
murdoch john ........................ 172
murdock vicki ........................ 202
murphy douglas ... ................... 202
murray neil ............................ 213
murri daryll ............. ..... .......... 214
musgrave betty ...................... 172
myrick william ........................ 200
myrin alarik .......................... 172
nadauld nancy ................. .. ..... 202
nadel arthur ............... ....... .... 172
nadjibi kianoush .................... 202
naraballobh banborn .............. 172
nassari mohammad ................ 214
nassir nasrat ..................... ..... 221
nate larry ........ ........................ 214
nate robert ........... ............... .... 214
nay marta .............. ................ 214
naylor maree .......... ................ 172
nebeker clark ....................... ... 214
nee ley gordon ........................ 214
neibaur annette ...................... 172
neilsen diane .......................... 202
nelson benjamin ......... .. ....... .. 172
nelson clair ....... .. .. .... ............. 214
nelson david ........... ............... 214
nelson gloria .. ........................ 172
nelson gylene ......... ............... 214
nelson jane ................... ... .. .... 200
nelson jeanette .. ............ ........ 200
nelson kay ....................... ..... .. 202
nelson nancy .......................... 172
nelson pauline ........................ 214
nelson vicki ................. .... ....... 172
nelson william ...... ......... ......... 200
newswander robert ................ 202
nichols spencer ...................... 172
nicholson dianna ............ ........ 172
nicholson george ............. .. ..... 2 14
niederhauser sheila ................ 172
niederhauser terry .................. 202
nielsen david ..................... .... . 172
nielsen floyd ............... .... ....... 172
nielsen kathryn ...................... 200
nielsen keith .......................... 200
nielsen m kim ... .... ................. 172
nielsen suzanne ...................... 172
nielson beverly ...................... 214
nielson judith .... ...................... 214
nielson ronald ....... .... ... .......... 172
niemonn david ........................ 200
nish larita ...................... .. ...... 202
nixon carl .............................. 214
nixon nancy ............................ 214
norris patrick .......................... 214
norton jayne .. ............ ............ 172
norton norman ............... ......... 200
norton paul ............................ 200
nunn henry ........ .................... 214
nuttall darrell ........................ 202
nye gregory ............................ 200
nyman vivian .......................... 214
oberhansly loraine ........... ....... 202
obray jean .................... ........ .. 200
obray mary ............................ 214
ochsner alfred ...... .... .............. 214
odean velma .......................... 214
odisho phenuel .... ....... .. .... ... .. 22 1
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ogden lynn ............................ 200
ogden stanford ...................... 214
ogden susanne ........................ 200
oldroyd jule .......... .................. 2 0 2
olsen brent .............................. 201
olsen david ............. ...... ...... ... 202
olsen edith .............................. 20 1
olsen gwenivere .................... 172
olsen joann ............. ........... .... 201
olsen john .......................... .... 172
olsen marilyn ....................... ... 202
olsen nathan ....... ................... 214
olsen robert ............................ 172
olsen rosemary ........................ 172
olsen wayne .......................... 202
olson eleanor marie ................ 201
olson kathleen ....... ... .............. 201
olson thomas .......................... 202
orison doris ........................... 201
orme kathryn .......................... 172
ormond carolyn .............. ... ..... 202
ormond david ........................ 172
ormond errol ....................... ... 2 14
orr marvin ....... ....................... 201
orton janis ................. ............. 201
orton judy ............ ... .............. . 214
osenburg stephanie ................ 172
osmond rulon robert ................ 214
osterhout ronald ............ ... ....... 214
owais tallat ........................ .... 221
owen margaret ................... ... 202
owens bennett ..................... ... 214
pace donna ............................ 172
pace marvin .......................... 201
pace richard .... ......... .... ........ . 20-1.
pace rudolph .......................... 214
pa ck blair .............................. 20 1
pack clarence ............. ........... 201
padker lyle ................... ... ...... 202
packer murland ...................... 214
packer stanley ................... ..... 202
page judy ................. ............. 201
painter reese ............ ..... .... ..... 201
pavia cecilia .......................... 202
palayasoot paotoon ................ 222
pally dorothy ........................ 214
palmer alan ..... ..................... 172
palmer beverly ....................... . 201
palmer glen ............................ 202
palmer shirlene ... ..... .. ........ .... 2 14
palme r virginia ...................... 214
pang suk ........................ ..... ... 2 14
park jerry .............................. 214
parker carl .. ....... .. ................. 214
parker dennis ...... .................. 202
parker douglas ............... .. ..... 214
parker julie ............................ 201
parker larry ......... ................. 214
parker mel ita ........................ 214
parker patricia ............. ........... 202
parker ronald .. ...... ................ 201
parker wayne ........................ 214
parkinson harold .................... 201
parks wesley .......................... 214
parrish alan ........................... . 202
parrish mardell ............... ... .. .. 172
parson dennis ........................ 172
parson kathryn ...................... 17 2
parson ralph .......................... 214
partridge glen ........................ 202
passey frederick ... ............... ... . 172
pastore candace ....... ............... 173
patil ashok ............................ 214
patrick catherine ............ ........ 173
paulsen olaf .......................... 201
paulsen rex ............................ 215
paulsen robert ........................ 203
paulsen ronald ...................... 215
pay carolee ............................ 201
payne clifford ............ .. .... ...... 222

peacock vicky ........................ 173
pearce dwight ................ ........ 173
pearson denice ...................... 201
pearson karin ........ .. .............. 173
pearson steven ..... .... .. ........... 173
pehrson marilyn ...... ................ 173
pendleton ronald .................... 20 1
pendleton william ................ 173
penman barbara .................... 215
penney garth .......................... 215
penovich edith ......... ............... 173
perkes anita ... .. ..................... 215
perkins lee .............................. 2 03
perreault albe·rt ...................... 222
perrett luell ......................... ... 203
perrin kwan ....................... .... . 215
perry everett .......... ................ 201
perry george .............. ............ 215
perry patricia ........................ 173
perry patsy ... ......................... 215
pestka michael .... ........... ....... 20 1
peternel george .... ............... ... 20 1
petersen clifford .. .................. 173
petersen dale ........................ 215
petersen james ...... .................. 203
petersen kathryn .................... 203
petersen linda ........................ 201
petersen lucille ....... ............... 173
petersen robert ...................... 173
petersen sharol ............. ... ........ 173
peterson barbara .............. ...... 201
peterson beth .......................... 2 15
peterson bobette .................... 201
peterson colleen ...................... 2 15
peterson david .... ............. ..... 215
peterson dianne ...................... 17 3
peterson frank ... .... ...... .... .. ..... 2 15
peterson gerald ...................... 215
peterson hal ........................ .. 173
peterson iva n .......................... 201
peterson james .. ......... ........... 215
peterson jane ......................... . 201
peterson jay ............................ 215
peterson jo ......... .............. ....... 215
peterson judy ........................ 215
peterson karen ...................... 203
peterson karren ...................... 215
peterson kathleen .................. 215
peterson margaret ......... .... ..... 173
peterson marilyn .................... 20 1
peterson martha .................... 173
peterson marva ............... ....... 173
peterson mary ..... ....... ............ 203
peterson patricia .................... 203
peterson paul ........................ 215
peterson shana ...................... 173
peterson shannon .................... 173
peterson sharon ................ .... 173
peterson she rid ...................... 201
peterson steven ................. ..... 2 15
peterson steven ...................... 222
peterson tana ...................... .. 173
petrunich william .... ... .... ....... 201
petterson ernest .................... 203
pettingill frederick .................. 173
phillips harold ........................ 203
phillips john .......................... 222
phipps joan ............................ 201
pickett carolyn ........................ 203
pierce guy ................... ........... 215
pierce shirley ..... ..................... 203
pierson dallis .......................... 215
pinder annette ........................ 203
pinegar david ........................ 201
pinson addie .......................... 173
pinto nilda ..................... ....... 2 15
piper edgar ............................ 222
piquet joan ............................ 201
pitcher ri cha rd ........ ......... ....... 215
pittard homer .......................... 201
pixton richard ................. .. ..... 17 3

plant patricia .......................... 215
planz tyson ... ......................... 215
plott sunny ...... ... ....... ... ..... .... 203
plowman boyd ...................... 2 15
plowman lowell .... .. ............ .... 203
plummer nathan ...................... 2 15
pocock elaine ........................ 215
pollard d joyce ...................... 203
pollock denise ................... ..... 203
polson douglas .... ....... .......... . 201
polson susan ............ ............. . 173
pond charles .......................... 215
pond linda .............................. 203
poole carolyn .... .. .................. 201
poole nancy .................... ........ 203
pope kathleen ........................ 215
popevis joseph ...................... 215
porter james .......................... 173
porter kent ........................ ...... 17 3
porter paula .......................... 173
posey betty ............... .. ... ........ 173
postma ri chard ....................... . 2 15
potts lynn ... ........................... 17 3
poulsen leon .......................... 203
powell particia ...................... 215
powell stanley ... ..................... 173
powers charles ................. .. .. ... 201
preece stuart ....................... ... 2 15
preston stuart ........................ 215
preston marsha ....................... . 2 15
preston paulette .................... 215
price annalee ............ ............ 173
price boyd .............................. 173
price douglas ................... ....... 20 1
price jean .............................. 2 01
price linda .............................. 173
price luanna ................ .......... 173
price merlin ............... .. ........... 173
price relf ................................ 173
prisbrey dean .. ............ ............ 215
pugmire ada .......................... 173
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